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Abstract

Nowadays, biometrics are more and more deployed to reinforce traditional
authentication or identification that uses keys, passwords, etc. Biometric
identification and authentication have been studied from various information-
theoretic perspectives, where privacy and secrecy are two important aspects.
Due to the uniqueness of biometrics, the abuse of biometric information can
invoke privacy issues. Moreover, for authentication based on secret keys,
compromised secret keys can lead to compromised access to the system. In
this thesis, we deepen the study of the privacy and secrecy perspectives,
characterize fundamental limits, and propose fundamental limits-achieving
polar code designs.

Based on the basic biometric identification and authentication system, we
study five extensions: (i) noisy enrollment and privacy-preservation, where
inevitable noise when enrolling in biometrics is incorporated; (ii) two-stage
setting with privacy preservation, where both the enrollment phase and the
identification phase are operated in two steps; (iii) multiple systems setting,
where the biometric information of users is used in multiple systems; (iv)
uncertainty setting, where two uncertainty aspects are considered, i.e., the
probability mass function of users’ biometric information and the observation
channel; (v) polar code designs, where fundamental limits-achieving polar
code designs are derived. To preserve privacy, we propose to include addi-
tional private keys. The results reveal how the private keys can be efficiently
utilized. For the two-stage setting, two layers of help data are produced in
the enrollment phase. Then in the identification and authentication phase,
the observed user is first processed with the first layer helper data and the
system outputs a list. Then the system only processes the observation with
part of the users in the system, thus the exhaustive search can be avoided. In
the multiple systems setting, it is allowed to reuse the public data and thus
achieves a more efficient design. Moreover, depending on whether the systems
are built together at once or new systems are built based on the legacy sys-
tem, we study both the joint design and the incremental design. For the polar
code designs, we consider a setting where the privacy preservation level can
be adapted by adapting the size of the private key. For both the uncertainty
setting and the polar code designs, strong secrecy is achieved, which is more
stringent than the weak secrecy requirement considered in the other settings.

These five studied settings generalize the known setting studied in the
literature. As corollaries or remarks, we provide the characterizations for
related problems. The extensions reduce the gap between the models and real
biometric systems. The obtained results provide a guideline for the design of
biometric identification and authentication systems.
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Sammanfattning

Nuförtiden används biometri mer och mer för att förstärka traditionell au-
tentisering eller identifiering som använder nycklar, lösenord etc. Biometrisk
identifiering och autentisering har studerats ur olika informationsteoretiska
perspektiv, där integritet och sekretess är tv̊a viktiga aspekter. P̊a grund
av den unika med biometriska data kan missbruk av biometrisk information
åberopa integritetsproblem. Vid användning av nyvklar i autentisering kan
komprometterade nycklar leda till obehörig åtkomst till systemet. I denna
avhandling fördjupar vi studiet av integritets- och sekretessperspektivet, ka-
rakteriserar grundläggande gränser och föresl̊a polarkoddesignerr som uppn̊ar
fundamentala gränser.

Baserad p̊a det grundläggande biometriska identifierings- och autenti-
seringssystemet studerar vi fem tillägg: (i) brusiga registrering och beva-
rande av integritet, där oundvikligt brus vid inskrivning i biometri inkor-
porerats; (ii) tv̊a-stegsinställning med bevarande av integritet, där b̊ade re-
gistreringsfasen och identifieringsfasen drivs i tv̊a steg; (iii) inställning av
flera system med användarnas biometriska information i flera system; (iv)
osäkerhetsinställning, där tv̊a osäkerhetsaspekter beaktas, dvs. sannolikhets-
massfunktionen för användarnas biometriska information och observationska-
nalen; (v) polarkoddesigner, där polära koddesigne som uppn̊ar grundläggande
gränsvärden härleds. För att bevara integriteten föresl̊ar vi inkludering av
ytterligare privata nycklar. Resultaten visar hur de privata nycklarna kan
användas effektivt. För tv̊a-stegsinställning produceras tv̊a lager av hjälpdata
under registreringsfasen. I identifierings- och autentiseringsfasen bearbetas se-
dan den observerade användaren först med det första lagrets hjälpdata och
systemet matar ut en lista. Därefter bearbetar systemet endast observationen
med en del av användarna i systemet. Detta s̊a att den uttömmande sökningen
undvikas. I inställningen av flera system, är det till̊atet att återanvända den
offentliga informationen och uppn̊ar därmed en mer effektiv design. Dessutom,
beroende p̊a om systemen byggs ihop p̊a en g̊ang eller om nya system byggs
utifr̊an det äldre systemet, studerar vi b̊ade den gemensamma designen och
den inkrementella designen. För v̊ara polarkoddesignerna överväger vi en in-
ställning där integritetsskyddsniv̊an kan anpassas genom att anpassa storleken
p̊a den privata nyckeln. B̊ade osäkerhetsinställningen och polarkoddesigner-
na uppn̊ar stark sekretess som är strängare än det svaga sekreteskravet som
beaktas i de andra inställningarna.

Dessa fem studerade inställningar generaliserar den kända inställning som
studerats i litteraturen. Som följder eller anmärkningar, tillhandah̊aller vi ka-
raktäriseringar för relaterade problem. Förlängningarna minskar gapet mel-
lan modellerna och riktiga biometriska system. De erh̊allna resultaten ger en
vägledning för utformningen av biometriska identifierings- och autentiserings-
system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With recent advances in technology and smart devices, biometrics are more and
more deployed to reinforce traditional authentication or identification that uses
keys, passwords, etc. Compared to traditional identification and authentication
methods, which are knowledge-based (e.g., passwords) and token-based (e.g., ID
cards), biometrics have the advantages that they are more stable, always carried
with the person, and unique for each individual. Moreover, biometric authentica-
tion and identification require the person to be present at the time of authenti-
cation and identification, which is a stringent requirement and improves security.
Due to the advantages of employing biometrics in identification and authentication
systems, they are more and more used in various smart technologies and devices.
Nowadays, the most recognized biometric technologies are fingerprint mapping, face
recognition, and retina scans. As the use of biometric features makes authentica-
tion or identification more convenient, it can also invoke challenges for the system
design. In this thesis, we take some perspectives into consideration and investigate
biometric identification and authentication problems.

1.1 Biometric Identification and Authentication

A basic model of biometric identification and authentication is depicted in Fig.
1.1. As shown in Fig. 1.1, there are usually two phases in a basic identification
and authentication system. In the enrollment phase, MI users’ biometric sequences
{XN (i)}MI

i=1 are enrolled in the system with an enrollment mapping e(·). Helper

data {J(i)}MI
i=1 and secret keys {S(i)}MI

i=1 are generated, which are stored in a public
database and a secure database, respectively. In the identification and authentica-
tion phase, an unknown but previously enrolled user is observed through a channel
PY |X and a noisy observation Y N is obtained. The system uses the noisy observa-

tion and the public database to guess the user index as Ŵ and estimate the secret
key as Ŝ. If the estimated secret key Ŝ is the same as the true secret key S(Ŵ ) of
the guessed user Ŵ in the secure database, the user is successfully identified and

3
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e(·)

e(·)

e(·)

...

XN (1)

XN (2)

XN (MI)

S(1)

S(2)

S(MI)

Public
Database

J(1)

J(2)

J(MI)

d(·)PY |X
XN (W ) Y N Ŵ

Ŝ

Figure 1.1: A model of biometric identification and authentication.

authenticated, e.g. granted access to the system.

1.2 Motivation

The model described above is an important research problem since it is closely
related to many applications of biometric identification and authentication. A
usage scenario of the system described above is the biometric identification and
authentication system in a closed working environment, i.e., all staff in a working
environment are all enrolled in the system. Due to security reasons, the working
environment is divided into different sections and only certain users have access
to each section. In such a system, the helper data are stored publicly, e.g. in the
central cloud. The secret key of each user is stored in the corresponding section
locally or handed to the user, e.g. stored on a card or token. When a user tries
to access a section, the local system in that section uses the observation and the
public helper database to identify the user identity. Furthermore, the local system
estimates the corresponding secret key. If the estimated secret key of the guessed
user is the same as the true key stored in the local system, the user is successfully
identified and authenticated, e.g. granted access to the system.

The problem of biometric identification and authentication has been studied
from many perspectives in the literature, among which the information-theoretic
study of characterizing the fundamental limits is an important aspect. By charac-
terizing the fundamental limits, the optimality performance of a biometric system
can be assessed from an information-theoretic perspective. There are several per-
spectives studied in the literature and this thesis:

• Identification capacity: In a biometric identification system, it is desired
to allow the system reliably identify as many users as possible to achieve
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a more efficient design. The maximal number of users in the system can
be characterized by identification capacity. The identification capacity of
biometric identification systems is firstly characterized in [WKGL03].

• Storage and helper data rate: To reduce the hardware cost of storing the
helper data and achieve a more efficient design, it is desired to minimize the
storage cost. Hence, it is important to study the storage cost in a biometric
system. To do so, the helper data rate is studied in the literature, which char-
acterizes the length of the helper data. The fundamental trade-off between
the identification capacity and the helper data rate is investigated in [Tun09].

• Search complexity and multi-stage setting: Nowadays, the most rec-
ognized biometric technologies are fingerprint mapping, face recognition, and
retina scans. These biometric features are high-dimensional, which can re-
sult in high computation costs. Therefore, it is important to study the per-
formance with respect to the search complexity of a biometric system. To
reduce the computation cost, a multi-stage setting is proposed in the liter-
ature, which avoids the exhaustive search and thus reduces the complexity.
The search complexity and multi-stage setting in an identification system are
studied in [Wil09,Tun09,FW16,VOS19].

• Privacy: Due to the uniqueness of biometrics, the abuse of biometric in-
formation can invoke privacy issues. A recent breach of BioStar, which is
a biometric identification system using facial recognition and fingerprinting
technology, leads to a compromise of millions of records containing personal
information of sensitive nature. As stated in [Sch99], once biometric informa-
tion is compromised, privacy cannot be restored. Therefore, it is important
to take privacy into account when designing biometric systems. To character-
ize the privacy preservation level, different privacy metrics and frameworks
of evaluating privacy have been studied in the literature, e.g. reconstruc-
tion privacy constraint, privacy against statistical inference, privacy leakage,
etc. In [KOS14, VP13], reconstruction privacy constraint is studied in the
lossy source coding problem under a privacy constraint that the reconstruc-
tion sequence at the decoder should be kept secret to a certain extent from an
eavesdropper, which has access to both the compressed data and some side in-
formation. Based on the framework of privacy against statistical inference, the
privacy-utility trade-off is studied extensively in [MSFM14,SRP13,DWCS20],
where it is assumed that a dataset is composed of both private and non-private
information, and the privacy-utility guarantee aims at utilizing the dataset
and at the same time satisfy a privacy level. To measure privacy, there are
several widely adopted metrics. One widely adopted metric is differential pri-
vacy, which seeks to limit the inference of any specific entry from the output.
Here, we use mutual information rate as the privacy leakage measure. By
bounding the mutual information, we limit the amount of information leaked
about the biometric source from the public helper data, which is privacy leak-
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age and can be characterized by the privacy leakage rate. Since the generation
of the public helper data can be seen as a source coding process, bounding
the mutual information leakage directly relates to the rate-distortion prob-
lem, which therefore protects against the adversarial reconstruction of the
biometric data.

• Secrecy: In an authentication system that uses secret keys, the authentica-
tion operation is based on comparing the true secret key and the estimated
secret key. The compromise of the secret key can lead to unauthorized access
into the system and raise security issues. Therefore, secrecy is an important
concern in the design. Similar to privacy, we use mutual information as a
measure of secrecy leakage, i.e., secrecy leakage is the amount of informa-
tion leaked about the secret key from the public helper data. Additional
to the secrecy leakage, the length of the secret key is also considered to de-
scribe the secrecy, which can be characterized by the secret key rate. We
want to maximize the secret key rate such that the system is more secure.
Taking privacy and secrecy into consideration, the biometric authentication
and identification system are studied in [IW09] and [IW15], respectively. The
problems of private and anonymous authentication are studied in [KMA19]
and [KMA21], respectively. Secret key agreement based on localization is
studied in [KMA20]. Secure and privacy-preserving data aggregation involv-
ing secret key is studied in [TLMD22]. In [KC16], the identification and
authentication with an adversary and privacy constraint is studied. The pri-
vacy, secrecy, and storage with multiple noisy measurement in authentication
system is investigated in [GK18]. The privacy-secrecy trade-offs in authenti-
cation system of single use case and multiple use case are studied in [LHP11a]
and [LHP11b]. The fundamental trade-offs among the identification, privacy,
secrecy, and storage in an identification and authentication system with noisy
enrollment is characterized in [YY20]. Considering the correlation between
secret keys, the fundamental limits with privacy and secrecy constraints are
studied in [YY22]. In [YYO21,YYO22], the fundamental trade-off of identi-
fication, secrecy, storage, and privacy in biometric identification and authen-
tication systems for Gaussian sources is studied.

• Uncertainty: In the literature and part of the thesis, it is usually assumed
that the users’ data are identically independently distributed and the obser-
vation channel is perfectly known, which are both strong assumptions. To
relax this assumption such that the model is closer to real applications, un-
certainty aspects in identification and authentication are investigated in the
literature. In [TBS16], authentication with secrecy constraints and uncer-
tainty in sources is studied. The channel uncertainty in wireless authentica-
tion is studied in [JTS15]. In [VOSB20], identification with uncertainty in
both the sources and the channels are investigated.

• Other relevant perspectives: In addition to the aforementioned aspects,
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identification and authentication are also studied from other perspectives.
The information-theoretic perspectives of robust authentication systems are
investigated in [GBS17]. Perspectives on identification systems are studied
in [Vu19]. Hypothesis testing in identification and authentication system is
studied in [VOS21] and [Mer19], respectively. Algorithmic computability of
the secret key and authentication with constraints is discussed in [BSBP19].

When designing a biometric system, more considerations should be included to
reduce the gap between the model and the practical system. In this thesis, we take
several perspectives into consideration such that the system model is closer to real-
life scenarios and needs. We first characterize the considered systems’ fundamental
limits, which shows how a practical system can perform with the optimal design.
We then consider efficient code design based on polar codes that achieve the fun-
damental limits of the considered systems. Below we discuss several perspectives
in more detail:

• Privacy preservation: In the literature, privacy of biometric identification
and authentication is usually studied by characterizing the privacy leakage
rate, which is not necessarily small. Here we consider a case where the privacy
leakage rate is required to be close to zero, which is achieved with an additional
private key. We are interested in how this additional private key can be used
efficiently and what fundamental trade-offs can be achieved.

• Noise in the enrollment phase: When enrolling in biometrics, e.g. scan-
ning the fingerprints or faces, it is inevitable that there would be random
noise due to the devices, as well as different angles or positions when one
scans the biometric features. The noisy enrollment can be interpreted as
an additional fixed privacy filter that protects the true biometric source so
that the privacy leakage measures the total protection of the system. There-
fore, considering the noisy enrollment is closer to real-life scenarios and has a
positive side effect on protecting the true biometric data. Since the privacy
leakage is evaluated with respect to the noise-free biometric source instead of
the noisy enrollment, it is interesting to study the privacy leakage analysis
and the fundamental trade-offs.

• Multi-stage setting: Biometrics usually contain multiple features. A multi-
stage identification procedure can be seen as an identification operation based
on multiple features. For simplicity, we consider a two-stage setup. In the
enrollment phase, the system separates the features into two parts and stores
them in two databases. In the identification phase, the system first compares
the observed user with the first database and checks which users are matched
with respect to the first part of the features. Then the system compares the
observed sequence with the output users in terms of the second part of features
and outputs a unique user that matches all the features. The principle of the
search complexity reduction of the two-stage setting can be seen as a search
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procedure in a tree with two levels, where on the first level a decision is taken
with respect to the first layer helper data entries and on the second level a
decision is taken with respect to the second layer helper data entries of the
potential users identified at the first stage. Compared to previous work on the
multi-stage setting in the literature, we further take privacy and secrecy into
consideration. Moreover, we are also interested in including private keys and
investigating how the private keys can be utilized in the two-stage setting.

• Multiple systems setting: Biometric information of a user is usually used
in multiple systems. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, there are usually public helper
data involved in the design of biometric identification and authentication
systems. To achieve a more efficient design, we consider the multiple systems
setting, in which the public helper database can be reused. Depending on
different design objectives, there are two cases of the multiple systems setting,
viz., the joint design and the incremental design. The joint design aims at
designing multiple systems jointly and using the public databases jointly. For
the incremental design, it is assumed that a legacy system already exists and
the new systems are built based on the legacy system. In both the joint design
and the incremental design, the public helper databases can be reused, and
thus a more efficient and sustainable design is achieved. Moreover, due to the
existence of multiple public helper databases, it is possible that the adversary
combines them and infers biometric information or secret keys from them.
This makes it important to take the privacy and secrecy constraints among
multiple biometric systems into consideration. This leads to a more stringent
system design. We are interested in characterizing the fundamental trade-offs
in the multiple systems with privacy and secrecy constraints.

• Uncertainty: In the basic setting of biometric identification and authenti-
cation, it is assumed that the biometric sequences of the users are described
by the same distribution and the observation channel is the same, which
are stringent assumptions. However, in real-life scenarios, the biometric se-
quences or the observation channel cannot be necessarily modeled with one
distribution. For example, the biometric data varies according to the user’s
gender, etc. Moreover, it is possible that the users’ data are merged from
separate databases. The observation channel can vary according to the light
condition, etc. Considering these possible uncertainty aspects, we are inter-
ested in characterizing the fundamental trade-offs with privacy and secrecy
constraints.

• Efficient code design: The fundamental limits do provide insights into de-
signing and analyzing biometric systems, but identifying the true user and a
suitable codeword in the analysis requires an exponential search complexity
and cannot be implemented directly. Practical schemes of biometric identi-
fication that achieve fundamental limits, to the best of our knowledge, have
not been studied before. We are interested in code designs that offer a prov-
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ably optimal solution for biometric identification and authentication systems.
Moreover, to preserve privacy more efficiently depending on different privacy
requirements, we consider a more general setting that allows us to adapt the
privacy leakage rate. We are interested in deriving the fundamental trade-offs
of this more general design and proposing the code designs that achieve the
fundamental limits.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The remaining thesis is divided into seven chapters. We summarize the content of
each chapter in the following.

In Chapter 2, we provide the fundamental concepts in information theory that
are used in the subsequent chapters. For a more detailed study of the subject,
readers are referred to textbooks such as [EK11].

In Chapter 3, we extend the basic biometric identification and authentication
and include a noisy enrollment step in the enrollment phase and a privacy-preserving
requirement. To ensure privacy is preserved, we require that the privacy leakage
rate is close to zero. To achieve privacy preservation, we include additional private
keys in the system. We present the trade-offs among the interested rates, viz., the
identification rate, the secret key rate, the helper data rate, and the private key
rate. We also provide explanations of the trade-offs and compare the results in the
literature. The contribution of this chapter is based on

• [ZVOS21a] L. Zhou, M. T. Vu, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Privacy-
preserving identification systems with noisy enrollment. IEEE Trans. Inf.
Forensics Security, 16:3510–3523, 2021.

Chapter 4 studies a two-stage setting, in which the users’ biometrics is mapped
to two layers of helper data. In the identification and authentication phase, the
system firstly processes the observation and the first layer helper data and outputs
a list. With the list, the system only processes part of the users’ second layer helper
data and completes the identification and authentication tasks. Moreover, similar
to Chapter 3, we also consider the privacy-preservation setting, in which additional
private keys are included. We characterize the trade-offs among the interested rates,
viz., the identification rate, the secret key rate, the helper data rates of the two
layers, the rate of the output list, and the private key rate. The contribution of
this chapter is based on

• [ZVOS21b] L. Zhou, M. T. Vu, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Two-
stage biometric identification systems without privacy leakage. IEEE J. Sel.
Areas Inf. Theory, 2021.

Part of the results appears in
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• [ZVOS19] L. Zhou, M. T. Vu, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Funda-
mental limits for biometric identification systems without privacy leakage. In
57th Annu. Allerton Conf. Commun. Control Comput., pages 1105–1112.
IEEE, Sep. 2019.

In Chapter 5, we present a multiple systems setting in which the biometric
information of users is used in multiple systems. Depending on whether the systems
are designed jointly or incrementally based on an existing legacy system, we consider
two designs, viz., the joint design and the incremental design. In both designs,
privacy and secrecy constraints are characterized with respect to multiple public
helper databases. Moreover, similar to Chapter 3, we include the noisy enrollment
step. We characterize the fundamental trade-offs among the interested rates, viz.,
the identification rate, the secret key rates in multiple systems, the helper data
rated in multiple systems, and the privacy leakage rate.

A simplified setting of the incremental design without noisy enrollment appears
in

• [ZOS21b] L. Zhou, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Incremental Design
of Secure Biometric Identification and Authentication. In 2021 IEEE Int.
Symp. Inf. Theory (ISIT), pages 3196-3201. IEEE, 2021.

In Chapter 6, we extend the basic setting with uncertainty aspects. where the
uncertainty lies in two aspects, i.e., the probability mass function (p.m.f.) of users’
biometric information and the observation channel. For the p.m.f. of users’ biomet-
rics, it is assumed that the users are from different groups and the distribution of
each group is determined by the state. For the observation channel, it is assumed
that there is a set of channels and the actual observation channel is from this set.
Moreover, different from the previous chapters, in which weak secrecy is considered,
we require a more stringent secrecy requirement, strong secrecy. We are interested
in seeing the impact of the uncertainty aspects and the more strict strong secrecy
requirement on the fundamental trade-offs with the considered uncertainty aspects.

The contribution of this chapter is based on

• [ZOS22] L. Zhou, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Uncertainty in Bio-
metric Identification and Authentication Systems with Strong Secrecy. To
appear in 58th Annu. Allerton Conf. Commun. Control Comput.. IEEE,
2022.

In Chapter 7, we provide polar code designs that achieve the fundamental limits
of the considered systems. In the previous chapters, the fundamental limits are
investigated to characterize the optimal performance of the biometric identification
and authentication systems. For privacy preservation, two cases are considered
depending on whether no private key is involved or private keys are included and
long enough such that close to zero private leakage rate is achieved. In this chapter,
we study a more general setting that covers both of these two settings, in which
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the privacy leakage rate can be adapted according to desired privacy constraints.
Moreover, for secrecy, we consider the more strict secrecy constraint, strong secrecy.
We derive the fundamental trade-offs of the considered setting and propose code
designs based on polar codes that operate optimally.

Simplified settings appear in

• [ZOS21a] L. Zhou, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Fundamental limits-
achieving polar code designs for biometric identification and authentication.
IEEE Trans. Inf. Forensics Security, 17:180–195, 2021.

• [ZOS21c] L. Zhou, T. J. Oechtering, and M. Skoglund. Polar codes for bio-
metric identification and authentication. In 2021 IEEE Information Theory
Workshop (ITW), pages 1–6. IEEE, 2021.

In Chapter 8, we summarize our contributions in the thesis and discuss possible
future work.

1.4 Notations and Acronyms

Throughout this thesis, we use the following notations and acronyms:

Notations

X random variable
X alphabet
x realization of X
PX(x), PX , QX(x), QX Probability mass function of the random variable X
|X | cardinality of the alphabet X
h2(p) binary entropy function, −p log p− (1− p) log(1− p)
O(N) asymptotic complexity of N
α ∗ β α(1− β) + β(1− α)
[1 : M ] set {1, 2, ...,M}
XN vector (X1, X2, . . . , XN )
H(X) entropy of X
I(X;Y ) mutual information between X and Y
H(X|Y ) conditional entropy of X given Y
I(X;Y |Z) conditional mutual information between X and Y given Z
1(·) indicator function∑

x Summation over all x ∈ X
⊕ modulo addition
⊖ modulo subtraction
Pr{E} probability of event E
R+ the set of non-negative real numbers
V(·, ·) variational distance
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D(·||·) Kullback-Leibler divergence
F set
Fc complement of set F

Acronyms

BSC Binary Symmetric Channel
i.i.d. independent and identically distributed
p.m.f. probability mass function



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides some fundamental concepts from information theory. It
also introduces the basic setting of biometric identification and authentication.

2.1 Preliminaries

We first review some important information measures. Then we include definitions
and properties of jointly typical set and sequences.

2.1.1 Shannon’s Information Measures

The information-theoretic analysis in this thesis is based on Shannon’s information
theory measures [Sha48]. In the following, we define these quantities and include
some basic properties. For more details, we refer the readers to [EK11].

Definition 2.1.1. (Entropy). Let X be a discrete random variable with finite
alphabet X and a p.m.f. PX(x). The entropy of X, denoted by H(X), is defined as

H(X)
∆
= −

∑
x

PX(x) logPX(x). (2.1)

Entropy can be interpreted as the amount of uncertainty of, i.e., H(X) repre-
sents the amount of uncertainty in X.

Definition 2.1.2. (Conditional entropy). Let X and Y be discrete random vari-
ables with finite alphabets X and Y, and a joint p.m.f. PXY (x, y). The conditional
entropy of Y given X, denoted by H(Y |X), is defined as

H(Y |X)
∆
= −

∑
x,y

PXY (x, y) logPY |X(y|x). (2.2)

Conditional entropy represents the amount of uncertainty of Y after observing
X.

13
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Definition 2.1.3. (Mutual information). Let X and Y be discrete random vari-
ables with finite alphabets X and Y, and a joint p.m.f. PXY (x, y). The mutual
information between X and Y , denoted by I(X;Y ), is defined as

I(X;Y )
∆
= −

∑
x,y

PXY (x, y) log
PXY (x, y)

PX(x)PY (y)
, (2.3)

where PX(x) and PY (y) denote the marginal p.m.f.s of X and Y .

Mutual information represents the amount of information shared between vari-
ables. I(X;Y ) represents the amount of information about X by observing Y , or
equivalently the amount of information about Y by observing X.

Definition 2.1.4. (Conditional mutual information). Let X, Y , and z be dis-
crete random variables with finite alphabets X , Y and Z, and a joint p.m.f.
PXY Z(x, y, z). The conditional mutual information between X and Y , denoted
by I(X;Y ), is defined as

I(X;Y |Z)
∆
= −

∑
x,y,z

PXY Z(x, y, z) log
PXY Z(x, y, z)

PX|Z(x|z)PY |Z(y|z)
. (2.4)

Conditional mutual information I(X;Y |Z) represents the amount of informa-
tion about X by observing Y given that Z is known, or the amount of information
about Y by observing X given that Z is known.

Here follows some properties of the above information measures:

Lemma 2.1.1. The following properties hold:

• Non-negativity: H(X), I(X;Y ), I(X;Y |Z) ≥ 0.

• Conditioning reduces entropy: H(X|Y ) ≤ H(X).

• Chain rule: H(XN ) =
∑N

i=1 H(Xi|Xi−1) =
∑N

i=1 H(Xi|XN
i+1)

Lemma 2.1.2. (Fano’s inequality [CT91]). Let X ∈ X be a discrete random
variable and Y ∈ Y be an estimate of X with Pe = Pr{X ̸= Y }. Then we have

H(X|Y ) ≤ h2(Pe) + Pe log(|X | − 1). (2.5)

Fano’s inequality is an important result in information theoretic analysis since
it relates the information theoretic term (conditional entropy) to the operational
term (error probability of estimation).
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2.1.2 Typical Sequences

In the following, we present definition of jointly typical set and sequences, which
are used in the achievability proofs. There exists several definitions of typicality.
In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we follow the strong typicality defined in [EK11].

Definition 2.1.5. Let (xN , yN ) ∈ XN × YN , where X and Y are finite. The
number of occurrences of a pair of symbol (a, b) ∈ X × Y in the tuple (xN , yN ) is
denoted by N(a, b;xN , yN )). The set of jointly typical sequences (xN , yN ) for ϵ > 0
with respect to joint distribution PXY denoted by T N

ϵ (X,Y ) or in short by T N
ϵ is

defined as

T N
ϵ (X,Y )

∆
= {(xN , yN ) ∈ XN × YN : (2.6)

| 1
N

N(a, b;xN , yN )− PXY (a, b)| ≤ ϵPXY (a, b), (2.7)

for all (a, b) ∈ X × Y}. (2.8)

The term N(a,b;xN ,yN )
N denotes the empirical joint distribution of (xN , yN ).

Therefore, the joint typical set contains all pairs of sequences with empirical dis-
tribution close to the true distribution PXY . Similar definitions and corresponding
properties of typical set and sequences also apply for one or multiple random vari-
ables.

We usually abbreviate strong typical sets as T N
ϵ . In the following, we state

some important properties.

Lemma 2.1.3 (Covering lemma [EK11]). Let (UN , XN ) be a pair of arbi-

trarily distributed sequences (not necessarily according to
∏N

i=1 PUX) such that

Pr{(UN , XN ) ∈ Tϵ1} → 1 as N → ∞ and let X̂N (w) where w ∈ [1 : 2NR] be

i.i.d. generated via
∏N

i=1(x̂i|ui). Then, there exists δϵ1 as ϵ1 → 0 such that

Pr{(UN , XN , X̂N (w)) ̸∈ Tϵ2 for allw ∈ [1 : 2NR]} → 0, (2.9)

as N →∞ if R > I(X; X̂|U) + δϵ1 , where ϵ2 > ϵ1 and ϵ2 → 0.

Lemma 2.1.4 (Markov lemma [EK11]). Assume that U −X − Y forms a Markov
chain. Let (UN , XN ) ∈ Tϵ1 and Y N is i.i.d. generated according to PY |X . Then,
it holds that

Pr{(UN , XN , X̂N (w)) ∈ Tϵ2 , (2.10)

as N →∞, where ϵ2 > ϵ1 and ϵ2 → 0.

2.2 Basic Problem Setting

Depending on the generation method of secret keys, we consider two setting, viz.,
the generated secret keys system and the chosen secret keys system. For the gen-
erated secret keys system, secret keys are extracted from the biometrics. In the
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Figure 2.1: Basic model of biometric identification and authentication using gener-
ated secret keys.

chosen secret keys system, secret keys are assumed to be produced from some
trustful source uniformly at random.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates a basic biometric identification and authentication system
using generated secret keys. In the enrollment phase, the users’ biometric infor-
mation are enrolled. Assume that a total of MI users are enrolled in the system.
For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], given the biometric sequence xN (w), the enrollment
mapping e(·) maps xN (w) to a secret key s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ] and the helper data
j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ], i.e.,

(s(w), j(w)) = e(xN (w)). (2.11)

The secret key s(w) and the helper data j(w) is stored in a secure database and a
public helper database at the location w.

In the identification and authentication phase, an unknown user w, which is a
realization of a random variable W uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ], is observed
and a noisy observation yN is obtained. The system processes the observation with
the helper database {j(i)}MI

i=1 and guesses the user index as ŵ and the secret key
as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , {j(i)}MI
i=1) (2.12)

A chosen secret key system is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ],
the secret key s(w) is generated uniformly at random from [1 : MS ] and independent
of the biometric sequences. In the enrollment phase, the enrollment mapping e(·)
decides on the helper data j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ] using the biometric sequence xN (w) and
s(w), i.e.,

j(w) = e(x̃N (w), s(w)), (2.13)

where j(w) and s(w) are stored in a public helper database and a secure database
at the location w, respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Basic model of biometric identification and authentication using chosen
secret keys.

The identification and authentication procedures are similar to that of the gen-
erated secret key system. After an unknown user w, which is a realization of a
random variable W uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ], is observed, and noisy obser-
vation yN is generated, the identification mapping d(·, ·) uses yN and {j(i)}MI

i=1 to
guess the user index denoted as ŵ and estimate the secret key denoted as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , {j(i)}MI
i=1). (2.14)

2.3 Privacy-preserving Setting

In this thesis, we also consider a privacy-preserving setting, in which additional
private keys are used. Similar as above, we consider two secret key generation
method, viz., the generated secret key system and the chosen secret key system.

Fig. 2.3 illustrate a privacy-preserving basic biometric identification and au-
thentication system using generated secret keys. In the enrollment phase, the users’
biometric information are enrolled. Assume that a total of MI users are enrolled
in the system. For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the enrollment mapping e(·) maps
the biometric sequence xN (w) and the private key pw ∈ [1 : MP ] to a secret key
s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ] and the helper data j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ], i.e.,

(s(w), j(w)) = e(xN (w), pw). (2.15)

The secret key s(w) and the helper data j(w) is stored in a secure database and a
public helper database at the location w.

In the identification and authentication phase, an unknown user w, which is a
realization of a random variable W uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ], is observed
and a noisy observation yN is obtained. The user also provides the corresponding
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Figure 2.3: Basic model of privacy-preserving biometric identification and authen-
tication using generated secret keys.

private key pw to the system. The system processes the observation and the private
key with the helper database {j(i)}MI

i=1 and guesses the user index as ŵ and the
secret key as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , pw, {j(i)}MI
i=1) (2.16)

A privacy-preserving system using chosen secret key is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the secret key s(w) is generated uniformly at random
from [1 : MS ] and independent of the biometric sequences. In the enrollment phase,
the enrollment mapping e(·) decides on the helper data j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ] using the
biometric sequence xN (w), the private key pw, and the secret key s(w), i.e.,

j(w) = e(x̃N (w), pw, s(w)), (2.17)

where j(w) and s(w) are stored in a public helper database and a secure database
at the location w, respectively.

The identification and authentication procedures are similar to that of the gen-
erated secret key system. After an unknown user w, which is a realization of a
random variable W uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ], is observed, and noisy obser-
vation yN is generated. The user also provides the private key pw to the system.
The identification mapping d(·, ·) uses yN , pw, and {j(i)}MI

i=1 to guess the user index
denoted as ŵ and estimate the secret key denoted as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , pw, {j(i)}MI
i=1). (2.18)
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Figure 2.4: Basic model of privacy-preserving biometric identification and authen-
tication using chosen secret keys.





Chapter 3

Noisy Enrollment

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the case that the privacy leakage rate is required to be
close to zero, i.e., the mutual information rate should be negligible, by introducing
additional private keys. Private keys are handed to each user. Although external
private keys are introduced, it is important that biometrics are also involved since
the identification systems would be reduced to traditional knowledge or token-based
keys without biometrics. Those key-only-based systems have the disadvantages that
the key can be guessed, lost, or stolen, which can lead to authorized access to the
system. By enrolling both biometrics and private keys, the biometric systems have
the advantage that it is more secure than traditional systems and at the same time
privacy is enhanced by external private keys.

Additional to more restrictive privacy constraints, the noise in the observation in
both the enrollment and the identification phases has to be included in the design.
The noisy enrollment is to incorporate the noise when enrolling users’ data and
thus closer to real-life scenarios. Moreover, the noisy enrollment step can be seen
as a filter on the biometric features and gives a positive side effect on protecting
the true biometric data. Biometric systems with noisy enrollment and without the
privacy-preserving constraint are studied in [GK18,YY19b,YY19a], in which it is
assumed that the true biometric source is hidden and only noisy versions of the
biometric source are available to the system. Therein, the public helper data are
generated based on the noisy enrollment whereas in this chapter we consider that
the public label is generated from the combination of noisy enrollment and a private
key.

Taking both privacy preservation and noisy enrollment into consideration, we
characterize the fundamental trade-offs of biometric identification and authentica-
tion systems.

21
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Figure 3.1: Generated Secret Key System: In the enrollment phase, each user
w ∈ [1 : MI ] is observed via a noisy enrollment channel QX̃|X and generates an

observation X̃N (w). Then the enrollment mapping maps the observation X̃N (w)
and private key Pw to the helper data Jw and secret key Sw. In the identification
phase, assume a previously enrolled user is observed. The system compares the
observation Y N with the database and uses the private key to guess the user index
and the secret key.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Fig. 3.1 depicts the generated secret key system. Assume that there are MI users
indexed by w ∈ [1 : MI ]. We use xN (w) to denote the biometric sequence of user
w ∈ [1 : MI ], which is assumed to be identically independently distributed (i.i.d.)
according to the probability mass function (p.m.f.) QX(·) defined on the finite
alphabet X .

In the enrollment phase, for each user w, the biometric sequence xN (w) is
observed via a noisy memoryless enrollment channel QX̃|X(·) and an observation

x̃N (w) is generated. Hence, given xN (w), the observation x̃N (w) in the enrollment
phase occurs with probability

Pr{X̃N (w) = x̃N (w)|XN (w) = xN (w)} =
N∏
i=1

QX̃|X(x̃i(w)|xi(w)). (3.1)
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3.2.1 Generated Secret Key System

The enrollment mapping e(·) maps the noisy biometric sequence x̃N (w) and the
private key pw ∈ [1 : MP ] to generate the helper data jw ∈ [1 : MJ ] and a secret
key sw ∈ [1 : MS ], i.e.,

(jw, sw) = e(x̃N (w), pw). (3.2)

We assume that the private key for every user w ∈ [1 : MI ] is independent and
uniformly distributed on [1 : MP ]. The private key pw is also presented to the
system when the user w wants to be identified in the identification phase.

In the identification phase, an unknown user w is observed via the discrete
memoryless channel QY |X(·). It is assumed that the user index w is uniformly
distributed over [1 : MI ].

Lastly, after an unknown user with index w has been observed, the observation
yN and its corresponding private key pw are presented to the system. The iden-
tification mapping d(·) estimates the user index ŵ ∈ [1 : MI ] and the secret key
ŝ ∈ [1 : MS ] as

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , j, pw), (3.3)

where j = (ji)
MI
i=1 denotes data of the database.

We are interested in the optimal trade-off among the achievable identification,
secret key, private key, and helper data rates such that the identification system is
able to: (a) return the true user index and the secret key with high probability;
(b) distributions of secret keys are approximately uniform; (c) preserve privacy and
secrecy such that the privacy leakage rate and secrecy leakage rate are arbitrarily
small. Moreover, we want the identification rate and secret key rate as large as
possible, and the private key rate and helper data rate as small as possible. Ac-
cordingly, we define the achievability of the generated secret key system as follows.

Definition 3.2.1. An identification, secret key, private key, and helper data rate
tuple (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ R4

+ is achievable in a generated secret key system if, given
any δ > 0, there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, enrollment mapping e(·), and identification
mapping d(·) such that for any N ≥ N0(δ), the following conditions are satisfied

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,SW )} ≤ δ, (3.4a)

logMI ≥ N(RI − δ), (3.4b)

H(SW ) +Nδ ≥ logMS ≥ N(RS − δ), (3.4c)

logMP ≤ N(RP + δ), (3.4d)

logMJ ≤ N(RJ + δ), (3.4e)

I(SW ; JW ) ≤ Nδ, (3.4f)

I(XN (W ); JW ) ≤ Nδ. (3.4g)

The capacity region Rg is the closure of the set of all achievable identification,
secret key, private key, and helper data rate tuples for a generated secret key system.
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Figure 3.2: Chosen Secret Key System: In the enrollment phase, each user w ∈ [1 :
MI ] is observed via a noisy enrollment channel QX̃|X and generates an observation

X̃N (w). Then the enrollment mapping maps the observation X̃N (w), the secret key
Sw and private key Pw to the helper data Jw. In the identification phase, assume a
previously enrolled user W is observed. The system compares the observation Y N

with the database and uses the private key to guess the user index and the secret
key.

The capacity region can be interpreted as follows: (3.4a) indicates that the
identification system is able to return the true user index and the secret key with
only negligible error probability; (3.4b), (3.4c), (3.4d) and (3.4e) put constraints on
the identification, secret, private key and helper data rate respectively; especially,
(3.4c) also states that distributions of secret keys are approximately uniform; (3.4f)
and (3.4g) require that the system is secrecy-preserving and privacy-preserving in
a weak sense, respectively.

3.2.2 Chosen Secret Key System

Similarly, in a chosen secret key system, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2, in the enrollment
phase, the system observes the noisy enrolled biometric sequence x̃N (w) of user w
and private key pw. Additionally, the system also observes a chosen secret key sw.
It is assumed that the secret key sw and private key pw are chosen uniformly at
random from [1 : MS ] and [1 : MP ] respectively.

In the identification phase, an unknown user w is observed via a discrete mem-
oryless channel QY |X(·), where w is uniformly distributed over [1 : MI ]. After an
unknown user with index w is observed, the observation yN and its private key
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pw are provided to the system. The identification mapping d(·) estimates the user
index ŵ ∈ [1 : MI ] and the secret key ŝ ∈ [1 : MS ] as

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , j, pw), (3.5)

where j = (ji)
MI
i=1. We define the achievability of a chosen secret key system as

follows.

Definition 3.2.2. An identification, secret key, private key, and helper data rates
tuple (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ R4

+ is achievable in a chosen secret key system if, given
any δ > 0, there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, enrollment and identification mappings
such that for any N ≥ N0(δ) the conditions (3.4a), (3.4b), (3.4d), (3.4e), (3.4f),
and (3.4g) and

logMS ≥ N(RS − δ), (3.6)

are satisfied.

The capacity region Rc is the closure of the set of all achievable identification,
secret key, private key, and helper data rate tuples for a chosen secret key system.

3.3 Statement of Results

Now we give the capacity regions of generated secret key systems and chosen secret
key systems. A binary example is also provided to illustrate the optimal trade-offs.

3.3.1 Capacity Regions and Discussion

Theorem 3.3.1. For a privacy-preserving identification system using generated
secret keys with noisy enrollment, the capacity region Rg is given by

Rg = {(RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ R4
+ :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ), (3.7a)

RI + I(U ;X) ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ), (3.7b)

RI + I(U ; X̃) ≤ RJ + I(U ;Y ), (3.7c)

for somePUX̃XY = QXQX̃|XQY |XPU |X̃ , (3.7d)

and |U| ≤ |X̃ |+ 2}. (3.7e)

Proof See Appendix 3.A.

Theorem 3.3.2. For a privacy-preserving identification system using chosen secret
keys with noisy enrollment, the capacity region Rc is given by

Rc = {(RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ R4
+ :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ), (3.8a)
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RI + I(U ;X) ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ), (3.8b)

RI + I(U ; X̃) +RS ≤ RJ + I(U ;Y ), (3.8c)

for somePUX̃XY = QXQX̃|XQY |XPU |X̃ , (3.8d)

and |U| ≤ |X̃ |+ 2}. (3.8e)

Proof See Appendix 3.B.

In the following, we provide some discussion of the results.

Corollary 3.3.1. If a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ Rg, then (RI , RS , RP , RJ +
RS) ∈ Rc.

Comparing (3.7c) and (3.8c), we can conclude that, to achieve the same iden-
tification rate, secret key rate, and private key rate tuple (RI , RS , RP ), the chosen
secret key system needs a larger minimum helper data rate, which is the sum of the
minimum helper data rate in the generated secret key system and the secret key
rate.

Corollary 3.3.2. If (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ Rg, then for any r1 ≥ 0 and r2 ≥ 0,
(RI + r1, RS + r2, RP + r1 + r2, RJ + r1) ∈ Rg and (RI + r1, RS + r2, RP + r1 +
r2, RJ + r1 + r2) ∈ Rc hold.

On one hand, the above result can be interpreted as a rate transfer argument.
An extra private key can be used to increase the identification rate or secret key
rate. On the other hand, to increase the identification rate, the helper data rate
has to be enlarged correspondingly. Further, for the chosen secret key system, the
helper data rate also increases as the secret rate increases.

In the following analysis, for simplicity, we use the following notations. For
RJ ≥ 0, denote Rg(RJ) and Rc(RJ) to be the set of rate triple (RI , RS , RP ) such
that (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ Rg and (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ Rc, respectively. Moreover,
we define the region R∗ as follows

R∗ = {(RI , RS , RP ) ∈ R3
+ :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ),

RI + I(U ;X) ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ).} (3.9)

Corollary 3.3.3. If R1
J ≤ R2

J , then Rg(R
1
J) ⊆ Rg(R

2
J) and Rc(R

1
J) ⊆ Rc(R

2
J).

Additionally, there exists a R0
J such that for every RJ ≥ R0

J , Rg(RJ) = Rc(RJ) =
R∗.

If we increase the helper data rate, the capacity region is larger. Further, if
RJ is increased to be sufficiently large, then the constraints (3.7c) and (3.8c) are
not active. Since the remaining constraints are the same, the generated and chosen
secret key systems achieve the same capacity region.
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In the following analysis, for simplicity and without losing generality, we consider
the above case that the storage can be arbitrarily large, and the generated and
chosen secret key systems both achieve the region R∗.

Corollary 3.3.4. When X̃ = X, then

R∗|X̃=X = {(RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ R4
+ :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ),

RI + I(U ;X) ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ),

RI + I(U ;X) ≤ RJ + I(U ;Y ).}. (3.10)

The region above corresponds to the region for biometric identification system
without privacy leakage and with a clean enrollment channel, which is derived
in [ZVOS19]. Therefore, the results in Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2 are more
general.

Corollary 3.3.5. When X = X̃ and further RI = 0, then

R∗|X=X̃,RI=0 = {(RS , RP ) ∈ R2
+ :

RS ≤ RP + I(U ;Y ),

I(U ;X) ≤ RP + I(U ;Y )}. (3.11)

This region corresponds to the region for biometric authentication without pri-
vacy leakage derived in [IW09]. Therefore, authentication is a special case of iden-
tification that allows authentication.

Moreover, we see from (3.11) that when the noise is not considered, the minimal
private key rate RP can be achieved is the same as the minimal achievable helper
data rate RJ . While when the noise is included, we see from (3.7e) that the minimal
private key rate RP can be achieved is smaller than the minimal achievable helper
data rate RJ . This reveals that considering the noise provides a more efficient
design.

3.3.2 Overview of Proofs

The proofs of Theorem 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.2 consist of two parts, i.e., the achiev-
ability part and the converse part. The detailed achievability proof of Theorem 3.3.1
and Theorem 3.3.2 are provided in Appendix 3.A and Appendix 3.B, respectively.
The achievability for Theorem 3.3.2 is an extension of Theorem 3.3.1 adding an
extra masking layer. In this layer, the one-time pad is used to mask a generated
secret key. Here we provide a sketch of the achievability proof of Theorem 3.3.1.

We first fix a conditional p.m.f. PU |X̃ , which determines the joint p.m.f.

PUX̃XY = PU |X̃QX̃|XQXQY |X . (3.12)
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KW MW LW

Helper Data
(KW ,MW ⊕ P̌W ,

P̄W ) = JW

Secret Key
(MW , LW ,

P̃W ) = SW

P̄W P̆W P̃W

Codeword
Index

Private
Key

Figure 3.3: Illustration of generating helper data and secret keys in the generated
secret key system. Note that the block size does not necessarily reflect the true
sequence length.

Here, U is an auxiliary variable that describes the codebook. Then we generate

roughly 2NI(U ;X̃) codebook sequences uN . Each sequence is assigned to a bin. We

have roughly 2N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)) bins with 2NI(U ;X) sequences in each bin. Each
sequence in each bin is additionally assigned to one out of 2N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )) sub-
bins with 2NI(U ;Y ) sequences in each sub-bin.

In the enrollment phase, data from MI users are enrolled. For each user
w ∈ [1 : MI ], the system observes a noisy biometric sequence x̃N (w) and re-
ceives a private key pw. The private key is divided into three parts, p̄w, p̆w
and p̃w. We assume roughly 2NRI values of p̄w, 2

N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )) values of p̆w,
and 2N(RP−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )) values of p̃w. A sequence uN (kw,mw, lw) is looked
for such that it is jointly typical with x̃N (w). A helper data is generated as
jw = (kw,mw ⊕ p̆w, p̄w), which is stored in a public database. Then the enroll-
ment mapping generates a secret key sw = (mw, lw, p̃w). Fig. 3.3 illustrates the
process of generating helper data and the secret key of user W .

Therefore, in the enrollment mapping, the private key can be used for three
purposes: (i) masking the codeword index to ensure zero leakage; (ii) generating
helper data additional to the masked codeword index and thus enabling identifying
more users; (iii) generating secret key addition to the codeword index and hence
increasing the secrecy level. This is consistent with the discussion in Corollary
3.3.2.

It can be shown that the labels KW , MW , and LW are close to uniformly
distributed. Using this property and the fact that the private key is uniformly dis-
tributed, we can show that the generated secret key is close to uniformly distributed
and the secrecy leakage rate 1

N I(SW ; JW ) becomes sufficiently small for large N .
Using again the fact that the private key is uniformly distributed, we can also have
that the privacy leakage rate 1

N I(JW ;XN (W )) is close to zero.

During the identification phase, the system observes a noisy biometric sequence
yN and receives the user’s corresponding private key p. The system checks the
database and looks for a unique triple (ŵ, k̂, m̂, l̂) such that uN (k̂, m̂, l̂) is jointly

typical with yN and jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ p̆, p̄). The identification mapping also provides an
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X̃

0

X
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1− q 1− p1

q p1
q p1

1− q 1− p1

1− p2

p2 p2

1− p2

Figure 3.4: U , X̃, X and Y form a Markov chain U − X̃ −X − Y .

estimate of the secret key as ŝ = (m̂, l̂, p̃). It can be shown that the identification
mapping can reliably identify the user index and guess the secret key if and only if
the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied.

Based on the codebook generation method described above, the privacy leakage
analysis should be treated carefully due to the noisy enrollment. To bound the
privacy leakage rate, we bring in Fano’s inequality (which usually is used in the
converse) for the achievability proof. This proof technique is reflected in (3.37).

3.4 Binary Example

In the following, we present a binary example that illustrates the trade-off rela-
tionships. We assume a binary symmetric source, i.e., the source X is Bernoulli
distributed with probability 1

2 . Let the noisy enrollment and observation chan-
nels be binary symmetric channels (BSCs) with crossover probability p1 and p2
respectively. Moreover, choose U to be an output of a BSC with crossover
probability q and input X̃. We depict the relations among U , X̃, X and Y
in Fig. 3.4. According to Mrs. Gerber’s Lemma [Wyn73], we know that
if H(X̃|U) = h2(q) for some q ∈ (0, 1

2 ), then H(X|U) ≥ h2(q ∗ p1), where
q ∗ p1 = q(1 − p1) + p1(1 − q). It similarly holds H(Y |U) ≥ h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2), where
q ∗ p1 ∗ p2 = (q(1− p1) + p1(1− q))(1− p2) + p2(1− q(1− p1)− p1(1− q)).

In the following example, the private key rate is fixed as RP = 1, and we choose
q = 0.2, p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.15. The achievable regions of the generated and
chosen secret key system are then given as follows:

Rg|RP=1 = {(RI , RS , RJ) ∈ R3
+ :

RI +RS ≤ 2− h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),
RI − h2(q ∗ p1) ≤ 1− h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),
RI − h2(q) ≤ RJ − h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),

for some q ∈ (0,
1

2
)}, (3.13)

and

Rc|RP=1 = {(RI , RS , RJ) ∈ R3
+ :

RI +RS ≤ 2− h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),
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Figure 3.5: Generated secret key system subset capacity region boundary with
q = 0.2, p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.15.
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Figure 3.6: Chosen secret key system subset capacity region boundary with q = 0.2,
p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.15. The facet ABC1D1 is the bottom facet from the region in
Fig. 3.5.

RI − h2(q ∗ p1) ≤ 1− h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),
RI − h2(q) +RS ≤ RJ − h2(q ∗ p1 ∗ p2),

for some q ∈ (0,
1

2
)}, (3.14)

Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 illustrate subsets of capacity regions’ boundaries of the
identification rate, secret key rate and helper data rate for the generated and chosen
secret key systems, respectively. Any rate triples with a smaller identification rate,
or smaller secret key rate, or larger helper data rate than the rate triples on the
boundaries are achievable. From the comparison of Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, we
can see that when the private key rate is fixed, the generated and chosen secret key
system show similar trade-off relationships among the rate triple of the identification
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Figure 3.7: Identification rate and secret key rate projection of the capacity region
boundary with q = 0.2.

rate, the secret key rate, and helper data rate. However, we can also observe
the difference between these two settings. As the secret key rate increases, the
chosen secret key system needs a larger helper data rate. To further compare the
generated and the chosen secret key systems, in Fig. 3.6, we also plot the bottom
facet ABC1D1 of the region boundary in Fig. 3.5. Comparing the bottom facet
ABC1D1 of the generated secret key system and the bottom facet ABC2D2 of
the chosen secret key system in Fig. 3.6, we see that for the same identification
rate and the secret key rate, the chosen secret key system requires larger minimum
achievable helper data rate. Therefore, to enroll and identify the same number of
users as well as employ secret keys of the same rate, the chosen secret key system
needs more storage to store the helper data than the generated secret key system.

To further illustrate the trade-off between the identification and the secret key
rate, in Fig. 3.7 we depict the identification rate and secret key rate plane sec-
tion of the capacity region boundary. Moreover, as in Corollary 3.3.3, if the helper
data rate is not considered, the generated and chosen secret key systems achieve
the same region. Therefore we do not distinguish whether the secret key is gen-
erated or chosen in the following discussion. First, we fix q = 0.2 and let p1 and
p2 vary to investigate how the projection changes. We also include the case that
the enrollment channel is noise-free, i.e., p1 = 0, which is depicted with the black
curve. For noisy enrollment channels, we see that the secret key rate is smaller
while the identification rate is enlarged compared with the noise-free enrollment
channel. Moreover, when we fix p2 = 0.15 and vary p1, i.e., the enrollment channel
changes, we can see that the maximal achievable secret key rate decreases while
the identification rate increases as the enrollment channel become noisier. If the
enrollment channel is fixed, in this example we have p1 = 0.1, and the observa-
tion channel quality is varied, then we can observe that the maximal achievable
identification rate and secret key rate both decrease as the channel is noisier.
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3.5 Conclusion

The fundamental trade-off for privacy-preserving identification systems with noisy
enrollment has been characterized. It shows that for reliable identification and
authentication, as well as close to zero privacy leakage rate and secrecy leakage
rate, under noisy enrollment, certain helper data rate and private key rate are
necessary. Noisy enrollment is a significant assumption, especially for biometric
systems. Moreover, the privacy leakage is evaluated with respect to the noise-free
biometric source instead of the noisy enrollment, which makes the privacy leakage
analysis with noisy enrollment more challenging. Furthermore, we considered two
variations of the proposed biometric identification system, where the secret keys
are assumed to be generated and chosen, respectively. We illustrated the capacity
region with a binary example. The results show that a higher minimum helper data
rate is necessary if the secret key is chosen rather than generated. If there is no
restriction on the helper data rate, i.e., the database can be arbitrarily large, the
generated secret key and chosen secret key systems have the same capacity region.
Since a private key can be utilized in various ways in such a scenario, it is interesting
to see how the key can be most efficiently employed and what fundamental trade-
offs can be achieved, i.e., finding matching converse to an achievability scheme is a
challenge in a setting with many dimensions and choices.
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Appendix

3.A Proof of Theorem 3.3.1

3.A.1 Achievability

Fix a conditional probability distribution P
U |X̃

. Thus we have the joint p.m.f.

P
UX̃XY

= QXQ
X̃|X

QY |XP
U |X̃

. Let MI = 2NRI denote the number of enrolled
users. Further, fix small enough ✏ > 0, �1 and � such that �1 > 2� > 0.

Codebook Generation For fixed � and �1, pick a rate pair tuple
(RI , RS , RP , RJ) 2 Rg such that RP � RI + I(U ;X) � I(U ;Y ) + 2�1, RJ =
RI + I(U ; X̃) � I(U ;Y ) + 3�1 and RS = RP � RI + I(U ;Y ) � 2�1. Ran-

domly and independently generate 2N(I(U ;X̃)+�1) i.i.d. codewords uN (k,m, l) ac-

cording to
Q

N

i=1 PU (ui). We distribute the codewords uniformly at random into

2N(I(U ;X̃)�I(U ;X)+�1) bins indexed by k, and each bin consists of 2NI(U ;X) code-
words. We further distribute the codewords in a bin into 2N(I(U ;X)�I(U ;Y )+�) sub-
bins indexed by m, and each subbin consists of 2N(I(U ;Y )��) codewords indexed by
l.

Enrollment For each user w 2 [1 : 2NRI ], a codeword uN (kw,mw, lw) is looked
for such that (uN (kw,mw, lw), x̃N (w)) 2 T N

✏
. If no such (kw,mw, lw) exists, an

index triple (kw,mw, lw) is randomly drawn from [1 : 2NR1 ] ⇥ [1 : 2NR2 ] ⇥ [1 :
2NR3 ], where R1 = I(U ; X̃) � I(U ;X) + �1, R2 = I(U ;X) � I(U ;Y ) + �1 and
R3 = I(U ;Y ) � �1. If there is more than one such index triple (kw,mw, lw), one
of them is selected uniformly at random. The private key of the user pw is divided
into three parts, p̄w, p̆w and p̃w, such that pw = (p̄w, p̆w, p̃w), p̄w 2 [1 : 2N(RI+�1)],
p̆w 2 [1 : 2N(I(U ;X)�I(U ;Y )+�1)] and p̃w 2 [1 : 2N(RP�(RI+�1)�(I(U ;X)�I(U ;Y )+�1))].
A helper data index is generated as jw = (kw,mw � p̆w, p̄w), which is stored in
the database at the location w. Lastly, a secret key sw is generated as sw =
(mw, lw, p̃w).

Identification and Authentication After user w is observed, the observation
yN and the user’s private key p = (p̄, p̆, p̃) are provided to the system. The
identification mapping searches for a unique index tuple (ŵ, k̂, m̂, l̂) such that
jŵ = (k̂, m̂ � p̆, p̄) and (uN (k̂, m̂, l̂), yN ) 2 T N

✏
. An estimate of the secret key

is given by ŝ = (m̂, l̂, p̃). If there is no such index triple or more than one index
tuple, an error is declared.

Error Events Analysis Assume that the user with index W is observed. Let
(KW ,MW , LW ) be the corresponding codeword index triple determined by the
enrollment mapping. Let PW , SW , and JW be the actual private key, secret key,
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and helper data stored in the database. Let Ŵ and Ŝ denote the estimated user
index and secret key, respectively. We use C to denote the codebook and define the
following events:

A(ŵ, k̂, m̂, l̂) = {Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ P̆W , P̄W ), (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ } (3.15)

We have the following error events:

E1 = {(UN (k,m, l), X̃N (W )) ̸∈ T N
ϵ ,

∀(k,m, l) ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ]× [1 : 2NR2 ]× [1 : 2NR3 ]},
E2 = {(UN (KW ,MW , LW ), Y N ) ̸∈ T N

ϵ },

E3 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂

⋃
m̂

⋃
l̂

A(ŵ, k̂, m̂, l̂),

E4 =
⋃

l̂ ̸=LW

A(W,KW ,MW , l̂). (3.16)

The first error event corresponds to the enrollment error, i.e., there is no code-
word jointly typical with the noisy biometric sequence. The error event E2 is an
error in the identification phase that the true codeword is not jointly typical with
the observation Y N . The error event E3 denotes the identification error that there
exists another user index ŵ that fulfills all conditions. The error event E4 is the
authentication error that the estimated user index is correct while the estimated
secret key is not the same as the true one. Taking the codeword indices into ac-
count, the identification error event E3 can be covered by the following five error
events:

E31 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂ ̸=KW

⋃
m̸̂=MW

⋃
l̂

A(ŵ, k̂, m̂, l̂),

E32 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂ ̸=KW

⋃
l̂

A(ŵ, k̂,MW , l̂),

E33 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
m̸̂=MW

⋃
l̂

A(ŵ,KW , m̂, l̂),

E34 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
l̂ ̸=LW

A(ŵ,KW ,MW , l̂),

E35 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

A(ŵ,KW ,MW , LW ). (3.17)

If none of the above error events happens, the identification is successful, i.e., the
estimated user index is the same as the true user index. We obtain that E3 =
E31 ∪ E32 ∪ E33 ∪ E34 ∪ E35.

As for the authentication error, note that due to the identification and au-
thentication mapping, the estimated user index is correct ŵ = W implies that
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the estimated helper data Jŵ = (k̂, m̂ ⊕ P̆W , P̄W ) and the true user’s helper data
JW = (KW ,MW ⊕ P̆W , P̄W ) are the same. Further, from Jŵ = JW , we can obtain

that k̂ = KW and m̂ = MW always hold. Therefore, under the condition that the
estimated user index is correct, i.e., ŵ = W , the authentication error happens when
l̂ ̸= LW .

If none of the events occurs, the identification and authentication will be suc-
cessful. Thus, we have the following error event

E = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E31 ∪ E32 ∪ E33 ∪ E34 ∪ E35 ∪ E4. (3.18)

Since R1 + R2 + R3 > I(U ; X̃), we obtain that Pr(E1) → 0 as N → ∞ due to
the covering lemma [EK11, Lemma 3.3].

The event {X̃N (W ) = x̃N , UN = uN} implies Y N ∼
∏N

i=1 PY |X̃(·|x̃i). By the

Markov lemma [EK11, p.27], we obtain that Pr(Ec1 ∩ E2)→ 0 as N →∞.
In the following analysis of bounding the error events probabilities, we use the

arguments as follows: (a): the union bound; (b): expanding helper data Jŵ =
(Kŵ,Mŵ ⊕ P̆ŵ, P̄ŵ); (c): Kŵ, Mŵ ⊕ P̆W and P̄W are mutually independent as P̆W

and P̄W are uniformly distributed; (d): X̃N (w) and Y N are either jointly typical
with the same codeword or two different codewords; (e): Lemma 1 in [MLK15]; (f):
P̆ŵ is independent of (m̂, P̆1,Mŵ).

Define the event E1,ŵ similarly as E1 by replacing W with w, i.e.,

E1,ŵ = {(UN (k,m, l), X̃N (ŵ)) ̸∈ T N
ϵ ,

∀(k,m, l) ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ]× [1 : 2NR2 ]× [1 : 2NR3 ]}. (3.19)

The probability Pr(E31|W = 1) can be bounded as

Pr(E31|W = 1)

=Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1, k̂ ̸= K1, m̂ ̸= M1, and l̂|W = 1}
(a)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some k̂ ̸= K1, m̂ ̸= M1, and l̂|W = 1}

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

(
Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U

N (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some k̂ ̸= K1, m̂ ̸= M1, and l̂, Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ Pr{E1,ŵ|W = 1}
)
. (3.20)

Due to the covering lemma [EK11, Lemma 3.3], we have that

Pr{E1,ŵ|W = 1} → 0, (3.21)
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double exponentially. Therefore, the second term in (3.20) goes to 0. As for the
first term, without loss of generality, we condition on B = {W = 1,K1 = 1,M1 =
1, L1 = 1, P̄1 = 1, P̆1 = 1, P̃1 = 1}. Then we have that

Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some k̂ ̸= K1, m̂ ̸= M1, and l̂, Ec1,ŵ|B}

=Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ 1, 1), (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some k̂ ̸= 1, m̂ ̸= 1, and l̂, Ec1,ŵ|B}
(a)

≤
∑
k̂ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=1

∑
l̂

Pr{Jŵ = (k̂, m̂⊕ 1, 1), (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|B}

(b)
=

∑
k̂ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=1

∑
l̂

Pr{Kŵ = k̂,Mŵ ⊕ P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ 1, P̄ŵ = 1,

(UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|B}

≤
∑
k̂ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=1

∑
l̂

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some m′ and l′,m′ ⊕ P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ 1,

P̄ŵ = 1, (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |B}

(c)

≤
∑
k̂ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=1

∑
l̂

∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ , (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}
× Pr{P̄ŵ = 1}Pr{P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ 1⊖m′|B}. (3.22)

Consider and bound the following term:∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ , (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}

(d)
=Pr{(UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ , (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |B}

+
∑

(m′,l′) ̸=(m̂,l̂)

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ , (UN (k̂, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}

=
∑
uN

∑
yN

Pr{UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN , Y N = yN |B}

Pr{(uN , yN ) ∈ T N
ϵ |UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN , Y N = yN , B}︸ ︷︷ ︸
(e)

≤ (1+ϵ̂)2−N(I(U;Y )−δ)

Pr{(uN , X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ |UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN , B}︸ ︷︷ ︸

≤2−N(I(U;X̃)−δ)
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+
∑

(m′,l′)̸=(m̂,l̂)

∑
uN
1

∑
uN
2

Pr{UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN
2 , Y N = yN |B}

× Pr{(uN
2 , yN ) ∈ T N

ϵ |UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN
2 , Y N = yN , B}︸ ︷︷ ︸

(e)

≤ (1+ϵ̂)2−N(I(U;Y )−δ)

× Pr{UN (k̂,m′, l′) = un
1 |UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN

2 , Y n = yn, B}

× Pr{(uN
1 , X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ |UN (k̂,m′, l′) = uN
1 , UN (k̂, m̂, l̂) = uN

2 , Y N = yN , B}︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤2−N(I(U;X̃)−δ)

≤(1 + ϵ̂)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−δ)

+ 2N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1)2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−δ)(1 + ϵ̂)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ)

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ). (3.23)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number.
Consider the following term in (3.23) have that

Pr{P̄ŵ = 1}Pr{P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ 1⊖m′|B}
(f)

≤ 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1). (3.24)

Combining the above results and define δ′′ → 0, the probability of Pr(E31|W =
1) can be bounded as follows

Pr(E31|W = 1)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
k̂ ̸=K1

∑
m̸̂=M1

∑
l̂

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)

× 2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

≤2NRI2N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+δ1)2N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1)2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)(1 + ϵ̂)

× (2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(δ1−2δ) + δ′′, (3.25)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number and δ′′ → 0. Therefore Pr(E31|W = 1) → 0 as
N →∞.

Following a similar analysis in bounding Pr(E31|W = 1), we can obtain that the
probability of E32|W = 1 can be bounded as follows:

Pr(E32|W = 1)

=Pr{Jŵ = (k̂,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (k̂,M1, l̂), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1, k̂ ̸= K1, and l̂|W = 1}
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(⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{Jŵ = (k̂,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (k̂,M1, l̂), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some k̂ ̸= K1 and l̂, Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(b)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
k̂ ̸=K1

∑
l̂

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ

for some m′ and l′,Mŵ ⊕ P̆ŵ = M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄ŵ = P̄1,

(UN (k̂,M1, l̂), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |W = 1}+ δ′′

(c)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
k̂ ̸=K1

∑
l̂

∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (k̂,m′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

(UN (k̂,M1, l̂), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |W = 1}
× Pr{P̄ŵ = P̄1}Pr{P̆ŵ = M1 ⊕ P̆1 ⊖m′|W = 1}+ δ′′

(⋆⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
k̂ ̸=K1

∑
l̂

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

≤2NRI2N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+δ1)2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+2δ1−2δ) + δ′′. (3.26)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number and δ′′ → 0; (⋆) follows the analysis in (3.20) and
(3.21); (⋆⋆) follows the analysis in (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore Pr(E32|W = 1)→ 0
as N →∞.

Consider Pr(E33|W = 1), when N is sufficiently large, then we obtain that

Pr(E33|W = 1)

=Pr{Jŵ = (K1, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (K1, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1, m̂ ̸= K1, and l̂|W = 1}
(⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{Jŵ = (K1, m̂⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (K1, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some m̂ ̸= M1 and l̂, Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(b)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=M1

∑
l̂

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some m′ and l′,m′ ⊕ P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ P̆1,
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P̄ŵ = P̄1, (U
N (1, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(c)

≤
∑

ŵ ̸=K1

∑
m̸̂=M1

∑
l̂

∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ , (UN (K1, m̂, l̂), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |W = 1}

× Pr{P̄ŵ = P̄1}Pr{P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ P̆1 ⊖m′|W = 1}+ δ′′

(⋆⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
m̸̂=M1

∑
l̂

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)

× 2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

≤2NRI2N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1)2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;Y )+2δ1−2δ) + δ′′. (3.27)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number and δ′′ → 0; (⋆) follows the analysis in (3.20) and
(3.21); (⋆⋆) follows the analysis in (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore Pr(E33|W = 1)→ 0
as N →∞.

As for the probability of the error event Pr{E34|W = 1}, for sufficiently large
N , we have

Pr(E34|W = 1)

=Pr{Jŵ = (K1,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (K1,M1, l̂), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1 and l̂ ̸= L1|W = 1}
(⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{Jŵ = (K1,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (K1,M1, l̂), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some l̂ ̸= L1, Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(b)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
l̂ ̸=L1

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some m′ and l′,m′ ⊕ P̆ŵ = M1 ⊕ P̆1,

P̄ŵ = P̄1, (U
N (K1,M1, l̂), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |W = 1}+ δ′′

(c)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
l̂ ̸=L1

∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

(UN (K1,M1, l̂), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |W = 1}
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Pr{P̄ŵ = P̄1}Pr{P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ P̆1 ⊖m′|Ec1 ,W = 1}+ δ′′

(⋆⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
l̂ ̸=L1

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

≤2NRI2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;Y )+3δ1−2δ) + δ′′. (3.28)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number and δ′′ → 0; (⋆) follows the analysis in (3.20) and
(3.21); (⋆⋆) follows the analysis in (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore Pr(E34|W = 1)→ 0
as N →∞.

The probability Pr{E35|B} can be bounded as follows for sufficiently large
enough N

Pr(E35|W = 1)

=Pr{Jŵ = (K1,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1), (U
N (K1,M1, L1), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1|Ec1 ,W = 1}
(⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{Jŵ = (K1,M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄1),

(UN (K1,M1, L1), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(b)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

for some m′ and l′,m′ ⊕ P̆ŵ = M1 ⊕ P̆1, P̄ŵ = P̄1,

(UN (K1,M1, L1), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}+ δ′′

(c)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
m′

∑
l′

Pr{(UN (K1,m
′, l′), X̃N (ŵ)) ∈ T N

ϵ ,

(UN (K1,M1, L1), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ , Ec1,ŵ|W = 1}

Pr{P̄ŵ = P̄1}Pr{P̆ŵ = m̂⊕ P̆1 ⊖m′|W = 1}+ δ′′

(⋆⋆)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

≤2NRI (1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)−I(U ;X)+I(U ;Y )−2δ)

× 2−N(RI+δ1)2−N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )+δ1) + δ′′

=(1 + ϵ̂)(2−NI(U ;X) + 1)2−N(I(U ;X̃)+2δ1−δ) + δ′′, (3.29)
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where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number and δ′′ → 0; (⋆) follows the analysis in (3.20) and
(3.21); (⋆⋆) follows the analysis in (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore we obtain that
Pr(E35|W = 1)→ 0 as N →∞.

As for the probability of the last error event Pr{E4|B}, for sufficiently large
enough N , we have

Pr(E4|W = 1)≤
∑
l̂ ̸=L1

Pr{(UN (K1,M1, l̂), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}

(e)

≤2N(I(U ;Y )−δ1)(1 + ϵ̂)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ)

=(1 + ϵ̂)2N(δ−δ1), (3.30)

where ϵ̂ > 0 is a fixed number. Therefore Pr(E4|W = 1)→ 0 as N →∞.
As a consequence, due to the union bound, we obtain that

Pr(E)→ 0, as N →∞. (3.31)

Therefore, from the random coding argument, we can conclude that there exists
a suitable codebook C such that (3.31) holds.

Uniformity of Secret Key Analysis Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to con-
sider the case when the user index is W = 1. For any sequence uN (k1,m1, l1) where
k ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ], m ∈ [1 : 2NR2 ], and l ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ], we have

Pr{X̃N (1) ∈ T N
ϵ (X̃|uN (k1,m1, l1))} ≤2−N(I(U ;X̃)−δ). (3.32)

Let E be a random variable such that E = 0 when there exists a codeword
index triple (k1,m1, l1) for user W = 1 satisfying (XN (1), uN (k1,m1, l1)) ∈ T N

ϵ . If
no such codeword index exists, then E = 1. Let γ denote Pr(E = 1). According to
the error events analysis, we obtain that γ → 0 as N →∞.

Similar to [IW09, (105)-(106)], consider the following joint entropy

H(K1,M1, L1) =H(K1,M1, L1, E)−H(E|K1,M1, L1)

≥H(K1,M1, L1, E)−H(E)

(a)

≥ −
∑
k

∑
m

∑
l

Pr(K1 = k,M1 = m,L1 = l, E = 0)

× log(Pr{X̃N (1) ∈ T N
ϵ (X̃|uN (k,m, l))})− h2(Pr(E = 0))

≥
∑
k

∑
m

∑
l

Pr(K1 = k,M1 = m,L1 = l, E = 0)

×N(I(U ; X̃)− δ)− h2(Pr(E = 0))

=N(I(U ; X̃)− δ)(1− γ)− h2(1− γ), (3.33)
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where we use h2(·) to denote the binary entropy function. (a) follows from that if
(K1 = k,M1 = m,L1 = l) and E = 0 hold, then X̃N (1) ∈ T N

ϵ (X̃|uN (k,m, l)) is
valid. Thus (KW ,MW , LW ) is close to uniformly distributed. Moreover, the private
key is uniformly distributed and independent of the user index and biometrics. Since
the secret key is a combination of (MW , LW ) and part of the private key, this proves
that the secret key is close to uniformly distributed.

Total Leakage Analysis We first consider the secrecy leakage, which can be
bounded as follows

I(SW ; JW |C = C) =I(MW , LW , P̃W ;KW ,MW ⊕ P̆W , P̄W |C = C)

(a)
= I(MW , LW ;KW |C = C)

(b)

≤ Nδ, (3.34)

where (a) follows from that P̄W , P̃W , P̆W , and (KW ,MW , LW ) are mutually in-
dependent given the codebook; (b) follows from that (KW ,MW , LW ) is close to
uniformly distributed, which can be obtained from (3.33).

Now we consider the privacy leakage. When N is sufficiently large, the privacy
leakage can be bounded as

I(XN (W ); JW |C = C)

=I(XN (W );KW ,MW ⊕ P̆W , P̄W |C = C)

=I(XN (W );KW , P̄W |C = C) +H(MW ⊕ P̆W |KW , P̄W , C = C)

−H(MW ⊕ P̆W |XN (W ),KW , P̄W , C = C)

≤I(XN (W );KW |C = C) +NR2 −H(P̆W |X̃N (W ),KW , P̄W , C = C)

(a)
= I(XN (W );KW |C = C)

=H(KW |C = C)−H(KW |XN (W ), C = C)

≤NR1 −H(KW , |XN (W ), C = C)

=NR1 −H(KW , X̃N (W )|XN (W ), C = C) +H(X̃N (W )|KW , XN (W ), C = C)

(b)
=NR1 −H(X̃N (W )|XN (W ), C = C) +H(X̃N (W )|KW , XN (W ), C = C)

(c)
=NR1 −H(X̃N (W )|XN (W ), C = C)

+H(X̃N (W ),MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C)

(d)

≤NR1 −H(X̃N (W )|XN (W ), C = C) +H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C)

+H(X̃N (W )|uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), C = C)

(e)

≤N(R1 −H(X̃|X) +H(X̃|U,X) + δϵ) +H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C)

(f)

≤N(δ1 + δϵ) +H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C), (3.35)
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where (a) follows from that P̄W is independent of (XN (W ),KW ) given the code-
book, and the fact that P̆W is independent of (X̃N (W ),KW , P̄W ); (b) follows be-
cause, given the codebook C = C, X̃N determines KW ; (c) follows because, given
the codebook C = C, X̃N determines (MW , LW ); (d) follows from that given the
codebook C = C, (KW ,MW , LW ) determines uN (KW ,MW , LW )1; (e) follows for
sufficiently large N from [KC16, Lemma 4]; (f) follows from the Markov chain
U − X̃ −X − Y and the choice of R1 = I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;X) + δ1.

Next, we provide the details of the analysis for (f). Let E be a random variable
such that E = 0 when (XN (W ), UN (KW ,MW , LW ), X̃N (W )) ∈ T N

ϵ and E = 1
when (XN (W ), UN (KW ,MW , LW ), X̃N (W )) ̸∈ T N

ϵ . Due to (3.31), we obtain that
Pr(E = 0|C = C)→ 1 as N →∞. Then for sufficiently large N , we have that

H(X̃N (W )|uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), C = C)

≤ H(X̃N (W ), E|uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), C = C)

≤ H(E|C = C) + Pr(E = 0|C = C)×H(X̃N (W )|
uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), E = 0, C = C)

+ Pr(E = 1|C = C)H(X̃N (W )|uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), E = 1, C = C)

(a)

≤ Nδ′ϵ + Pr(E = 0|C = C)

×H(X̃N (W )|uN (KW ,MW , LW ), XN (W ), E = 0, C = C)

(b)

≤ N(δ′ϵ + δ′′ϵ ) +NH(X̃|U,X), (3.36)

where (a) follows from that Pr(E = 1|C = C) → 0 and therefore H(E) → 0
as N → ∞; (b) follows from that, given the codebook C = C and E = 0,
(XN (W ), uN (KW ,MW , LW ), X̃N (W )) ∈ T N

ϵ is valid so that we can use Lemma 4
in [KC16].

The term H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C) in (3.35) can be bounded as follows

H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ), C = C)

(a)
= H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ),W, C = C)

(b)
= H(MW , LW |KW , XN (W ),W, PW , C = C)

(c)
= H(MW , LW |KW , JW , XN (W ),W, PW , C = C)

(d)
= H(MW , LW |KW , (Ji)

MI
i=1, X

N (W ),W, PW , C = C)

(e)

≤ H(SW |Ŝ, C = C)

(f)

≤ 1 + Pr{Ŝ ̸= SW |C = C} logMS

1Note that when the codebook is also fixed, the codeword uN (KW ,MW , LW ) is fixed and
therefore written using lower case.
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(g)

≤ NRSδ
′′, (3.37)

where (a) follows from that W is independent of (MW ,KW , LW , XN (W ))
given the codebook C = C; (b) follows from that PW is independent
of (MW ,KW , LW , XN (W ), W ); (c) follows from that JW is a function of
(KW , PW ); (d) follows from that given W and the codebook C = C,
(MW ,KW , LW , XN (W ), PW ) is independent of the helper data of the other users;
(e) follows from that Ŝ is a function of ((Ji)

MI
i=1, Y

N (W ), PW ) and conditioning
reduces entropy; (f) follows from Fano’s inequality; (g) follows from defining a pa-
rameter δ′′ that is small with large N and small ϵ due to (3.31) and the choice of
the codebook C.

Therefore, we obtain that

I(SW ;JW |C = C) + I(XN (W ); JW |C = C) ≤ N(δ + δ1 + δϵ +RSδ
′′). (3.38)

Combining the above results, the direct part of the proof is completed.

3.A.2 Converse

Let J denote (Ji)
MI
i=1. Define auxiliary random variable Un = (W,SW , PW , JW ,

Xn−1(W )) for n ∈ [1 : N ]. We assume that there exists a sequence of codes C with
identification rate RI , secret key rate RS , private key rate RP , and helper data
rate RJ such that the identification and authentication error probability vanishes as
N →∞. For such code, Fano’s inequality implies that H(W,SW |Ŵ , Ŝ) ≤ F , where

F
∆
= 1 + Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,SW )} log(MIMS). Therefore F

N → 0 as Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸=
(W,SW )} → 0 and N →∞.

Similar to [IW15, Equation (38)], consider the joint entropy

H(W,SW )

=I(W,SW ;PW ,J , Y N ) +H(W,SW |PW ,J , Y N )

(a)

≤ I(W,SW ;PW ,J , Y N ) + F

=I(W,SW ;J) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |J) + F

(b)
=I(SW ;J |W ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |J) + F

(c)

≤I(SW ; JW ,W ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |J) + F

(d)
=I(SW ; JW ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |J) + F

≤Nδ + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |J) + F

=Nδ + I(W,SW ;PW |J) + I(W,SW ;Y N |PW ,J) + F

≤Nδ +H(PW ) + I(W,SW ,J , PW ;Y N ) + F

(e)
=Nδ +H(PW ) + I(Y N ;W,SW , PW , JW ) + F
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≤N(2δ +RP ) + I(Y N ;W,SW , PW , JW ) + F

≤N(2δ +RP ) + F +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;W,SW , PW , JW , Y n−1, Xn−1(W ))

(f)
=N(2δ +RP ) +

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) + F, (3.39)

where (a) follows from the fact that (Ŵ , Ŝ) are functions of (PW ,J , Y N ), and
Fano’s inequality; (b) holds since W is independent of J ; (c) is valid since given
the user index W , SW is independent of the helper data of the other users; (d)
follows from that W is independent of both JW and SW ; (e) holds as Y N is only
dependent with the helper data of the true user in the database; (f) holds due to
Y n−1 − (W,SW , PW , JW , Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

Combining the above results, we obtain that

logMIMS

(a)

≤ logMI + min
w=1,2,··· ,MI

H(Sw) +Nδ

≤H(W ) +H(SW |W ) +Nδ = H(W,SW ) +Nδ

≤NRP +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un) + F + 3Nδ, (3.40)

where (a) follows from the uniformity of the secret key (3.4c).
Combining (3.40) with (3.4b) and (3.4c), we obtain that

RI +RS ≤
logMIMS

N
+ 2δ ≤ RP +

1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 5δ. (3.41)

Next, we consider the privacy leakage

I(XN (W ); JW )

=I(XN (W );J |W )

(a)
= I(XN (W ),W ;J)

≥H(XN (W ),W )−H(XN (W ), SW ,W |J)
=H(W ) +H(XN (W ))−H(SW ,W |J , Y N , PW )

− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |J)−H(XN (W )|SW ,W,J)

(b)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,J)−H(SW ,W |Ŝ, Ŵ )− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,J)

(c)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW )− F − I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W, JW )

(d)
=N(RI − δ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F − I(PW ;SW ,W, JW |Y N )
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=N(RI − δ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

−H(PW |Y N ) +H(PW |SW ,W, JW , Y N )

≥N(RI −RP − 2δ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N )− F

(d)
=N(RI −RP − 2δ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , PW )

− I(Y N ;SW ,W, JW , PW )− F

(e)

≥N(RI −RP − 2δ) +

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un)− F, (3.42)

where (a) follows from that W is independent of J ; (b) follows from the fact that
(Ŵ , Ŝ) are functions of (PW ,J , Y N ); (c) follows from that theXN (W ) and Y N only
correlate to the helper data JW of user W in the database, and Fano’s inequality;
(d) holds due to the Markov chain Y N − XN (W ) − X̃N (W ) − (SW ,W, JW , PW )
holds; (e) is valid due to Y n−1 − (SW ,W, JW , PW , Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

Combining the above result with (3.4g), we obtain that

RI+
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un) ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 3δ. (3.43)

We bound the helper data rate as follows

N(RJ + δ)

≥ H(JW |W )

= I(X̃N (W ); JW |W ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W )

(a)
= I(X̃N (W );J |W ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= I(X̃N (W ),W ;J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W ),W, SW |J)
+H(SW |X̃N (W ),W,J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W )|J ,W, SW )

−H(W,SW |J) +H(SW |X̃N (W ),W,J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W,J)−H(SW ,W |J , Y N , PW )

− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |J) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

≥ H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W,J)

−H(SW ,W |Ŝ, Ŵ )− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |J) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

(b)

≥ H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

− I(PW ;SW ,W, JW |Y N ) + I(Y N , PW ;J) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )
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≥ H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N )− F −H(PW |Y N )

+H(PW |SW ,W, JW , X̃N (W ), Y N ) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

(c)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

+H(PW |SW ,W, JW , X̃N (W ))−H(PW |Y N )

+H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

+H(PW |X̃N (W ),W )− I(PW ;SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

−H(PW |Y N ) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

+H(PW |X̃N (W ),W )−H(PW |Y N ) +H(SW , JW |X̃N (W ),W, PW )

(d)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N )− F

(c)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW )− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW )− F

(e)

≥ N(RI − δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un), (3.44)

where (a) follows from the fact that, given the user index W , the enrolled biometric
sequence X̃N (W ) is independent of the helper data of the other users; (b) follows
from Fano’s inequality; (c) follows from the Markov chain Y N−XN (W )−X̃N (W )−
(SW ,W, JW , PW ); (d) follows from that PW is independent of (X̃N (W ),W, Y N ),
and (JW , SW ) is a function of (X̃N (W ), PW ); (e) follows from Markov chains

Xn−1(W )− (SW ,W, JW , PW , X̃n−1(W ))−Xn(W ), (3.45)

Y n−1 − (SW ,W, JW , PW , Xn−1(W ))− Yn. (3.46)

Therefore, we obtain the rate condition

RI +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un) ≤ RJ +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 2δ. (3.47)

Let Q be a uniform random variable on [1 : N ] and independent of everything
else. Define U = (UQ, Q) and PUXQYQ

= QYQ|XQ
PU |XQ

PXQ
. Note that U −

XQ(W ) − YQ still holds. As (XQ, YQ) has the same joint distribution as (X,Y ),
with δ → 0, we obtain that (RI , RS , RP , RJ) ∈ Rg from (3.41), (3.43), and (3.47).
This completes the proof of the backward direction.

3.B Proof of Theorem 3.3.2

The proof of Theorem 3.3.2 is based on that of Theorem 3.3.1.
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3.B.1 Achievability

We use the similar codebook generation as in Theorem 1, while the difference is
that we fix RJ = RS +RI + I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;Y )+ δ+ δ1. As in the proof of Theorem
1, for each user w, we look for a triple (kw,mw, lw) and generate the corresponding
helper data jgw = (kw,mw ⊕ p̆w, p̄w) and a secret key sgw = (mw, lw, p̃w), where
Jg
W ∈ [1 : Mg

J ]. Theorem 3.3.1 states that for any δ > 0, there exist some N ≥ 1,
enrollment mapping and identification mapping such that

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝg) ̸= (W,Sg
W )} ≤ δ,

logMI ≥ N(RI − δ),

H(Sg
W ) +Nδ ≥ logMS ≥ N(RS − δ),

logMP ≤ N(RP + δ),

logMg
J ≤ N(Rg

J + δ),

I(Sg
W ; Jg

W ) + I(XN (W ); Jg
W ) ≤ Nδ. (3.48)

Here, we include another masking layer. Let the chosen secret key scw mask the
previously generated secret key sgw, where scw is generated from [1 : MS ] uniformly
at random. We then obtain the masked secret key jaw = sgw⊕scw, which is additional
helper data. The masked secret keys (jaw)

MI
w=1 can be stored in a public database

instead of a secure database. Therefore, we consider the joint helper data (jgw, j
a
w).

In the identification phase, the secret key can be estimated as

ŝc = jaŵ ⊖ ŝg = sgŵ ⊕ scŵ ⊖ ŝg. (3.49)

Following a similar analysis as in [IW15, (48)], we obtain that

I(Sc
W ; Jg

W , Ja
W )

= I(Sc
W ; Jg

W , Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W )

= I(Sc
W ; Jg

W ) + I(Sc
W ;Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |J

g
W )

(a)
= H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |J

g
W )−H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |J

g
W , Sc

W )

≤ H(Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W )−H(Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W |J
g
W , Sc

W )

= H(Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W )−H(Sg
W |J

g
W , Sc

W )

(b)

≤ logMS −H(Sg
W ) + I(Sg

W ; Jg
W ), (3.50)

where (a) holds since Sc
W is independent of Jc

W ; (b) follows from that Sc
W is inde-

pendent of both Sg
W and Jg

W .
Following [IW15, (48)], the privacy leakage can be bounded as

I(XN (W ); Jg
W , Ja

W )

= I(XN (W ); Jg
W , Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W )
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= I(XN (W ); Jg
W ) + I(XN (W );Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |J

g
W )

≤ I(XN (W ); Jg
W ) +H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W )−H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |X

N (W ), Jg
W , Sg

W )

≤ I(XN (W ); Jg
W ) + logMS −H(Sc

W |XN (W ), Jg
W , Sg

W )

= I(XN (W ); Jg
W ). (3.51)

Therefore, the total leakage can be bounded as

I(Sc
W ; Jg

W , Ja
W |C = C) + I(XN (W ); Jg

W , Ja
W |C = C)

≤ logMS −H(Sg
W ) + I(Sg

W ; Jg
W |C = C) + I(XN (W ); Jg

W |C = C)

(a)

≤ Nδ + I(Sg
W ; Jg

W |C = C) + I(XN (W ); Jg
W |C = C)

(b)

≤ N(2δ + δ1 + δϵ +RSδ
′′), (3.52)

where (a) holds since Sg
W is close to uniformly distributed on [1 : MS ]; (b) follows

from (3.38).
In the scenario of the chosen secret key system, as we are using the masking

layer, we can obtain that Ŝc = Sc holds only if Ŝg = Sg. Thus, Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝg) ̸=
(W,Sg

W )} ≤ δ implies Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝc) ̸= (W,Sc
W )} ≤ δ. And we also have that

logMI ≥ N(RI − δ),

H(Sc
W ) = logMS ≥ N(RS − δ),

logMP ≤ N(RP + δ),

logMg
J + logMS ≤ N(Rc

J + δ),

I(Sg
W ; Ja

W , Jg
W ) + I(XN (W ); Ja

W , Jg
W ) ≤ 2Nδ, (3.53)

for a chosen secret key system.
Consequently, if the rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RJ) is achievable for a generated

secret key system, then the rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RJ + RS) is achievable for a
chosen secret key system.

3.B.2 Converse

Define the auxiliary random variable Un = (W,SW , PW , JW , Xn−1(W )) for n ∈ [1 :
N ]. Following (3.39) and (3.40), we can obtain that

RI +RS ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 5δ. (3.54)

Similar to the analysis in (3.42) and (3.43), we can obtain that

RI+
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un) ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 3δ. (3.55)
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For the helper data rate, we obtain that

N(RJ + δ)

≥ H(JW |W )

= I(X̃N (W ), SW ; JW |W ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

= I(X̃N (W ), SW ;J |W ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

= I(X̃N (W ), SW ,W ;J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

(a)
= H(X̃N (W )) +H(SW ) +H(W )

−H(X̃N (W ), SW ,W |J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

= H(X̃N (W )) +H(SW ) +H(W )−H(SW ,W |J)
−H(X̃N (W )|J , SW ,W ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

(b)
= I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW ) +H(SW ) +H(W )

−H(SW ,W |J) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

= I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW ) +H(SW ) +H(W )

−H(SW ,W |J , Y N , PW )− I(W,SW ,J ;PW , Y N )

+ I(J ;Y N , PW ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

(c)

≥ I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW |Y N ) +H(SW ) +H(W )

−H(SW ,W |Ŝ, Ŵ )− I(W,SW ,J ;PW |Y N ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

(d)

≥ I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N ) +H(SW )

+H(W )− F +H(PW |Y N , X̃N ,W, SW , JW )

−H(PW |Y N ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ), SW ,W )

(e)
= I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N ) +H(SW )

+H(W )− F +H(PW |X̃N ,W, SW , JW )

−H(PW |Y N ) +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W, SW )

= I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N ) +H(SW )

+H(PW |X̃N (W ),W, SW )−H(PW |Y N )

+H(W )− F +H(JW |X̃N (W ),W, SW , PW )

(f)
= I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW |Y N ) +H(SW ) +H(W )− F

(e)
= H(SW ) +H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW )

− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , PW )− F
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(g)

≥ N(RI +RS − 2δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un), (3.56)

where (a) follows from the fact that X̃N (W ), SW and W are mutually independent;
(b) follows from X̃N (W ) being independent of the helper data of other users; (c) fol-
lows from the fact that (Ŝ, Ŵ ) are functions of (J , Y N , PW ); (d) follows from Fano’s
inequality; (e) follows from the Markov chain Y N−X̃N (W )−(SW ,W, JW , PW ); (f)
follows from PW being independent of (X̃N ,W, SW , Y N ), and JW is a function of
(X̃N , SW , PW ); (g) follows from Xn−1(W )−(SW ,W, JW , PW , X̃n−1(W ))−Xn(W )
and Y n−1 − (SW ,W, JW , PW , Xn−1(W ))− Yn. Therefore, we obtain that

RI +RS +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un) ≤ RJ +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 3δ. (3.57)

Using the cardinality bounding argument, we can complete the proof for the
backward direction.





Chapter 4

Two-stage Setting

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider a two-stage setup, in which the helper data consist
of two layers. When a user is trying to access the system, instead of doing an
exhaustive search over all the users, the system firstly outputs a list of the first
layer helper data and obtains a set of user indices. Then the system compares the
user with the users in the set, and finally guesses the user index and estimates the
corresponding secret key.

Aiming at reducing the search speed, there are several research directions in the
literature. The clustering method is studied in [Tun09,FW16,Wil09], in which the
users are clustered according to their data. In [VOS19], hierarchical identification
with pre-processing is studied, in which the users’ data are mapped to two layers of
helper data. Here we further study the multi-stage setting with privacy and secrecy
constraints.

4.2 Problem Formulation

4.2.1 Generated Secret Key System

A model of a generated secret key system without privacy leakage is presented in
Fig. 4.1. Assume that there are MI users enrolled in the system, where the users
are indexed by w 2 [1 : MI ]. We further assume that for each user w 2 [1 : MI ], the
biometric sequence xN (w) is identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) according
to p.m.f. QX(·) on a finite alphabet X .

In the enrollment phase, for each user w 2 [1 : MI ], the enrollment mapping
e1(·) uses the biometric sequence xN (w) and the user’s private key pw to generate
a hash index cw 2 [1 : MC ], i.e.,

cw = e1(x
N (w), pw), (4.1)

53
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Figure 4.1: Generated secret key system: In the enrollment phase, the enrollment
mapping uses the biometric sequence XN (W ) and private key PW to generate
the secret key SW , a hash index (the first layer helper data) CW , and the re-
finement data (the second helper data) JW . In the identification phase, the first
layer decoding d1(·) maps the observation Y N and private key PW to a list of
hash indices L. Then the identification mapping d2(·) guesses the user index
and estimates the secret key using (Y N , PW ) and (JL,BL,L), where BL is de-
fined as a set of user indices results in the hash indices in the list L and thus
(JL,BL,L) = {(Jw, w, c)|w ∈ B(c), c ∈ L}.

and puts the user index w inside the set B(cw), which consists of user indices with
hash index cw. This hash index cw is the first layer helper data, which is stored in
the first layer public database at location w. Note that B(cw) can be obtained from
the first layer database. The private key for each user is assumed to be independent
and uniformly distributed on [1 : MP ]. This private key is also accessible to the
system in the identification phase when the user is trying to access the system.

Then the enrollment mapping e2(·) uses the biometric sequence xN (w) and the
user’s private key pw to generate the refinement data (the second layer helper data)
jw ∈ [1 : MJ ] and a secret key sw ∈ [1 : MS ], i.e.,

(jw, sw) = e2(x
N (w), pw), (4.2)

where jw is stored in the second layer public database.
In the identification phase, an unknown but previously enrolled user W is ob-

served via a discrete memoryless channel QY |X(·) that generates an observation
yN , where W is uniformly distributed over [1 : MI ]. The observation yN together
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with the corresponding private key pw are presented to the system. With (yN , pw),
the system first outputs a list of hash indices

L = d1(y
N , pw) ⊂ [1 : MC ], (4.3)

and then guesses the user index as well as estimates the secret key

(ŵ, ŝ) = d2(y
N , (jL,BL,L), pw), (4.4)

where (jL,BL,L) = {(jw, w, c)|w ∈ B(c), c ∈ L}. Since L is a subset of [1 : MC ],
we have that |L| ≤MC holds.

We define the achievability of a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) in a gener-
ated secret key system without privacy leakage as follows.

Definition 4.2.1. A tuple of identification rate RI , secret key rate RS, and private
key rate RP , the first layer helper data rate RC , the second layer helper data rate
RJ , and list rate RL, (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) ∈ R6

+, is achievable if for all δ > 0
there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, as well as enrollment and identification mappings such
that for any N ≥ N0(δ), the following conditions are satisfied

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,SW )} ≤ δ, (4.5a)

Pr{CW ̸∈ L} ≤ δ, (4.5b)

logMI ≥ N(RI − δ), (4.5c)

H(SW ) +Nδ ≥ logMS ≥ N(RS − δ), (4.5d)

logMP ≤ N(RP + δ), (4.5e)

logMC ≤ N(RC + δ), (4.5f)

logMC ≤ H(CW ) +Nδ, (4.5g)

logMJ ≤ N(RJ + δ), (4.5h)

logML ≤ N(RL + δ), (4.5i)

I(SW ;CW , JW ) + I(XN (W );CW , JW ) ≤ Nδ. (4.5j)

Moreover, we use Rg to denote the capacity region that contains all achievable rate
tuples (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) for a generated secret key system.

The inequalities in the definition above can be interpreted as follows: (4.5a)
requires that the identification system should reliably return the true user index and
the corresponding secret key; (4.5b) requires that the true hash index is included
in the output list; (4.5c), (4.5d), (4.5e), (4.5f), (4.5g), (4.5h), (4.5i) and define the
identification rate, the secret key rate private key rate, first layer helper data rate,
second layer helper data rate, and list rate, respectively; (4.5d) and (4.5g) state
that secret keys and the first layer hash indices are close to uniformly distributed;
(4.5j) ensures the identification system is secrecy-preserving and privacy-preserving
such that for each user, both first and second layer helper data leak only negligible
information about the secret key and the biometric sequence.
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Figure 4.2: Chosen secret key system: In the enrollment phase, the enrollment
uses the biometric sequence XN (W ), the private key PW , and the secret key SW

to generate the first layer helper data CW and the second layer helper data JW .
Similar to the generated secret key system, in the identification phase, the system
firstly estimates a list of hashes L and then guesses the user identity and estimates
the secret key using the observation (Y N , PW ) and (JL,BL,L).

We further explain the rates defined in (4.5c), (4.5d), (4.5e), (4.5f), (4.5h), and
(4.5i) as follows. The identification rate RI defined in (4.5c) relates to the number of
users that can be reliably identified. The secret key rate RS defined in (4.5d) relates
to the length of the secret key. The private key rate RP defined in (4.5e) relates
to the length of the private key needed to protect the privacy of the biometrics.
The first and second layer helper data rates RC and RJ defined in (4.5f) and (4.5h)
relate to the length of the first and second layer helper data needed for reliable
identification and authentication, respectively. The list rate RL defined in (4.5i)
relates to the size of the list in the first stage of the identification.

4.2.2 Chosen Secret Key System

Fig. 4.2 illustrates a chosen secret key system. In the enrollment phase, the enroll-
ment mapping outputs a hash index cw using inputs to the system (xN (w), pw, sw),
i.e.,

cw = e1(x
N (w), pw, sw), (4.6)

where the secret key sw and private key pw are chosen uniformly at random from
[1 : MS ] and [1 : MP ], respectively. Moreover, similar to the generated secret
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key system, cw is put in the first layer helper database at location w. Then the
enrollment mapping uses (xN (w), pw, sw) to generate second layer helper data jw,
i.e.,

jw = e2(x
N (w), pw, sw). (4.7)

In the identification phase, similar to (4.3) and (4.4) in the generated secret key
system, the system firstly outputs a list of hash indices, and then estimates the
user index and the secret key using the observation Y N , the private key PW and
(JL,BL,L).

We define the achievability of a rate tuple in a chosen secret key system as
follows.

Definition 4.2.2. A tuple of identification rate RI , chosen secret key rate RS, and
private key rate RP , the first layer helper data rate RC , the second layer helper data
rate RJ , and list rate RL, (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) ∈ R6

+, is achievable if for all
δ > 0 there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, enrollment and identification mappings such
that for any N ≥ N0(δ), (4.5a), (4.5b), (4.5c), (4.5e), (4.5f), (4.5h), (4.5i), (4.5j)
and

logMS ≥ N(RS − δ), (4.8)

are satisfied. We use Rc to denote the capacity region that contains all achievable
rate tuples (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) for a two-stage biometric identification system
using chosen secret key system without privacy leakage.

4.3 Statement of Results

4.3.1 Main Results

Theorem 4.3.1. For a two-stage biometric identification system using generated
secret keys without privacy leakage, the capacity region is given by

Rg = {(RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U, V ;Y ),

RI + I(U, V ;X) ≤ RP + I(U, V ;Y ),

RI + I(U, V ;X) ≤ RC +RJ + I(U, V ;Y ),

RL ≥ I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ),

for somePUVXY = QXQY |XPV |XPU |V ,

and |U| ≤ |X |+ 3, |V| ≤ |U||X |+ 1}. (4.9)

Proof See Appendix 4.A.
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Theorem 4.3.2. For a two-stage biometric identification system using chosen se-
cret keys without privacy leakage, the capacity region is given by

Rc = {(RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(U, V ;Y ),

RI + I(U, V ;X) ≤ RP + I(U, V ;Y ),

RI + I(U, V ;X) +RS ≤ RC +RJ + I(U, V ;Y ),

RL ≥ I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ),

for somePUVXY = QXQY |XPV |XPU |V ,

and |U| ≤ |X |+ 3, |V| ≤ |U||X |+ 1}. (4.10)

Proof See Appendix 4.B.

From the capacity regions for the generated and chosen secret key systems, we
have the following remarks.

Remark 4.3.1. Comparing (4.9) and (4.10), it follows that to achieve the a rate
tuple (RI , RS , RP , RL), the chosen secret key system requires a larger helper data
rate RC +RJ .

Remark 4.3.2. If R1
J ≤ R2

J , then Rg(R
1
J) ⊆ Rg(R

2
J) and Rc(R

1
J) ⊆ Rc(R

2
J).

Additionally, there exists a RJ0
such that for every RJ ≥ RJ0

, Rg(RJ) = Rc(RJ) =
R∗.

If we increase the helper data rate, the capacity region is larger. If the storage
can be sufficiently large, then the generated and chosen secret key systems achieve
the same capacity region.

Remark 4.3.3. If we fix V , the capacity regions can be reduced to that of the
single-stage [ZVOS19].

This shows that the single-stage setting in [ZVOS19] is a special case of the
multi-stage setting. Moreover, compared to [ZVOS19], we additionally study the
helper data rate and list rate.

Remark 4.3.4. If we fix V and let RI = 0, the capacity regions Rg and Rc can
be can be reduced to the region R1 in [IW09].

This shows that the single-user setting in [IW09] is a special case of the consid-
ered multi-user setting.
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4.3.2 Complexity Discussion

In this section, we show that the two-stage setting results in lower search com-
plexity. The following complexity analysis is based on the assumption that the
search complexity is in the order of the total number of different entries in the
database [Wil09, FW16]. Note that the number of different entries only depends
on the length of the entries, which at each stage is shorter than in the single-stage
identification setting (a special case of the two-stage setting).

To achieve some identification rate RI , the system can do an exhaustive search
on all enrolled users. This results in a search complexity in the order of the total
number of enrolled users, i.e.,

S = O(2NRI ). (4.11)

The corresponding complexity exponent is

Se = RI . (4.12)

Here, we design a two-stage identification scheme that avoids an exhaustive
search. Upon observing an unknown user, the system searches among all 2NRC

hash indices and outputs a list that includes 2NRL hash indices. Consequently, the
search complexity of the first-stage identification procedure is

S1 = O(2NRC ). (4.13)

In the second stage, the system compares the observed user with the users
obtained in the first stage. As indicated in (4.5f), the hash indices are close to
uniformly distributed. Therefore, approximately the same number of users results
in a certain hash index, i.e., 2N(RI−RC). To determine the user index, the system
does 2N(RI−RC+RL) checks. Thus, this second stage identification procedure results
in search complexity

S2 = O(2N(RI−RC+RL)). (4.14)

As a consequence, the overall complexity exponent of the two-stage identification
scheme is

Se2 = lim sup
N→∞

log(S1 + S2)

N
= max{RC , RI −RC +RL}. (4.15)

Since RC ≤ RI and RC ≥ RL always hold, we obtain that Se2 ≤ Se. Eq (15)
also implies that for some fixed RC , when RL ≥ 2RC −RI , the overall complexity
increases as the list rate RL increases.

4.4 Binary Example

To illustrate the derived trade-offs, we next discuss a binary example. Assume
the source is binary symmetric, i.e., X ∼ Bernoulli(1/2). Let the observation
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Figure 4.3: Trade-offs among (RI , RS , RC +RJ) with q = 0.15, p1 = 0.1, p2 = 0.05,
and RP = 1.
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Figure 4.4: Trade-offs among rate triple (RC , RJ , RL) with q = 0.15, p1 = 0.1,
p2 = 0.05, RP = 1, RI = 0.7, and RS = 0.5.

channel be a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability q ∈ (0, 1
2 ). We

choose V to be an output of a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability
p1 ∈ (0, 1

2 ) and input X, and choose U to be an output of a binary symmetric
channel with crossover probability p2 ∈ (0, 1

2 ) and input V . From Mrs. Gerber’s
lemma [Wyn73], we obtain that if H(X|V ) ≥ h2(p1) for some p1 ∈ (0, 1

2 ), then
H(X|U) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2), where h2(·) denotes the binary entropy function and ∗
denotes the operation of p1 ∗ p2 = p1(1− p2) + p2(1− p1). Similarly, it holds that
H(Y |V ) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ q) and H(Y |U) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q).

In the following example, we fix the private key rate as RP = r, then the
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capacity region of the generated secret key system Rg is

Rg = {(RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) :

RI +RS ≤ r + 1− h2(p1 ∗ q), (4.16a)

RI − h2(p1) ≤ r − h2(p1 ∗ q), (4.16b)

RI − h2(p1) ≤ RC +RJ − h2(p1 ∗ q), (4.16c)

RL ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q)− h2(p1 ∗ p2), (4.16d)

for some q, p1, p2 ∈ (0,
1

2
)},

The capacity region of the chosen secret key system is the region that satisfies
(4.16a), (4.16b), (4.16d), and

RI +RS − h2(p1) ≤ RC +RJ − h2(p1 ∗ q), (4.17)

for some q, p1, p2 ∈ (0, 1
2 ).

Fig. 4.3 illustrates trade-offs among (RI , RS , RC+RJ) when q = 0.15, p1 = 0.1,
p2 = 0.05, and RP = 1. For simplicity, we consider the joint helper data rate
RC + RJ , i.e., the sum of the first and second layer helper data rates. Any rate
tuples with a smaller identification rate, smaller secret key rate, and larger joint
helper data rate than the rate tuples on the boundaries are achievable. Comparing
Fig. 4.3a and Fig. 4.3b, we observe that for the chosen secret key system, the
joint helper data rate not only increases with a larger identification rate but also
increases when the secret key rate increase. Therefore, to reliably identify the same
number of users and include secret keys of the same length, the chosen secret key
system requires more storage to store the helper data than the generated secret key
system. Because to make the chosen secret keys secure, they have to be masked
such that the masked data do not leak information about the secret keys. Then
for reliable secret key reconstruction and authentication, the masked data must be
stored in the database, which leads to more storage costs. Moreover, for both the
generated secret key and chosen secret key systems, if we increase either the secret
key rate or the identification rate, the maximal achievable rate of the other one
decreases. This means that we can only identify fewer users if we want to increase
the security level by having longer secret keys, and vice versa.

We also depict the trade-off among the rate triple (RC , RJ , RL) in Fig. 4.4.
Similar to the previous example, we set q = 0.15, p1 = 0.1, p2 = 0.05, and RP = 1.
Moreover, for simplicity, we pick an achievable rate pair (RI , RS) = (0.7, 0.5). Any
rate triples with the larger first layer or second layer helper data rates, or a larger
list rate are achievable. Comparing Fig. 4.4a and Fig. 4.4b, we observe that for
some fixed (RC , RL), the chosen secret key system requires larger RJ (the borderline
between the yellow plane and blue plane is shifted). This observation implies that
if the lengths of the first layer helper data are the same in both systems, then the
chosen secret key system requires more storage to store the second layer helper
data.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study biometric identification and authentication with close
to zero privacy leakage rate. Since this work deals with biometric information,
achieving close to zero privacy leakage of biometric data is an important extension.
At the same time, the public database should not leak information about the secret
key to maintain authentication performance. This zero leakage is achieved with an
additional private key. Since a private key can be utilized in various ways in such
a scenario, it is interesting to see how the key can be most efficiently employed
and what fundamental trade-offs be achieved, i.e., finding matching converse to an
achievability scheme is a challenge in a setting with many dimensions and choices.

Moreover, since the proposed system requires to return both the user index
and the corresponding secret key successfully, the error analysis in the achievabil-
ity proof is challenging. Furthermore, careful error analysis is necessary in such
identification systems since we do not face a uniform distribution over the code-
words when considering the case of a wrongly identified user. In particular, we deal
with the probabilities of an unselected codeword given the selected codeword and
biometric information.

Additionally, the two-stage setup is closer to actual algorithmic implementations
which are often based on feature extraction mechanisms and successive processing.
The principles and arguments presented here are ready to be extended to multiple
stages, but are limited to two stages for a better exposition of the already involved
setting. The complex fundamental regions can be simplified in several directions to
recover existing results.
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Appendix

4.A Proof of Theorem 4.3.1

4.A.1 Achievability

Fix the conditional p.m.f. PV |X and PU |V . The number of enrolled users is assumed
to be MI = 2NRI . Also fix some � > 0.

Codebook Generation Pick a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) 2 Rg such
that

RP � RI + I(U, V ;X)� I(U, V ;Y ) + 5�,

RJ = RI + I(U, V ;X)� I(U, V ;Y ) + 5� �RC ,

RS = RP �RI + I(U, V ;Y )� 3�,

RC > RL = I(U ;X)� I(U ;Y ) + 5�. (4.18)

Additionally, we fix auxiliary rates

R1 = I(U ;X)� I(U ;Y ) + 2�,

R2 = I(U ;Y )� �,

R3 = I(V ;X|U)� I(V ;Y |U) + 3�,

R4 = I(V ;Y |U)� 2�. (4.19)

Randomly and independently generate 2N(R1+R2) i.i.d. codewords uN (k1,m1) ac-
cording to PU . Then we distribute the codewords into 2NR1 bins indexed by k1 2
[1 : 2NR1 ]. Each bin consists of 2NR2 codewords indexed by m1 2 [1 : 2NR2 ]. Fur-
thermore, for each codeword uN (k1,m1), where (k1,m1) 2 [1 : 2NR1 ] ⇥ [1 : 2NR2 ],
randomly and independently generate 2N(R3+R4) codewords vN (k1,m1, k2,m2) ac-

cording to
Q

N

i=1 PV |U=ui(k1,m1). We distribute the 2N(R3+R4) codewords into 2NR3

bins indexed by k2 2 [1 : 2NR3 ]. Each bin consists of 2NR4 codewords indexed by
m2 2 [1 : 2NR4 ].

Enrollment For each user w 2 [1 : MI ], given the private key of this user pw, we
divide it into three parts, p̌w, p̄w, and p̃w, such that pw = (p̌w, p̄w, p̃w), p̌w 2 [1 :
2NRC ], p̄w 2 [1 : 2NRJ ] and p̃w 2 [1 : 2N(RP�RC�RJ )]. For p̌w and p̄w, we further
divide both of them into two parts as p̌w = (p̌1w, p̌2w) and p̄w = (p̄1w, p̄2w), where
p̌1w 2 [1 : 2NR1 ], p̌2w 2 [1 : 2N(RC�R1)], p̄1w 2 [1 : 2NR3 ], p̄2w 2 [1 : 2N(RJ�R3)].
For each user w 2 [1 : 2NRI ], the enrollment mapping firstly looks for a codeword
uN (k1w,m1w) such that (uN (k1w,m1w), xN (w)) 2 T N

✏
. If no such codeword exists,

randomly choose a codeword index pair from [1 : 2NR1 ] ⇥ [1 : 2NR2 ]. If there is
more than one such codeword, randomly choose one from them. Then the enroll-
ment mapping uses k1w and the private key pw to generate the first layer helper
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of generating helper data and secret keys in the generated
secret key system.

data cw as cw = (k1w ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w), which is called hash index. We further put
the user index w in a set of user indices, which is denoted by B(cw). Secondly,
the enrollment mapping looks for a codeword vN (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w) such that
(uN (k1w,m1w), v

N (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w), x
N (w)) ∈ T N

ϵ . If no such (k2w,m2w) ex-
ists, randomly choose one from [1 : 2NR3 ] × [1 : 2NR4 ]. If there is more than one
such (k2w,m2w), randomly choose one from them. With the bin index k2w and the
private key pw, the enrollment mapping generates the second layer helper data jw
as jw = (k2w⊕ p̄1w, p̄2w). Using the codeword index tuple (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w) and
the private key pw, the secret key sw is generated as sw = (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w, p̃w).
Therefore, the three parts of the private key are used to generate the first layer
helper data, the second layer helper data, and the secret key, respectively. The
procedure of generating the helper data and secret keys is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
The codebooks and mappings are revealed to all parties.

Identification Upon receiving the observation yN and having access to the cor-
responding private key pw of the observed user w, the system firstly looks for a list
of hash indices L(yN , pw) such that for each hash index c ∈ L(yN , pw), there exists
(k1,m1) that satisfies c = (k1 ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w) and (uN (k1,m1), y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ . Next, the

system checks users with index in {w : w ∈ B(c), c ∈ L}, which is denoted by BL,
and looks for a unique tuple (ŵ, k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) that satisfies cŵ ∈ L(yN , pw), cŵ =

(k̂1 ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w), jŵ = (k̂2 ⊕ p̄1w, p̄2w) and (uN (k̂1, m̂1), v
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), y

N ) ∼
T N
ϵ . The estimated secret key is ŝ = (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2, p̃w).

Error Events Analysis Assume that the user W is observed. Let (K1W ,M1W ,
K2W ,M2W ) be the actual codeword index tuple determined by the enrollment
mapping, CW and JW be the actual first layer helper data and second layer helper
data, PW = (P̌1W , P̌2W , P̄1W , P̄2W , P̃W ) be the private key, and SW be the actual
secret key respectively. We first define the following event:

B(ŵ, k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) = {Cŵ ∈ L(Y N , PW ),
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Cŵ = (k̂1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (k̂2 ⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ )}. (4.20)

Then we have the following error events:

E1 = {(UN (k1,m1), X
N (W )) ̸∈ T N

ϵ ,

∀(k1,m1) ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ]× [1 : 2NR2 ]},
E2 = {(UN (K1W ,M1W ), V N (K1W ,M1W , k2,m2)), X

N ) ̸∈ T N
ϵ ,

∀(k2,m2) ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ]× [1 : 2NR4 ]},
E3 = {(UN (K1W ,M1W ), V N (K1W ,M1W ,K2W ,M2W ), Y N ) ̸∈ T N

ϵ },
E4 = {|{c : ∃(k1,m1) such that (UN (k1,m1), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

c = (k1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W )}| > 2NRL},

E5 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂1

⋃
m̂1

⋃
k̂2

⋃
m̂2

B(ŵ, k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2),

E6 =
⋃

(m̂1,m̂2) ̸=(M1W ,M2W )

B(W,K1W , m̂1,K2W , m̂2). (4.21)

The first two error events, E1 and E2, correspond to enrollment errors, i.e., there is
no codeword jointly typical with the biometric sequence. The last four errors are
errors that happen in the identification and authentication phase. The error event
E3 is the case where the true codewords are not jointly typical with the observation
Y N . The error E4 is the event that there are more than 2NRL hash indices in the
first identification step satisfying the required conditions such that the true hash
index might not be included in the output list L(Y N , PW ). The error event E5 is the
error that there exists another user index ŵ that fulfills all conditions, which we call
identification error. The error event E6 is the case where the user index is correctly
identified but the estimated secret key is not the same as the true one, which we
call authentication error. Note that the authentication error is under the condition
that the user index is correctly identified, which implies that the true index pair
(K1W ,K2W ) can be correctly estimated. Due to the construction of the secret key,
the authentication error happens only when the true index pair (M1W ,M2W ) is not
correctly estimated.

Due to the construction of helper data, the identification error E5 can be split
into the following four cases

E51 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂1 ̸=K1W

⋃
m̂1

⋃
m̂2

B(ŵ, k̂1, m̂1,K2W , m̂2),

E52 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
m̂1

⋃
k̂2 ̸=K2W

⋃
m̂2

B(ŵ,K1W , m̂1, k̂2, m̂2),

E53 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
k̂1 ̸=K1W

⋃
m̂1

⋃
k̂2 ̸=K2W

⋃
m̂2

B(ŵ, k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2),
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E54 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
m̂1

⋃
m̂2

B(ŵ,K1W , m̂1,K2W , m̂2). (4.22)

Similarly, the authentication error E6 can be split into the following three cases

E61 =
⋃

m̂1 ̸=M1W

B(W,K1W , m̂1,K2W ,M2W ),

E62 =
⋃

m̂2 ̸=M2W

B(W,K1W ,M1W ,K1W , m̂2),

E63 =
⋃

m̂1 ̸=M1W

⋃
m̂2 ̸=M2W

B(W,K1W , m̂1,K1W , m̂2). (4.23)

The identification and authentication will be successful when none of the above
error events happen. Hence, we have the following

E ⊂ E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ E4 ∪ E51 ∪ E52 ∪ E53 ∪ E54 ∪ E61 ∪ E62 ∪ E63. (4.24)

The probability Pr(E1)→ 0 as N →∞ since R1+R2 > I(U ;X) due to the covering
lemma [EK11, Lemma 3.3]. Similarly, Pr(Ec1 ∩ E2) → 0 as N → ∞ as R3 + R4 >
I(V ;X|U) according to the covering lemma [EK11, Lemma 3.3]. Pr(Ec1∩Ec2∩E3)→ 0
as N →∞ according to the Markov lemma [EK11, p.27].

Next, we consider the error event E4

Pr(E4)
(a)

≤E{|{c : ∃(k1,m1) such that c = (k1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ),

(UN (k1,m1), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ (U, Y )}|} 1

2NRL

=
1

2NRL

∑
c

∑
k1

∑
m1

Pr{c = (k1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W )}}

∑
uN

Pr{UN (k1,m1) = uN}
∑
yN

Pr{Y N = yN}1T N
ϵ
(uN , yN )

(b)

≤2N(R1+R2−RL)|T N
ϵ (U, Y )|2−N(H(U)+H(Y )−2δ)

≤2N(I(U ;X)−I(U ;Y )−RL+4δ), (4.25)

where (a) follows from Markov inequality; (b) follows from the fact that for ∀k1,∑
c Pr{c = (k1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W )} ≤ 1 holds; 1T (·) is defined as the following indicator

function:

1T (t) =

{
1 t ∈ T ,
0 otherwise.

(4.26)

Since RL > I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ) + 4δ, we obtain that Pr(E4)→ 0 as N →∞. Given
Pr(E4)→ 0 and Pr(Ec1 ∩ Ec2 ∩ E3)→ 0 as N →∞, it follows that

Pr(CW ̸∈ L)→ 0, as N →∞. (4.27)
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In the following analysis, due to symmetry and without loss of generality, we con-
dition on the event (W = 1, (K11,M11,K21,M21) = (1, 1, 1, 1)), which is denoted
with A. To defer some technical derivations, we include the following lemmas and
claims. The two lemmas provide bounds on conditional probabilities based on the
properties of joint typicality. The first two claims provide bounds on conditional
probabilities based on the use of the two lemmas. The third claim bounds the
probability of both conditional probabilities and helper data.

Lemma 4.A.1 ( [MLK15]). Let (U, Y ) ∼ p(u, y) and ϵ′ > ϵ > 0. Let Y N ∼∏N
i=1 pY (yi) and UN (m),m ∈ [1 : 2NR] be independently generated according to∏N
i=1 pU (ui), independent of Y N . Let I = {m ∈ [1 : 2NR] : (UN (m), Y N ) ∈
T (n)
ϵ (U, Y )} be a set of random indices and let M ∼ Unif(I), if |I| > 0 and M ∼

Unif([1 : 2NR]), otherwise. Then, for every (uN , ũN , yN ),

Pr{UN (2) = uN |UN (1) = ũN , Y N = yN ,M = 1} ≤ (1 + ϵ′) ·
N∏
i=1

pU (ui) (4.28)

for N sufficiently large.

Proof See [MLK15, Appendix A].

The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 4.A.1.

Lemma 4.A.2 ( [VOWS]). Let (U, V,X) ∼ p(u, v, x) and ϵ′ > ϵ > 0, where ϵ′ is a
fixed number and ϵ → 0 as N → ∞. Assume that (UN , XN ) ∼ p(uN , xN ), which
is not necessarily independent and identically distributed. For a given XN = xN ,
we generate 2NRV i.i.d. codewords V N ∼

∏N
i=1 pV |U (vi|ui), which are also con-

ditionally independent of UN given XN = xN . Let I = {m ∈ [1 : 2NR] :

(V N (m), UN , XN ) ∈ T (n)
ϵ (V,U,X)} be a random set of indices induced by the ran-

dom codebook and random vectors UN and XN . Let M ∼ Unif(I) if |I| > 0 and
M ∼ Unif([1 : 2NR]) otherwise. Then, for sufficiently large N ,

Pr{V N (2) = vn |V n(1) = ṽN , UN = uN , XN = yN ,M = 1}

≤ (1 + ϵ′) ·
N∏
i=1

pV |U (vi|ui). (4.29)

Proof See [VOWS, Section IV].

Claim 4.A.1. For some (k̂2, m̂2) ̸= (1, 1), we have that

Pr{(UN (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |A} ≤ (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(V ;Y |U)−δ), (4.30)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ→ 0.
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Proof See Appendix 4.C.1.

Claim 4.A.2. For some (k̂1, m̂1) ̸= (1, 1), and (k̂2, m̂2) ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ] × [1 : 2NR4 ],
we have that

Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A} ≤ (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U,V ;Y )−2δ),

(4.31)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ→ 0.

Proof See Appendix 4.C.2.

Claim 4.A.3. For some ŵ ̸= 1 and (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ]× [1 : 2NR2 ]× [1 :

2NR3 ]× [1 : 2NR4 ], where (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) and Y N are not necessarily independent,
we have that

Pr{Cŵ = (k̂1 ⊕ P̌11, P̌21), Jŵ = (k̂2 ⊕ P̄11, P̄21),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

≤ 2−N(RC+RJ ) · Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ }. (4.32)

Proof See Appendix 4.C.3.

The probability Pr(E51|A) can be bounded as follows

Pr(E51|A) =Pr{Cŵ = (k̂1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (1⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1, k̂1 ̸= 1, and (m̂1, m̂2)|A}
(a)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
k̂1 ̸=1

∑
m̂1

∑
m̂2

Pr{Cŵ = (k̂1 ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (1⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

(b)

≤(1 + ϵ′)2−N(RC+RJ+I(U,V ;Y )−2δ−RI−R1−R2−R4)

=(1 + ϵ′)2−N(RC+RJ−RI+I(U ;Y )−I(U ;X)−δ), (4.33)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (a) follows from the union
bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.2 and Claim 4.A.3. Since RC + RJ > RI +
I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ) + δ due to (4.18), we obtain that Pr(E51|A)→ 0 as N →∞.

For Pr(E52|A), we have that

Pr(E52|A) =Pr{Cŵ = (1⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (k̂2 ⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,
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for some ŵ 6= 1, k̂2 6= 1, and (m̂1, m̂2)|A}
(a)
Pr{Cŵ = (1� P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2), Y
N ) 2 T N

✏
,

for some ŵ 6= 1, k̂2 6= 1, and m̂2|A}+
Pr{Cŵ = (1� P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
,

for some ŵ 6= 1, m̂1 6= 1, k̂2 6= 1, and m̂2|A}
(b)
(1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ+I(V ;Y |U)���RI)

+
X

ŵ 6=1

X

m̂1 6=1

X

k̂2 6=1

X

m̂2

Pr{Cŵ = (k1 � P̌11, P̌21), Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k1, m̂1), V
N (k1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
|A}

(c)
(1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ�RI+I(V ;Y |U)��)

+ (1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ+I(U,V ;Y )�2��RI�R2�R3�R4)

=(1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ�RI+I(V ;Y |U)��)

+ (1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ�RI+I(V ;Y |U)�I(V ;X|U)�2�), (4.34)

where ✏0 > 0 is a fixed number, and � ! 0 as ✏! 0; (a) follows by considering two
cases of m̂1; (b) follows from the union bound, Claim 4.A.1 and Claim 4.A.3; (c)
follows from Claim 4.A.2 and Claim 4.A.3. Since RC + RJ > RI + I(V ;X|U) �
I(V ;Y |U) + 2� due to (4.18), we obtain that Pr(E52|A)! 0 as N !1.

The probability Pr(E53|A) can be bounded as

Pr(E53|A) =Pr{Cŵ = (k̂1 � P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
, for

some ŵ 6= 1, k̂1 6= 1, k̂2 6= 1, and (m̂1, m̂2)|A}
(a)


X

ŵ 6=1

X

k̂1 6=1

X

m̂1

X

k̂2 6=1

X

m̂2

Pr{Cŵ = (k̂1 � P̌11, P̌21),

Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
|A}

(b)
(1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ+I(U,V ;Y )�2��RI�R1�R2�R3�R4)

=(1 + ✏0)2�N(RC+RJ+I(U,V ;Y )�RI�I(U,V ;X)�4�), (4.35)

where ✏0 > 0 is a fixed number, and � ! 0 as ✏ ! 0; (a) follows from the union
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bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.2 and Claim 4.A.3. Since RC + RJ > RI +
I(U, V ;X)− I(U, V ;Y )+4δ from (4.18), we obtain that Pr(E53|A)→ 0 as N →∞.

Next we consider the probability Pr{E54|A}

Pr(E54|A)

=Pr{Cŵ = (1⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (1⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some ŵ ̸= 1, and (m̂1, m̂2)|A}

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
m̂1

∑
m̂2

Pr{Cŵ = (1⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), Jŵ = (1⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W ),

(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

(b)

≤2−N(RC+RJ )
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
m̂1

∑
m̂2

Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

(c)

≤2−N(RC+RJ )
∑
ŵ ̸=1

[ ∑
m̂1 ̸=1

∑
m̂2

Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

+
∑
m̂2 ̸=1

Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, 1, m̂2), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |A}

+ Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, 1, 1), Y N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

]
(d)

≤2−N(RC+RJ−RI)
[
(1 + ϵ′)2N(R2+R4−I(U,V ;Y )+2δ)

+ (1 + ϵ′)2N(R4−I(V ;Y |U)+δ) + 1
]

=2−N(RC+RJ−RI) + 2(1 + ϵ′)2−N(RC+RJ−RI+δ), (4.36)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (a) follows from the union
bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.3; (c) follows from three cases of (m̂1, m̂2); (d)
follows from the union bound, Claim 4.A.1, and Claim 4.A.2. Since RC + RJ >
RI + δ due to (4.18), we obtain that Pr(E54|A)→ 0 as N →∞.

The probability Pr{E61|A} can be bounded as

Pr(E61|A) =Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some m̂1 ̸= 1, and m̂2|A}
(a)

≤
∑
m̂1 ̸=1

∑
m̂2

Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

(b)

≤(1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U,V ;Y )−R2−R4−2δ), (4.37)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (a) follows from the union
bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.2. As R2 + R4 < I(U, V ;Y ) − 2δ holds due to
(4.18), we obtain that Pr(E61|A)→ 0 as N →∞.
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Consider the probability Pr(E62|A), which can be bounded as

Pr(E62|A)
=Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ , for some m̂2 ̸= 1|A}

(a)

≤
∑
m̂2 ̸=1

Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, 1, m̂2), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |A}

(b)

≤(1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(V ;Y |U)−R4−δ), (4.38)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (a) follows from the union
bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.1. As R4 < I(V ;Y |U) − δ due to (4.18), we
obtain that Pr(E62|A)→ 0 as N →∞.

The probability of the last error event can be bounded as follows

Pr(E63|A) =Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ ,

for some m̂1 ̸= 1, m̂2 ̸= 1|A}
(a)

≤
∑
m̂1 ̸=1

∑
m̂2 ̸=1

Pr{(UN (1, m̂1), V
N (1, m̂1, 1, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

(b)

≤(1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U,V ;Y )−R2−R4−2δ), (4.39)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (a) follows from the union
bound; (b) follows from Claim 4.A.2. As R2 +R4 < I(U, V ;Y )− 2δ due to (4.18),
we obtain that Pr(E63|A)→ 0 as N →∞.

Consequently, due to the union bound,

Pr(E)→ 0, as N →∞. (4.40)

Equations (4.27) and (4.40) imply that there exists a codebook and fixed mapping
e1(·), e2(·), d1(·) and d2(·) such that conditioning on these (4.5a) and (4.5b) are
fulfilled.

Total Leakage Analysis For the fixed enrollment and identification mappings,
the total leakage can be bounded as

I(SW ;CW , JW ) + I(XN (W );CW , JW )

≤2I(SW , XN (W );CW , JW )

≤2H(CW ) + 2H(JW )− 2H(CW , JW |XN (W ), SW )

≤2N(RC +RJ)− 2H(K1W ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ,K2W ⊕ P̄1W , P̄2W |XN (W ), SW )

(c)
=2N(RC +RJ)− 2H(P̌1W , P̌2W , P̄1W , P̄2W |XN (W ), SW ,K1W ,K2W )

(d)
=0, (4.41)
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where (c) follows from our coding scheme that givenXn(W ), (K1W ,K2W ) is known;
(d) is valid since (P̌W , P̄W ) is independent of (Xn(W ), SW ,K1W ,K2W ).

Uniformity of Secret Key and Hash Index Analysis We use the follow-
ing lemma and the fact that the private key is uniformly distributed to show the
uniformity of secret keys and hash indices.

Lemma 4.A.3. Given the chosen codebook C, the index tuple
(K1W ,M1W ,K2W ,M2W ) is close to uniformly distributed when N is sufficiently
large:

H(K1W ,M1W ,K2W ,M2W ) ≥ N(R1 +R2 +R3 +R4 − β) (4.42)

where β → 0 as N →∞. Consequently, each index K1W , M1W , K2W , and M2W ,
are also close to uniformly distributed.

Proof See Appendix 4.C.3.

Since the secret key SW is a combination of (K1W ,M1W ,K2W ,M2W ) and part
of the private key PW , combining with Lemma 4.A.3, it follows that the secret key
is close to uniformly distributed.

Due to the construction of the hash index CW = (K1W ⊕ P̌1W , P̌2W ), where
(P̌1W , P̌2W ) is uniformly distributed and independent of K1W , it follows that the
hash index CW is close to uniformly distributed.

Combining (4.18), (4.27), (4.40), (4.41), and (4.42), we complete the achievabil-
ity proof of Theorem 4.3.1.

4.A.2 Converse

Define auxiliary random variables

Un = (W,Xn−1(W ), CW , PW ), (4.43)

Vn = (W,Xn−1(W ), CW , PW , SW , JW ) (4.44)

for n ∈ [1 : N ]. Let J denote (Ji)
MI
i=1 and C denote (Ci)

MI
i=1. Additionally, define

F = 1 + Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,SW )} log(MIMS).
Before proceeding with the proofs, we include the following claims.

Claim 4.A.4. Given the fixed mapping e1(·), e2(·), d1(·) and d2(·), we have that

H(SW ,W |C,J , Y N , PW )
(a)

≤ H(SW ,W |Ŵ , Ŝ)
(b)

≤ F, (4.45)

where (a) follows from the fact that (Ŵ , Ŝ) is a function of (C,J , Y N , PW ); (b)
follows from Fano’s inequality.
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Claim 4.A.5. Given the fixed mapping e1(·), e2(·), d1(·) and d2(·), we have that

I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,C,J)

= −I(XN (W );PW |SW ,W,CW , JW )−H(PW |XN (W ), SW ,W,CW , JW )

+ I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW ) +H(PW ). (4.46)

Proof See Appendix 4.D.1.

Claim 4.A.6. It can be seen that

I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )− I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )

(a)

≥
N∑

n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn), (4.47)

where (a) holds due to the Markov chain Y n−1−(SW ,W,CW , JW , PW , Xn−1(W ))−
Yn.

Consider the following joint entropy

H(W,SW )

=I(W,SW ;PW ,C,J , Y N ) +H(W,SW |PW ,C,J , Y N )

(a)

≤ I(W,SW ;PW ,C,J , Y N ) + F

=I(W,SW ;C,J) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |C,J) + F

(b)
=I(SW ;C,J |W ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |C,J) + F

(c)

≤I(SW ;CW , JW ,W ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |C,J) + F

(d)
=I(SW ;CW , JW ) + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |C,J) + F

≤Nδ + I(W,SW ;Y N , PW |C,J) + F

=Nδ + I(W,SW ;PW |C,J) + I(W,SW ;Y N |PW ,C,J) + F

≤Nδ +H(PW ) + I(W,SW ,C,J , PW ;Y N ) + F

(e)
=Nδ +H(PW ) + I(Y N ;W,SW , CW , PW , JW ) + F

≤N(2δ +RP ) +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;W,SW , PW , CW , JW , Y n−1) + F

≤N(2δ +RP ) + F +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;W,SW , PW , CW , JW , Y n−1, Xn−1(W ))

(f)
=N(2δ +RP ) +

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn) + F, (4.48)
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where (a) follows Claim 4.A.4; (b) holds since W is independent of (C,J); (c)
is valid since given W , SW is independent of the helper data of the other users;
(d) follows from that W is independent of (CW , JW , SW ); (e) holds as Y N only
correlates to the helper data of the observed user in the database; (f) holds due to
Y n−1 − (W,SW , PW , CW , JW , Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

Combining the above results, we obtain that

logMIMS

(a)

≤ logMI +H(SW ) +Nδ

(b)
=H(W ) +H(SW ) +Nδ

(c)
= H(W,SW ) +Nδ

≤NRP +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn) + F + 3Nδ, (4.49)

where (a) follows from the uniformity of the secret key (4.5d); (b) follows from that
W is uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ]; (c) follows from that W is independent of
(XN , PW ), and thus independent of SW . This gives

RI +RS ≤
logMIMS

N
+ 2δ

≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn) +
F

N
+ 5δ. (4.50)

Now we consider the privacy leakage as follows

I(XN (W );CW , JW )

=I(XN (W );C,J |W )

(b)
=I(XN (W ),W ;C,J)

≥H(XN (W ),W )−H(XN (W ), SW ,W |C,J)

=H(W ) +H(XN (W ))−H(SW ,W |C,J , Y N , PW )

−
[
I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |C,J) +H(XN (W )|SW ,W,C,J)

]
(c)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,C,J))− F − I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,C,J)

(d)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )

− F − I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )−H(PW )

(f)

≥N(RI −RP − 2δ) +
N∑

n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn)− F, (4.51)

where (b) follows from thatW is independent of (C,J); (c) follows from Claim 4.A.4
and the fact that the XN (W ) and Y N only correlate to the helper data (CW , JW )
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of user W in the database; (d) follows from Claim 4.A.5 and the fact that entropy
H(PW |XN (W ), SW ,W,CW , JW ) is non-negative; (f) follows from Claim 4.A.6.

Combining the above result with (4.5j), it follows that

RI+
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn) ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn)−
F − δ

N
+ 2δ. (4.52)

Now we consider the list rate. Firstly, define a random variable E such that
E = 1 when CW ∈ L and E = 0 when CW ̸∈ L. This implies that when E = 1, CW

can only take |L| values. Due to (4.5b), it follows that Pr(E = 0)→ 0 as N →∞.
Therefore, we have that

H(CW |L) = H(CW |L) +H(E|CW ,L)
= H(E,CW |L) = H(E|L) +H(CW |E,L)
≤ hb(Pe) + Pr(E = 0)H(CW |E = 0,L)
+ Pr(E = 1)H(CW |E = 1,L)
≤ hb(Pe) + Pe logMC +N(RL + δ)

= N(RL + δ′), (4.53)

where δ′
∆
= 1

N (hb(Pe) + Pe logMC) + δ and δ′ → 0 as N →∞. Thus we have that

N(RL + δ′) ≥ H(CW |L)
(a)

≥ H(CW |Y N , PW )

= H(CW |PW )− I(CW ;Y N |PW )

≥ I(XN (W );CW |PW )− I(CW , PW ;Y N )

(b)
= I(XN (W );CW ,W, PW )− I(CW , PW ,W ;Y N )

(c)

≥
N∑

n=1

I(Xn;Un)− I(Yn;Un), (4.54)

where (a) holds due to the fact that L is a function of (Y N , PW );
(b) holds since XN (W ) and PW are independent, and W is indepen-
dent of (XN (W ), CW , PW , Y N ); (c) holds due to the Markov chain Y n−1 −
(CW ,W,Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

The helper data rate can be bounded as

N(RC +RJ + δ)

≥ H(CW , JW |W )

= I(XN (W );CW , JW |W ) +H(CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

(a)
= I(XN (W );C,J |W ) +H(CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

= I(XN (W ),W ;C,J) +H(CW , JW |XN (W ),W )
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= H(W ) +H(XN (W ))−
[
H(XN (W ),W, SW |C,J)−H(SW |XN (W ),W,C,J)

]
+H(CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW )

−
[
H(SW ,W |C,J , Y N , PW ) + I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |C,J)

]
+H(CW , JW |XN (W ),W ) +H(SW |XN (W ),W,CW , JW )

= H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW )−H(SW ,W |C,J , Y N , PW )

− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W |C,J) +H(SW , CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

(b)

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW )− F

− I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,C,J) +H(SW , CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

(c)

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )− F

− I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )−H(PW )

+
[
H(PW |XN (W ), SW ,W,CW , JW ) +H(SW , CW , JW |XN (W ),W )

]
= H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )− F

− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )

−H(PW ) +
[
H(PW |XN (W ),W ) +H(CW , JW , SW |XN (W ), PW ,W )

]
(d)
= H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )

− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )− F + δ

(e)

≥ N(RI − δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn), (4.55)

where (a) follows from the fact that, given the user index W , the biometric sequence
XN (W ) is independent of the helper data of the other users; (b) follows from Claim
4.A.4 and the fact that I(Y N , PW ;C,J) is non-negative; (c) follows from Claim
4.A.5; (d) follows from that PW is independent of (XN (W ),W ), and the fact that
given W , (CW , SW , JW ) is a function of (XN (W ), PW ); (e) follows from Claim
4.A.6.

Combining (4.50), (4.52), (4.54), (4.55), and using the cardinality bounding
argument, which is given in Appendix B-B, we complete the backward direction of
the proof.

4.B Proof of Theorem 4.3.2

The proof of Theorem 4.3.2 is based on that of Theorem 4.3.1, and uses the one-
time padding method. For the sake of completeness, we provide detailed arguments
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K1W M1W K2W M2W SW

First Layer
Helper Data
(K1W ⊕ P̌1W ,
P̌2W ) = CW

Second Layer
Helper Data
(K2W ⊕ P̄1W ,

P̄2W , Ja
W ) = JW

P̌1W P̌2W P̄1W P̄2W P̃W

Auxiliary Helper
Data Ja

W = (K1W ,
M1W ,K2W ,M2W ,

P̃W )⊕ SW

Codeword
Index

Chosen
Secret Key

Private
Key

Figure 4.6: Illustration of generating helper data and secret keys in the chosen
secret key system.

in the following.

4.B.1 Achievability

Fix the conditional p.m.f. PV |X and PU |V . The number of enrolled users is assumed
to be MI = 2NRI . Also fix some δ > 0.

Codebook Generation Pick a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RC , RJ , RL) ∈ Rc such
that

RP ≥ RI + I(U, V ;X)− I(U, V ;Y ) + 5δ,

RJ = RS +RI + I(U, V ;X)− I(U, V ;Y ) + 5δ −RC ,

RS = RP −RI + I(U, V ;Y )− 3δ,

RC > RL = I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ) + 5δ. (4.56)

Additionally, we fix auxiliary rates as in (4.19). Randomly and independently gen-
erate 2N(R1+R2) i.i.d. codewords uN (k1,m1) according to PU . Then we distribute
the codewords into 2NR1 bins indexed by k1 ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ]. Each bin consists of 2NR2

codewords indexed bym1 ∈ [1 : 2NR2 ]. Furthermore, for each codeword uN (k1,m1),
where (k1,m1) ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ] × [1 : 2NR2 ], randomly and independently gener-

ate 2N(R3+R4) codewords vN (k1,m1, k2,m2) according to
∏N

i=1 PV |U=ui(k1,m1). We

distribute the 2N(R3+R4) codewords into 2NR3 bins indexed by k2 ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ].
Each bin consists of 2NR4 codewords indexed by m2 ∈ [1 : 2NR4 ].

Enrollment For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], given the private key of this user pw, we
divide it into three parts, p̌w, p̄w, and p̃w, such that pw = (p̌w, p̄w, p̃w), p̌w ∈ [1 :
2NRC ], p̄w ∈ [1 : 2NRJ ] and p̃w ∈ [1 : 2N(RP−RC−RJ )]. For p̌w and p̄w, we further
divide both of them into two parts as p̌w = (p̌1w, p̌2w) and p̄w = (p̄1w, p̄2w), where
p̌1w ∈ [1 : 2NR1 ], p̌2w ∈ [1 : 2N(RC−R1)], p̄1w ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ], p̄2w ∈ [1 : 2N(RJ−R3)].
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For each user w ∈ [1 : 2NRI ], the enrollment mapping firstly looks for a code-
word uN (k1w,m1w) such that (uN (k1w,m1w), x

N (w)) ∈ T N
ϵ . If no such codeword

exists, randomly choose a codeword index pair from [1 : 2NR1 ] × [1 : 2NR2 ]. If
there is more than one such codeword, randomly choose one from them. Then the
enrollment mapping uses k1w and the private key pw to generate the first layer
helper data cw as cw = (k1w ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w), which is called hash index. We further
put the user index w in a set of user indices, which is denoted by B(cw). Sec-
ondly, the enrollment mapping looks for a codeword vN (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w) such
that (uN (k1w,m1w), v

N (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w), x
N (w)) ∈ T N

ϵ . If no such (k2w,m2w)
exists, randomly choose one from [1 : 2NR3 ] × [1 : 2NR4 ]. If there is more than
one such (k2w,m2w), randomly choose one from them. With the bin index k2w
and the private key pw, the enrollment mapping generates the first part of sec-
ond layer helper data as jgw = (k2w ⊕ p̄1w, p̄2w). Using the codeword index tu-
ple (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w) and the private key pw, the system generates additional
data sgw = (k1w,m1w, k2w,m2w, p̃w)

1. Then we use the chosen secret key scw to
mask the index sgw and generate the second part of the second layer helper data as
jaw = sw ⊕ sgw. Thus the second layer helper is generated as jw = (jgw, j

a
w). There-

fore, the three parts of the private key are used to generate the first layer helper
data and the second layer helper data. The procedure of generating the helper data
and secret keys is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The codebooks and mappings are revealed
to all parties.

Identification Upon receiving the observation yN and having access to the cor-
responding private key pw of the observed user w, the system firstly looks for
a list of hash indices L(yN , pw) such that for each hash index c ∈ L(yN , pw),
there exists (k1,m1) that satisfies c = (k1 ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w) and (uN (k1,m1), y

N ) ∈
T N
ϵ . Next, the system checks users with index in {w : w ∈ B(c), c ∈ L},

which is denoted by BL, and looks for a unique tuple (ŵ, k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) that

satisfies cŵ ∈ L(yN , pw), cŵ = (k̂1 ⊕ p̌1w, p̌2w), jgŵ = (k̂2 ⊕ p̄1w, p̄2w) and

(uN (k̂1, m̂1), v
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), y

N ) ∼ T N
ϵ . An estimate of the chosen secret key

is given as ŝ = jaŵ ⊖ ŝg, where ŝg = (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2, p̃w).

Error Events Analysis Following the error events analysis of Theorem 4.3.1,
we can obtain

Pr{CW ∈ L} ≤ δ, (4.57a)

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝg) ̸= (W,Sg
W )} ≤ δ, (4.57b)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞. Due to the codebook generation scheme, assume that
Ŵ = W holds, then Ŝc = Sc holds only if Ŝg = Sg. Thus (4.57b) implies

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝc) ̸= (W,Sc
W )} ≤ δ, (4.58)

1Note that sgw corresponding to the generated secret key in the setting of Theorem 4.3.1.
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where δ → 0 as N →∞.

Equations (4.57a) and (4.58) imply that there exists a codebook and fixed map-
ping e1(·), e2(·), d1(·) and d2(·) such that conditioning on these (4.5a) and (4.5b)
are fulfilled.

Uniformity of Hash Index Analysis Following the uniformity analysis in the
proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we can obtain that the hash index CW is close to uniformly
distributed, i.e.,

H(CW ) +Nδ = logMC ≤ N(RC + δ), (4.59)

where δ → 0 as N →∞.

Total Leakage Analysis For the fixed enrollment and identification mappings,
the secrecy leakage can be bounded as

I(Sc
W ;Cc

W , Jc
W )

= I(Sc
W ;Cg

W , Jg
W , Ja

W ) = I(Sc
W ;Cg

W , Jg
W , Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W )

= I(Sc
W ;Cg

W , Jg
W ) + I(Sc

W ;Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W |C
g
W , Jg

W )

(a)
= H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W )−H(Sc

W ⊕ Sg
W |C

g
W , Jg

W , Sc
W )

= logMS −H(Sg
W |C

g
W , Jg

W , Sc
W )

≤ logMS −H(Sg
W ) + I(Sg

W ;Cg
W , Jg

W ), (4.60)

where (a) follows from the fact that Sc
W is independent of (Cg

W , Jg
W ).

We bound the privacy leakage as follows

I(XN (W );Cc
W , Jc

W ) = I(XN (W );Cg
W , Jg

W , Ja
W )

= I(XN (W );Cg
W , Jg

W , Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W )

= I(XN (W );Cg
W , Jg

W ) + I(XN (W );Sc
W ⊕ Sg

W |C
g
W , Jg

W )

= I(XN (W );Cg
W , Jg

W ). (4.61)

Combining (4.60) and (4.61), the total leakage can be bounded as

I(Sc
W ;Cc

W , Jc
W ) + I(XN (W );Cc

W , Jc
W )

≤ logMS −H(Sg
W ) + I(Sg

W ;Cg
W , Jg

W ) + I(XN (W );Cg
W , Jg

W )

(c)

≤ Nδ + I(Sg
W ;Cg

W , Jg
W ) + I(XN (W );Cg

W , Jg
W ), (4.62)

where (c) holds since the index Sg
W is close to uniformly distributed.

Combining (4.56), (4.57a), (4.58), (4.59), and (4.62), we complete the achiev-
ability proof of Theorem 4.3.2.
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4.B.2 Converse

The converse for Theorem 4.3.2 is similar to that of Theorem 4.3.1. De-
fine auxiliary random variables Un = (W,Xn−1(W ), CW ) and Vn =
(W,Xn−1(W ), CW , SW , JW , PW ) for n ∈ [1 : N ]. Let J denote (Ji)

MI
i=1 and C

denote (Ci)
MI
i=1. Follow (4.48), (4.49) and (4.50), we can obtain that

RI +RS ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn) +
F

N
+ 5δ. (4.63)

Similar to (4.51) and (4.52), we can obtain that

RI+
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn) ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn)−
F − δ

N
+ 2δ. (4.64)

Similar to (4.53) and (4.54), we can obtain that

N(RL + δ′) ≥
N∑

n=1

I(Xn;Un)− I(Yn;Un), (4.65)

where δ′ → 0 as N →∞.

For the helper data rate, we have that

N(RC +RJ + δ)

≥ H(CW , JW |W )

(a)

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )− F

− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )−H(PW )

+ (H(PW |XN (W ),W ) +H(CW , JW , SW |XN (W ), PW ,W ))

(b)
= H(W ) + I(XN (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )

− I(Y N (W );SW ,W, JW , CW , PW )− F +H(SW )

(c)

≥ N(RI +RS − δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un, Vn), (4.66)

where (a) follows from similar analysis in (4.55); (b) follows from the fact
that (CW , JW ) is a function of (XN (W ), PW ) and SW is independent of
(XN (W ), PW ,W ); (c) follows from (4.5c) and the chosen secret key is uniformly
distributed.

Similar to the converse proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we can use the cardinality bound-
ing argument to complete the proof for the backward direction.
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4.C Supplementary Proof of Achievability

4.C.1 Proof of Claim 4.A.1

For some (k̂2, m̂2) ̸= (1, 1), we have that

Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |A}

=
∑

(uN ,v̂N ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2) = v̂N , Y N = yN |A}

=
∑

(uN ,v̂N ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

∑
xN

∑
vN

Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN ,

V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2) = v̂N , Y N = yN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN |A}

=
∑

(uN ,v̂N ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

∑
xN

∑
vN

Pr{(V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2) = v̂N

|UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN , A}
× Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN |A}

(a)
=

∑
(uN ,v̂N ,yN )∈T N

ϵ

∑
xN

∑
vN

Pr{V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2) = v̂N

|UN (1, 1) = uN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN , A}
× Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN |A}, (4.67)

where (a) holds since given (XN (1),W = 1), Y N is independent of the other
variables. Apply Lemma 2, we obtain that

Pr{V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2) = v̂N |UN (1, 1) = uN , XN (1) = xN , V N (1, 1, 1, 1) = vN , A}

≤ (1 + ϵ′)

N∏
i=1

PV |U (v̂i|ui). (4.68)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number. Combining (4.67) and (4.68), we obtain that

Pr{(UN (1, 1), V N (1, 1, k̂2, m̂2), Y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |A} ≤ (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(V ;Y |U)−δ), (4.69)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number.

4.C.2 Proof of Claim 4.A.2

For some (k̂1, m̂1) ̸= (1, 1), (k̂2, m̂2) ∈ [1 : 2NR3 ]× [1 : 2NR4 ], we have that

Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |A}

=
∑

vN∈T N
ϵ (V |ûN ,yN )

∑
(ûN ,yN )∈T N

ϵ
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Pr{V N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) = vN |UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN , A}

× Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN |A}
(b)
=

∑
vN∈T N

ϵ (V |ûN ,yN )

∑
(ûN ,yN )∈T N

ϵ

Pr{V N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) = vN |UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN ,W = 1}

× Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN |A}

≤2−N(I(V ;Y |U)−δ)
∑

(ûN ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN |A}, (4.70)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ → 0; (b) follows from the fact

that given UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN for (k̂1, m̂1) ̸= (1, 1), V N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2)) is inde-
pendent of Y N and (K11,M11,K21,M21), and thus i.i.d. distributed according to∏N

i=1 PV |U (·|ui); (c) follows from the joint typicality lemma [EK11, p.29]. The term∑
(ûN ,yN )∈T N

ϵ
Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN |A} can be bounded as follows

∑
(ûN ,yN )∈T N

ϵ

Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN |A}

=
∑

(ûN ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

∑
uN

Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN , Y N = yN , UN (1, 1) = uN |A}

=
∑

(ûN ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

∑
uN

Pr{UN (k̂1, m̂1) = ûN |Y N = yN , UN (1, 1) = uN , A}

× Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN |A}
(⋆)

≤
∑

(ûN ,yN )∈T N
ϵ

∑
uN

(1 + ϵ′)
N∏
i=1

PU (ûi)Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN |A}

(c)

≤
∑
yN

∑
uN

(1 + ϵ̂)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ)Pr{UN (1, 1) = uN , Y N = yN |A}

= (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ), (4.71)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ→ 0; (⋆) follows from Lemma 4.A.1.
Combining (4.70), and (4.71), we obtain that

Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ }

≤(1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U,V ;Y )−2δ), (4.72)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number, and δ → 0 as ϵ→ 0.
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4.C.3 Proof of Claim 4.A.3

For some ŵ 6= 1, (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2) 2 [1 : 2NR1 ]⇥ [1 : 2NR2 ]⇥ [1 : 2NR3 ]⇥ [1 : 2NR4 ],
we have that

Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
,

Cŵ = (k̂1 � P̌11, P̌21), Jŵ = (k̂2 � P̄11, P̄21)|A}
(a)
=

X

p̌1

Pr{P̌11 = p̌1}
X

p̌2

Pr{P̌21 = p̌2}
X

p̄1

Pr{P̄11 = p̄1}
X

p̄2

Pr{P̄21 = p̄2}

Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
,

Cŵ = (k̂1 � p̌1, p̌2), Jŵ = (k̂2 � p̄1, p̄2)|A}
(b)
=

X

p̌1

Pr{P̌11 = p̌1}
X

p̌2

Pr{P̌21 = p̌2}
X

p̄1

Pr{P̄11 = p̄1}
X

p̄2

Pr{P̄21 = p̄2}

X

k1

X

k2

Pr{K1ŵ = k1, P̌1ŵ = k̂1 � p̌1  k1, P̌2ŵ = p̌2,

K2ŵ = k2, P̄1ŵ = k̂2 � p̄1  k2, P̄2ŵ = p̄2,

(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
|A}

(c)
=

X

p̌1

Pr{P̌11 = p̌1}
X

p̌2

Pr{P̌21 = p̌2}
X

p̄1

Pr{P̄11 = p̄1}
X

p̄2

Pr{P̄21 = p̄2}

X

k1

X

k2

Pr{P̌1ŵ = k̂1 � p̌1  k1}Pr{P̌2ŵ = p̌2}

Pr{P̄1ŵ = k̂2 � p̄1  k2}Pr{P̄2ŵ = p̄2}
Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V

N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y
N ) 2 T N

✏
,K1ŵ = k1,K2ŵ = k2|A}

=2�N(RC+RJ )Pr{(UN (k̂1, m̂1), V
N (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2), Y

N ) 2 T N

✏
|A}, (4.73)

where (a) follows by expanding P̌11, P̌21, P̄11, and P̄21; (b) follows by expanding
the term (Cŵ, Jŵ, ,K1ŵ,K2ŵ); (c) follows from the fact that P̌1ŵ, P̌2ŵ, P̄1ŵ, and
P̄2ŵ are uniformly distributed and independent of (k̂1, m̂1, k̂2, m̂2,K1ŵ,K2ŵ, Y N ).

4.C.4 Proof of Lemma 4.A.3

Since W is uniformly distributed in [1 : MI ], due to symmetry, it is su�cient to
consider W = 1. For any codewords uN and vN , it holds that

Pr{(XN (1), uN , vN ) 2 T N

✏
}  2�N(I(U,V ;X)��). (4.74)

Let E2 be a random variable such that E2 = 0 when there exists a index tuple
(k11,m11, k21,m21) satisfying (xN (1), uN (k11,m11), vN (k11,m11, k21,m21)) 2 T N

✏
.

If there is no such codeword index pair, then E2 = 1. Let �2 denote Pr(E2 = 1).
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Then according to the error events analysis, we can obtain that �2 ! 0 as N !1.
Now we consider the following joint entropy

H(K11,M11,K21,M21)

= H(K11,M11,K21,M21, E2)�H(E2|K11,M11,K21,M21)

� H(K11,M11,K21,M21, E2)�H(E2)

(a)
� �

X

k11

X

m11

X

k21

X

m21

Pr(K11 = k11,M11 = m11,K21 = k21,M21 = m21, E2 = 0)

⇥ log{Pr(xN (1) 2 T N

✏
(X|uN (k11,m11), v

N (k11,m11, k21,m21))}
� h2(Pr(E2 = 0))

�
X

k11

X

m11

X

k21

X

m21

Pr(K11 = k11,M11 = m11,K21 = k21,M21 = m21, E2 = 0)

⇥N(I(U, V ;X)� �)� h2(Pr(E = 0))

= N(I(U, V ;X)� �)(1� �2)� h2(1� �2)

= N(I(U, V ;X) + 2� � (3� + I(U, V ;X)�2 � ��2 +
1

N
h2(1� �2))), (4.75)

where the term 5�+ I(U, V ;X)�2 � ��2 +
1
N
h2(1� �2)! 0 as N !1; (a) follows

from that if (K11 = k11,M11 = m11,K21 = k21,M21 = m21, E2 = 0) holds, then
XN (1) 2 T N

✏
(X|uN (k11,m11), vN (k11,m11, k21,m21)) is valid. Combining this re-

sult with R1+R2+R3+R4 = I(U, V ;X)+2�, we have that K1W ,M1W ,K2W ,M2W

are close to uniformly distributed.

4.D Supplementary Proof of Converse

4.D.1 Proof of Claim 4.A.5

Given the fixed mapping e1(·), e2(·), d1(·) and d2(·), we have that

I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,C,J)

= I(Y N , PW ;SW ,W,CW , JW )

= I(PW ;SW ,W,CW , JW ) + I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW |PW )

(a)
= I(PW ;SW ,W,CW , JW ) + I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW )

= �I(XN (W );PW |SW ,W,CW , JW )�H(PW |XN (W ), SW ,W,CW , JW )

+ I(Y N ;SW ,W,CW , JW , PW ) +H(PW ), (4.76)

where (a) follows from that PW is independent of Y N .
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4.D.2 Cardinality Bounds

Let us define the following |X |+ 3 continuous functions:

fj(p(v|x)) =
∑
u∈U

p(u, v|x), j = 1, ..., |X | − 1,

f|X |(p(v|x)) = H(X|V,U = u),

f|X |+1(p(v|x)) = H(Y |V,U = u),

f|X |+2(p(v|x)) = H(X|U = u),

f|X |+3(p(v|x)) = H(Y |U = u). (4.77)

From the support lemma [EK11, Appendix C], we know that there exists a ran-
dom variable U ′ on U ′ with |U ′| ≤ |X |+3 to preserve QX , H(X|U, V ), H(Y |U, V ),
H(X|U) and H(Y |U).

For each u′ ∈ U ′, consider the following |U||X |+ 2 continuous functions:

fj(p(u
′, v|x)) = p(u′, v|x), j = 1, ..., |U||X | − 1,

f|U||X |(p(u
′, v|x)) = H(X|U ′ = u′, V = v),

f|U||X |+1(p(u
′, v|x)) = H(Y |U ′ = u′, V = v). (4.78)

From the support lemma [EK11, Appendix C], we know there exists a random
variable {U ′ = u′, V ′}|X ∼ p(u′, v′|x) on V ′ with |V ′| ≤ |X |+ 2 to preserve PU ′|X ,
H(X|U ′ = u′, V ), H(Y |U ′ = u′, V = v).

Therefore, we have shown that U ∈ U and V ∈ V can be equivalently replaced
by U ′ ∈ U ′ and V ′ ∈ V ′ satisfying |U ′| ≤ |X |+ 3, |V ′| ≤ |U||X |+ 1, and preserving
the terms H(X|U, V ), H(Y |U, V ), H(X|U) and H(Y |U).





Chapter 5

Multiple Systems

5.1 Introduction

In real-life scenarios, the biometric information of a user is usually used in multiple
systems. Therefore, it is possible that an eavesdropper combines the helper data in
multiple databases and infers information about the biometrics and secret keys by
jointly processing them. This makes it important to take the privacy and secrecy
constraints among multiple biometric systems into consideration, which makes the
privacy and secrecy constraint more stringent compared to that of a single system.
To preserve privacy among multiple systems, we need to minimize privacy leakage
with respect to multiple public helper databases. Moreover, the system is secure
when the helper data of all databases only leak a negligible amount of information
about the secret keys. Accordingly, the secret keys of a user for multiple systems
should be almost independent such that if the secret key of one system is compro-
mised, the others are still secure. By considering the privacy and secrecy among
multiple systems, the trade-off between privacy and secrecy in biometric authenti-
cation systems is characterized in [LHP11b]. Joint privacy and secrecy of biometric
systems are explored in [GD17, Chapter 16]. Following a different but related line
of work, the problem of secret key agreement via public discussion is investigated
in [Mau93,AC93], in which it is modelled that two parties have access to correlated
pieces of information and generate matching secret keys for authentication through
a public discussion.

In this chapter, we extend [LHP11b] by including identification, i.e., we study
secure biometric identification and authentication in multiple systems. We study
two design schemes, i.e., the joint design and the incremental design. For the joint
design, multiple systems can be designed together at once. We derive the funda-
mental trade-offs among the identification rate, the secret key rates, the privacy
leakage rate, and the helper data rates. In some scenarios, there is already a legacy
biometric identification and authentication system. If one wants to reuse the bio-

87
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Figure 5.1: Model of a secure two-key biometric identification and authenti-
cation system. In the enrollment phase, the biometric sequence XN (w) for each user
w ∈ [1 : MI ] is observed via a noisy enrollment channel QX̃|X and the noisy enrollment

X̃N (w) is produced. In system 1 that uses the generated secret key approach, the enroll-
ment mapping fGS,1(·) maps X̃N (w) to helper data J1(w) and the secret key S1(w). In
system 2 that uses the chosen secret key approach, the enrollment mapping fCS,2(·) maps
X̃N (w) and the secret key S2(w) to helper data J2(w). In the identification phase, an
unknown but previously enrolled user W is observed via a memoryless channel QY |X , and
the observation Y N is generated. The system uses Y N and public databases to guess the
user index and estimate the secret key. For the joint design, both public databases J2 are
provided to the two systems in the identification phase. For the incremental design, the
legacy system (system 1) uses the public database J1 and the new system (system 2) uses
both public databases J2 for identification and authentication. Therefore, the dashed line
(a) is only valid when the joint design is used.

metric information, it is not allowed to modify the structure of the legacy system,
e.g. the size of the helper data and the length of the secret key. The new overall
design is however allowed to update the codebook and enrollments of the legacy
system. In this case, the joint design is not applicable and the incremental design
should be applied. For the incremental design, new systems are designed based
on the legacy system. The capacity region of the proposed incremental design is
derived. For both the joint design and the incremental design, depending on how
the secret keys are produced, we consider two approaches, the generated secret keys
approach and the chosen secret keys approach, where the secret keys are extracted
from the biometrics and produced randomly from some trustful source independent
of the biometrics, respectively.
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5.2 Problem Formulation

Fig. 5.1 depicts the model of a secure two-key biometric identification system,
i.e., the biometric information is used in two systems. The formulations can be
generalized to the case with more than two systems. We assume that the biometrics
systems are designed to identify and authenticate MI users. In each system, either
the generated secret key approach or the chosen secret key approach is applied.

5.2.1 Noisy Enrollment

Let xN (w) denote the original biometric sequence of user w ∈ [1 : MI ]. Assume that
xN (w) is identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) according to the probability
mass function (p.m.f.) QX(·) defined on the finite alphabet X . In the enrollment
phase, xN (w) is observed via a memoryless enrollment channel QX̃|X and a noisy

enrollment x̃N (w) is produced.

5.2.2 Generated Secret Key Approach

The model of systems using the generated secret key approach is depicted in the
system 1 in Fig. 5.1. In a system i that applies the generated secret key approach,
the enrollment mapping fGS,i(·) maps x̃N (w) to a secret key si(w) ∈ [1 : M i

S ] and
helper data ji(w) ∈ [1 : M i

J ], i.e.,

fGS,i : x̃
N (w) 7→ (si(w), ji(w)). (5.1)

5.2.3 Chosen Secret Key Approach

System 2 in Fig. 5.1 depicts the model of a system using the chosen secret key
approach. For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the secret keys {sk(w)}Mk=1 of the user w in
all M systems are generated independently, where sk(w) denotes the secret key of
user w in system k and is generated uniformly at random from [1 : Mk

S ]. There-
fore, the secret keys are independent of both the user index w and the biometric
sequence xN (w). Both the biometric sequences and the corresponding secret keys
are presented to the system. Then in a system k of the chosen secret key approach,
for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the enrollment mapping fGS,i(·) maps x̃N (w) and the
secret key sk(w) ∈ [1 : Mk

S ] to the helper data jk(w) ∈ [1 : Mk
J ], i.e.,

fCS,k : (x̃N (w), sk(w)) 7→ jk(w). (5.2)

Note that for the incremental design, the new overall design is however allowed to
update the codebook and enrollments of the legacy systems. The structure of the
legacy systems is kept, e.g. the size of the helper data and the length of the secret
keys are not changed.

For both the generated secret key approach and the chosen secret key approach,
the helper data jk(w) is stored in a public database at the location w. We use Jk to
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denote the helper database {jk(w)}MI
w=1 of system k. The secret keys {sk(w)}MI

w=1

of all users in the system k are stored in a secure database and later used for
authentication.

5.2.4 Identification and Authentication

In the identification and authentication phase, the system obtains an observation yN

of an unknown user w from a memoryless channel QY |X with input xN (w), where
w is a realization of the random variable W . It is assumed that W is uniformly
distributed on [1 : MI ] and independent of the biometrics. For the joint design,
the identification mapping gi(·) of system i ∈ [1 : M ] uses yN and the M helper
databases JM to guess the user index as ŵ and to estimate the secret key as ŝi,
i.e.,

gi : (y
N ,JM ) 7→ (ŵ, ŝi). (5.3)

For the incremental design, the identification mapping gi(·) of system i uses yN

and the helper databases J i of systems {1, . . . , i} to guess the user index as ŵ and
to estimate the secret key as ŝi, i.e.,

gi : (y
N ,J i) 7→ (ŵ, ŝi). (5.4)

For both the joint design and the incremental design, we are interested in the
optimal trade-offs such that the identification systems are able to: (a) reliably
return the user index and the corresponding secret key; (b) preserve secrecy such
that the helper data of a user in multiple systems only leak a negligible amount
of information about the M secret keys of the user; (c) generate secret keys for
multiple systems almost independently, which ensures that when the secret keys of
a user in some system are compromised, the other systems are still secure.

Let I = [1 : M ] denote the index set of M systems. Let Ic and Ig denote the
index sets of systems of the chosen secret key approach and the generated secret
key approach, respectively. Note that Ic ∩ Ig = ∅ and Ic ∪ Ig = I. Moreover, for
any K ⊆ I, let SK(W ) denote a set of secret keys of user W

SK(W ) = {Si(W ) : i ∈ K}, (5.5)

and let JK(W ) denote a set of helper data of user W

JK(W ) = {Ji(W ) : i ∈ K}. (5.6)

The achievability of systems with both the joint design and the incremental design
is defined as follows.

Definition 5.2.1. In a secure M -key biometric identification and authentication
system, a rate tuple (RI , RL, (R

i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) ∈ R2M+2

+ of identification rate RI , pri-
vacy leakage rate RL, secret key rates (Ri

S)
M
i=1, and helper data rates (Ri

J)
M
i=1, is

achievable if for any given δ > 0, there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, enrollment mappings,
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and identification mappings such that for all N ≥ N0(δ), the following conditions
are satisfied

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝi) ̸= (W,Si(W ))} ≤ δ, ∀i ∈ I (5.7a)

N(RI − δ) ≤ logMI , (5.7b)

N(Ri
J + δ) ≥ logM i

J ,∀i ∈ I (5.7c)

H(Sj(W )) +Nδ ≥ logM j
S ≥ N(Rj

S − δ),∀j ∈ Ig (5.7d)

N(Rk
S − δ) ≤ logMk

S ,∀k ∈ Ic (5.7e)

I(XN (W );JI(W ))) ≤ N(RL + δ), (5.7f)

I(SI(W );JI(W )) ≤ Nδ, (5.7g)

I(SK(W );SKc(W )) ≤ Nδ, ∀K ⊆ I. (5.7h)

The capacity region is comprised of all the achievable rate tuples. The conditions
in (5.7) can be interpreted as follows: (5.7a) implies that the systems can return
both the user index and the corresponding secret key with high probability; (5.7b),
(5.7c), (5.7d), (5.7e), (5.7f) put constraints on the identification rate RI , the helper
data rates {Ri

J}Mi=1, the secret key rates {Rj
S}j∈Ig of the generated secret key

approach, the secret key rates {Rk
S}k∈Ic

of the chosen secret key approach, and
the privacy leakage rate RL; (5.7d) also requests that the secret keys are close to
uniformly distributed for the generated secret key approach; (5.7g) is the secrecy
constraint that the helper data of a user in M public helper databases only leak
a negligible amount of information about the M secret keys of the user; (5.7h)
is the independence requirement that multiple secret keys of a user are almost
independent.

5.3 Statement of Results

5.3.1 Joint Design

The following theorem characterizes the capacity region of the joint design.

Theorem 5.3.1. The capacity region of a secure M -key biometric identification
system of the joint design is given by

RJD = {(RI , RL, (R
i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) ∈ R2M+2

+ :

RI +
M∑
i=1

Ri
S ≤ I(U ;Y ), (5.8a)

RL ≥ I(U ;X|Y ) +RI , (5.8b)

M∑
i=1

Ri
J ≥ I(U ; X̃|Y ) +RI +

∑
i∈Ic

Ri
S , (5.8c)
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for somePUXX̃Y = QXQY |XQX̃|XPU |X̃ , (5.8d)

and |U| ≤ |X |+ 1}. (5.8e)

Proof See Appendix 5.A.

Remark 5.3.1. The authentication problem with noiseless enrollment in [LHP11b]
is a special case of this work. Let RI = 0 and assume the enrollment channel is
noiseless, i.e., X̃ = X, then the capacity regions RJD reduces to the capacity region
of the authentication system given in [LHP11b].

Remark 5.3.2. The setting with a single system in [YY20] is a special case of the
setting with multiple systems in this work. Assume that there is only one system,
i.e., M = 1 and Ri

S = Ri
J = 0 for all i ≥ 2, then RJD is identical to the capacity

regions RG and RC of the setting with a single system in an identification system
derived in [YY20].

5.3.2 Incremental Design

For the incremental design, suppose that there is a legacy system (system 1), and
we design a new system (system 2) based on the legacy system. We repeat this
procedure, i.e., a new system m is designed based on the systems {1, 2, . . . ,m− 1},
until we obtain system M . Then the following theorem characterizes the capacity
region of a secure M -key biometric identification and authentication system of the
incremental design.

Theorem 5.3.2. Let RID be a set of rate tuples (RI , RL, (R
i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) as follows

RID = {(RI , RL, (R
i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) ∈ R2M+2

+ :

RI +

m∑
i=1

Ri
S ≤ I(Um;Y ), ∀i ∈ [2 : M ], (5.9a)

RL ≥ I(UM ;X|Y ) +RI , (5.9b)
m∑
i=1

Ri
J ≥ I(Um; X̃|Y ) +

m∑
i=1

Ri
S1(i),∀i ∈ [2 : M ], (5.9c)

for somePU1...UMXX̃Y =

QXQY |XQX̃|XPUM |X̃

M∏
i=2

PUi−1|Ui
, (5.9d)

with |U1| ≤ |X |+ 2M − 1, (5.9e)

|Ui| ≤
i−1∏
j=1

|Uj ||X |+ 2(M − i)− 1,∀i ∈ [2 : M ].},
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where 1(·) denotes a indicator function

1(i) =

{
1, if i ∈ Ic,
0, if i ∈ Ig.

(5.10)

Then for the incremental design, a rate tuple (RI , RL, (R
i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) is achievable

in a secure M -key biometric identification and authentication system if and only if
(RI , RL, (R

i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) ∈ RID.

Proof See Appendix 5.B.

Remark 5.3.3. The capacity region of the incremental design is a subset of the
joint design, i.e., RID ⊂ RJD.

We see that the constraint (5.9a) implies (5.8a) for U = UM . Similarly, (5.9c)
implies (5.8c) for U = UM . Moreover, (5.9b) and (5.8b) have the similar formu-
lation for U = UM . Therefore, we can conclude that the capacity region of the
incremental design is a subset of that of the joint design.

Additional to the above discussions on the results, we also notice that the p.m.f.
in (5.9d) is equivalent the Markov chain

U1 − U2 − · · · − UM − X̃ −X − Y. (5.11)

This reveals that there is a connection between the incremental design of the pro-
posed identification system and the successive refinement of information in the
rate-distortion problem [EC91]. This potential relation gives intuition on why the
Markov chain condition in (5.11) is required. The goal of successive refinement of
information is to iteratively improve the approximation of data as more and more
information is supplied. In this work, the incremental design of identification sys-
tems aims at designing new systems with new secret keys by including additional
helper data. This procedure is similar to that of successive refinement of infor-
mation. Extracting new secret keys in new identification systems relates to better
approximations of data in the successive refinement of information since extracting
and recovering additional secret keys requires more information of the biometric
source sequence. Including additional helper data in new systems relates to supply-
ing more and more information in the process of successively refining information.
It was shown in [EC91] that a rate-distortion problem is successively refinable if
and only if the individual solution can be written as a Markov chain. We have
similar requirement in the expression of RID, i.e., (5.9d) requests that the Markov
chain (5.11) holds.

5.3.3 Overview of Proofs

The proofs of Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.2 both consist of two parts, i.e., the
achievability part and the converse part. Moreover, the proof of the chosen secret
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key approach extends the proof of the chosen secret key approach by including a
masking procedure. In the following, we briefly introduce the achievability proof
idea of the generated secret key approach.

We firstly consider the joint design. Assume that there are M systems de-
signed jointly. A joint p.m.f. PUXX̃Y = QXQY |XQX̃|XPU |X̃ is fixed, where U is
an auxiliary random variable that describes the codebook. We roughly generate

2NI(U ;X̃) codewords uN . The codewords are distributed to about 2N(I(U ;X̃)−RS)

bins and each bin contains about 2NRS codewords, where RS denote the sum of
the secret key rates of multiple systems. In the enrollment phase, with the noisy
enrollment x̃N (w) of user w, the system looks for a codeword uN (j(w), s(w)) that
is jointly typical with x̃N (w). The indices j(w) and s(w) are both divided into M
non-overlapping parts, which corresponds to the helper data and the secret keys of
user w in M systems.

Next, we consider the incremental design. For simplicity, we consider the case
that there are two systems, and system 2 is designed based on system 1. Fix
a joint p.m.f. PU1U2XY = QXQY |XPU2|XPU1|U2

, where U1 and U2 are auxiliary
variables relates to the codebook of system 1 and system 2, respectively. When

designing system 1, we roughly generate 2NI(U1;X̃) codewords uN
1,1. The codewords

are distributed to about 2N(I(U1;Y )−RI) bins and each bin is further divided to
about 2NR1

S subbins. With the noisy enrollment x̃N (w) of user w, the system looks
for a codeword uN

1,1(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)) that is conditionally typical with x̃N (w)

given uN
1,1(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)). The helper data and the secret key of user w in

system 1 are generated as j1(w) and s1(w), respectively. When designing system

1, we roughly generate 2NI(U2;X̃|U1) codewords uN
2,1 for each uN

1,1. The codewords

are distributed to about 2NI(U2;X|U1,Y ). With x̃N (w) and uN
1,1(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)),

the system looks for a codeword uN
2,1(j2(w), s̃2(w)) that is conditionally typical with

x̃N (w) given uN
1,1(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)). The helper data and the secret key of user

w in system 2 are generated as j2(w) and (s̃1(w), s̃2(w)), respectively.

5.4 Binary Example

In this section, we present a binary example to illustrate the trade-offs of a secure
two-key biometric identification and authentication system. Suppose the source X
is binary and uniformly distributed. Assume that the observation channels QX̃|X
and QY |X are binary symmetric channels (BSCs) with crossover probability q1 and
q2, respectively. We choose both U and U2 to be outputs of BSCs with crossover
probability p1 and input X̃, and choose U1 to be an output of a BSC with crossover
probability p2 and input U2. According to Mrs. Gerber’s lemma [Wyn73], we obtain
that H(Y |U) ≥ h2(p1∗q1∗q2) and H(X|U) ≥ h2(p1∗q1) for some p1, q1, q2 ∈ (0, 1

2 ),
where ∗ denotes the operation of p∗q = p(1−q)+q(1−p). Similarly, we obtain that
H(Y |U2) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2), H(X|U2) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ q1), H(Y |U1) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1 ∗ q2),
H(X̃|U1) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2), and H(X|U1) ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1).
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Therefore, for the binary example considered above, the achievable region of the
joint design is given by:

R1 = {(RI , RL, R
1
S , R

2
S , R

1
J , R

2
J) ∈ R6

+ :

RI +R1
S +R2

S ≤ 1− h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2), (5.12a)

RL ≤ h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2)− h2(p1 ∗ q1) +RI , (5.12b)

R1
J +R2

J ≤ h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2)− h2(p1) +RI +R1
S1(1) +R2

S1(2), (5.12c)

for some p1, q1, q2 ∈ (0,
1

2
)}.

The achievable region of the incremental design results in:

R2 = {(RI , RL, R
1
S , R

2
S , R

1
J , R

2
J) ∈ R6

+ :

RI +R1
S ≤ 1− h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1 ∗ q2), (5.13a)

RI +R1
S +R2

S ≤ 1− h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2), (5.13b)

RL ≤ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1)− h2(p1 ∗ q1) +RI , (5.13c)

R1
J ≥ h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1 ∗ q2)− h2(p1 ∗ p2) +RI +R1

S1(1), (5.13d)

R2
J ≥ h2(p1 ∗ q1 ∗ q2)− h2(p1) + h2(p1 ∗ p2)
− h2(p1 ∗ p2 ∗ q1 ∗ q2) +R2

S1(2), (5.13e)

for some p1, p2, q ∈ (0,
1

2
)}.

In the following example, we choose q1 = q2 = 0.1 and p1 = p2 = 0.15. Fig.
5.2 illustrates the trade-offs among (RI , R

1
S + R2

S , R
1
J + R2

J) of the joint design,
where the two boundaries correspond to the case that both systems apply the
generated secret key approach and the case that both systems apply the chosen
secret key approach. Any rate triples with a smaller identification rate RI , smaller
joint secret key rate R1

S +R2
S , and larger joint helper data rate R1

J +R2
J than the

rates on the boundary are achievable. We can see from Fig. 5.2 that for both
the generated secret key approach and the chosen secret key approach, the helper
data rate increases with the identification rate increases. This is because the public
databases are used for identification. If more users are enrolled and identified, then
more storage is needed to support reliable identification. For the chosen secret key
approach, the joint helper data rate also increases as the secret key rates increase.
To protect the chosen secret keys and support reliable authentication, the chosen
secret keys are masked and the masked data are stored in public databases, which
results in a larger helper data rate.

In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, the trade-off boundaries among (RI , R
1
S , R

2
S) of the

joint design and the incremental design are depicted, respectively. Any rate triples
with a smaller identification rate or secret key rates than the rate triples on the
boundaries are achievable. In Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, the points A, B, and C fall
on both boundary surfaces. We can see that the achievable region of the incremen-
tal design is a subset of that of the joint design, which is consistent with Remark
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Figure 5.2: Trade-offs among (RI , R
1
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S , R
1
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J) of the joint design.
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Figure 5.3: Trade-offs among (RI , R
1
S , R

2
S) of the joint design.

5.3.3. For the joint design, we can observe that an increase of one of the three rates
(RI , R

1
S , R

2
S) results in a decrease in the other two rates. This is because, for the

joint design, the public databases are used for both identification and authentica-
tion, i.e., guessing the user index and estimating the secret keys. Hence if more
users are enrolled, the secret key rates would be sacrificed. For the incremental
design, a similar trade-off only exists between the identification rate and the secret
key rate of the legacy system, i.e, an increase of one of the two rates results in
a decrease of the other rate. However, the secret key rate of the new system for
the incremental design does not directly depend on the identification rate and the
secret key rate of the legacy system. This is because, with the observation and
the public database from the legacy system, the user index can be reliably iden-
tified. Therefore, the helper data of the new system can be seen as only used for
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S) of the incremental design.
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Figure 5.5: Trade-offs among (RI , R
1
S +R2

S , RL).

authentication for the new system.
We illustrate the trade-offs among (RI , R

1
S + R2

S , RL) in Fig. 5.5. Any rates
with a smaller identification rate or secret key rates, or a larger privacy leakage rate
than the rate triples on the depicted boundary are achievable. Fig. 5.5 shows that
the privacy leakage rate only increases as the identification rate increases. This is
because the secret keys are stored in secure databases and thus information can not
be leaked from the secret keys. Hence, the privacy leakage rate is not affected by
the secret key rates. To achieve a larger identification rate, it is required to allow
more privacy leakage.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study the secrecy and privacy aspects of multiple biometric
identifications and authentication systems where the same biometric information is
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used. This is motivated by the fact that biometrics are usually used in more than
one system. Including multiple systems in the design provides a more secure and
private framework of biometric identification and authentication systems. We study
two design schemes and two secret keys generation approaches and characterize the
fundamental trade-offs among the helper data rates, the identification rate, the
secret keys rates, and the privacy leakage rate. The obtained results show that an
increase in the identification rate results in a sacrifice in a larger helper data rate
and larger privacy leakage rate. The incremental design, where there is already a
legacy system and new systems are built based on the legacy system, reveals some
connection to the successive refinement of information. The results in this work
provide guidelines for designing secure biometric identification and authentication
in multiple systems with privacy and secrecy constraints.
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Appendix

5.A Proof of Theorem 5.3.1

5.A.1 Achievability

Fix the following p.m.f.

PUXX̃Y = QXQY |XQX̃|XPU |X̃ . (5.14)

Assume that there are MI users in the systems, and let RI denote the identification
rate which satisfies MI = 2NRI .

Codebook Generation For fixed δ > 0, pick a rate tuple
(RI , RL, (R

i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) ∈ RJD and auxiliary rate tuple (RS , RJ , (R

i
g)

M
i=1) such

that

Rg = RI + I(U ; X̃|Y ) + 3δ, (5.15a)

Rg =
M∑
i=1

Ri
g, (5.15b)

RS =
M∑
i=1

Ri
S , (5.15c)

RI +RS = I(U ;Y )− 2δ, (5.15d)

Ri
J =

{
Ri

g, if i ∈ Ig,
Ri

g +Ri
S , if i ∈ Ic.

(5.15e)

Next, we randomly and independently generate 2N(I(U ;X̃)+δ) i.i.d. codewords
uN (j, s) according to

∏N
i=1 PU (ui). We distribute the codewords uniformly at ran-

dom into 2NRg bins indexed by j and each bin consists of 2NRS codewords indexed
by s.

Enrollment For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ] with noisy enrollment x̃N (w), a codeword
uN (jg(w), sg(w)) is looked for such that (uN (jg(w), sg(w)), x̃N (w)) ∈ T N

ϵ . If no
such (jg(w), sg(w)) exists, an index pair (jg(w), sg(w)) is randomly drawn from
[1 : 2NRg ]× [1 : 2NRS ]. If there is more than one such index pair (jg(w), sg(w)), one
of them is selected uniformly at random. We further split the index jg(w) into M

parts {jgi (w)}Mi=1 such that jg(w) = (jg1 (w), . . . , j
g
M (w)), where jgi (w) ∈ [1 : 2NRi

g ]
for i ∈ [1 : M ]. We also split the index sg(w) into M parts {sgi (w)}Mi=1 such that

sg(w) = (sg1(w), . . . , s
g
M (w)), where sgi (w) ∈ [1 : 2NRi

S ] for i ∈ [1 : M ].
For system i ∈ [1 : M ], if it uses the generated secret key approach, the helper

data and secret key of user w are generated as ji(w) = jgi (w) and si(w) = sgi (w),
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respectively. If system i uses the chosen secret key approach, we use the chosen
secret key si(w) = sci (w) to mask sgi (w) such that additional helper data is generated
as jai (w) = sci (w)⊕s

g
i (w). Finally, the helper data of user w for system i is generated

as ji(w) = jci (w) = (jgi (w), j
a
i (w)), which is stored in the public helper database

of system i at the location w. The codebooks and mappings are revealed to all
parties.

Identification and Authentication Assume that the user w is observed. Upon
receiving the observation yN , the system checks all entries in the database and looks
for a tuple (ŵ, ŝg1, · · · , ŝ

g
M ) such that (uN (jg(ŵ), ŝg), yN ) ∈ T N

ϵ , where jg(ŵ) =
(jg1 (ŵ), . . . , j

g
M (ŵ)) and ŝg = (ŝg1, . . . , ŝ

g
M ). If there is no such index tuple or more

than one index tuple, an error is declared. The user index is estimated as ŵ.
If the system applies the generated secret key approach, then let ŝgi denote the

estimate of the secret key for system i. If the system applies the chosen secret key
approach, let the estimate of the secret key for system i be ŝci = jai (ŵ)⊖ ŝgi .

Error Events Analysis Assume that the user with index W is observed. Let Ŵ
be the guess of the user index. Further, let (Jg(W ), Sg(W )) = (Jg

1 (W ), . . . , Jg
M (W ),

Sg
1 (W ), . . . , Sg

M (W )) denote the corresponding codeword index tuple determined

by the enrollment mapping. Next, let (Jg
1 (Ŵ ), . . . , Jg

M (Ŵ ), Ŝg
1 , . . . , Ŝ

g
M ) denote the

estimated codeword index tuple. Lastly, let (Ji(W ), Si(W ), Ŝi) be the tuple of the
actual helper data, actual secret key, and the estimated secret key of user W in
system i. More specifically, this tuple can also be denoted with (Jg

i (W ), Sg
i (W ), Ŝg

i )

and (Jc
i (W ), Sc

i (W ), Ŝc
i ) if system i uses the generated secret key approach and the

chosen secret key approach, respectively.
Due to the codebook generation scheme, suppose that Ŵ = W holds, then for a

system using the chosen secret key approach, Ŝc
i = Sc

i holds only if Ŝg
i = Sg

i . Thus,
estimating W,Sg

i (W ) correctly with high probability:

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝg
i ) ̸= (W,Sg

i (W ))} ≤ δ, (5.16)

implies
Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝc

i ) ̸= (W,Sc
i (W ))} ≤ δ. (5.17)

Therefore, it is sufficient to provide proof of (5.16) to complete the error events
analysis. We define the following event:

A(ŵ, ŝ1, . . . , ŝM ) = {(UN (Jg
1 (ŵ), . . . , J

g
M (ŵ), ŝg1, . . . , ŝ

g
M ), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ )}. (5.18)

Then we have the following error events:

Een = {(UN (jg1 , . . . , j
g
M , sg1, . . . , s

g
M ), X̃N (W )) ̸∈ T N

ϵ ,

∀(jgi , s
g
i , i) ∈ [1 : 2NRi

g ]× [1 : 2NRi
S ]× I},

Eid1 = {(UN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), Y N ) ̸∈ T N
ϵ },
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Eid2 =
⋃

ŵ ̸=W

⋃
ŝg1

· · ·
⋃
ŝgM

A(ŵ, ŝg1, . . . , ŝ
g
M ),

Eau =
⋃

ŝg1 ̸=Sg
1 (W )

· · ·
⋃

ŝgM ̸=Sg
M (W )

A(W, ŝg1, . . . , ŝ
g
M ). (5.19)

The first error event Een is the enrollment error that there is no codeword jointly
typical with the biometric sequence. The second error event Eid1 is an error that
happens in the identification phase that the true codeword is not jointly typical
with the observation Y N . The error event Eid2 denotes the identification error that
there exists another user index ŵ that satisfies all conditions. The error event Eau is
the authentication error that the estimated user index is correct while the estimated
secret key is not the same as the true one.

The identification and authentication are successful when none of the above
error events happens. Thus, we have the following error event

Eg = Een ∪ Eid1 ∪ Eid2 ∪ Eau. (5.20)

Since Rg + RS > I(U ; X̃), we obtain that Pr(Een) → 0 as N → ∞ due to the
covering lemma [EK11, Lemma 3.3].

By the Markov Lemma [EK11, p.27], we obtain that Pr(Ecen ∩ Eid1) → 0 as
N →∞.

In the following error event analysis, due to symmetry and without loss of gen-
erality, we condition B = {W = 1, {Jg

i (1), S
g
i (1)) = (1, 1)}i∈[1:M ]}. The probability

Pr{Eid2|B} can be bounded as follows

Pr{Eid2|B}
(a)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

∑
ŝg1

· · ·
∑
ŝgM

Pr{(UN (Jg
1 (ŵ), . . . , J

g
M (ŵ), ŝg1, . . . , ŝ

g
M ), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}

≤ 2N(RI+RS)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ), (5.21)

where (a) holds due to the union bound. Since RI + RS < I(U ;Y )− δ, we obtain
that Pr{Eid2|B} → 0 as N →∞.

The probability Pr{Eau|B} can be bounded as follows

Pr{Eau|B}
(a)

≤
∑

(ŝg1 ,...,ŝ
g
M )̸=(1,...,1)

Pr{(UN (1, . . . , 1, ŝg1, . . . , ŝ
g
M ), Y N ) ∈ T N

ϵ |B}

(b)

≤ 2NRS (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U ;Y )−δ), (5.22)

where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number; (a) holds due to the union bound; (b) follows from
Lemma 1 in [MLK15]. Since RS < I(U ;Y )− δ, we obtain that Pr{Eau|B} → 0 as
N →∞.
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Consequently, we have that

Pr{Eg}! 0, as N !1. (5.23)

Secrecy Analysis Before we proceed with the secrecy analysis, we first introduce
some definitions and claims.

Let Kc ✓ Ic and Kg ✓ Ig be arbitrary index subsets, then we denote by Sc

Kc
(W )

and Sg

Kg
(W ) the sets of secret keys of user W in systems Kc and Kg, i.e.,

Sc

Kc
(W ) = {Sc

i
(W ) : i 2 Kc}, (5.24)

Sg

Kg
(W ) = {Sg

i
(W ) : i 2 Kg}. (5.25)

Likewise, we denote by J c

Kc
(W ) and J g

Kg
(W ) the sets of helper data of user W in

systems Kc and Kg, i.e.,

J c

Kc
(W ) = {Jc

i
(W ) : i 2 Kc}, (5.26)

J g

Kg
(W ) = {Jg

i
(W ) : i 2 Kg}. (5.27)

Claim 5.A.1. The codeword index pair (Jg(W ), Sg(W )) is close to uniformly dis-
tributed, i.e.,

H(Jg(W ), Sg(W )) � N(Rg +RS � ⇠), (5.28)

where ⇠ ! 0 as N !1. As a consequence, for any K1,K2 ✓ I, (J g

K1
(W ),Sg

K2
(W ))

is close to uniformly distributed, i.e.,

H(J g

K1
(W ),Sg

K2
(W )) � N(

X

i2K1

Ri

g
+

X

j2K2

Rj

S
� ⇠), (5.29)

where ⇠ ! 0 as N !1.

Proof See Appendix 5.C.1.

Now we consider the independence of the secret keys, for any set K and its
complementary set Kc = I\K, we have that

I(SK1(W );SK
c
1
(W ))

(a)
 I(Sc

K1\Ic
(W ),Sg

K1
(W );Sc

K
c
1\Ic(W ),Sg

K
c
1
(W ))

(b)
= I(Sg

K1
(W );Sg

K
c
1
(W ))

= H(Sg

K1
(W )) +H(Sg

K
c
1
(W ))�H(Sg

K1
(W ),Sg

K
c
1
(W ))

 N
X

i2I

Ri

S
�N(

X

i2I

Ri

S
� ⇠) = N⇠, (5.30)
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where (a) follows from the fact that SKi(W ) is a function of (Sc

Ki\Ic
(W ),Sg

Ki
(W ))

for i 2 {1, 2}; (b) holds due to the fact that the chosen secret keys are mutu-
ally independent and at the same time independent of the generated secret keys.
Therefore, the secret keys independence requirement in (5.7h) is satisfied.

For the secrecy leakage, we obtain that

I(SI(W );JI(W )) = I(Sc

Ic
(W ),Sg

Ig
(W );J c

Ic
(W ),J g

Ig
(W ))

(a)
= I(Sc

Ic
(W );J c

Ic
(W )) + I(Sg

Ig
(W );J g

Ig
(W )), (5.31)

where (a) follows from the fact that the secret key of a user is independent of
the helper data of the other users. The term I(Sc

Ic
(W );J c

Ic
(W )) in (5.31) can be

bounded as follows

I(Sc

Ic
(W );J c

Ic
(W ))

= I(Sc

Ic
(W );J g

Ic
(W ), {Sc

i
(W )� Sg

i
(W )}i2Ic)

(a)
= I(Sc

Ic
(W ); {Sc

i
(W )� Sg

i
(W )}i2Ic |J

g

Ic
(W ))

 H({Sc

i
(W )� Sg

i
(W )}i2Ic)

�H({Sc

i
(W )� Sg

i
(W )}i2Ic |J

g

Ic
(W ),Sc

Ic
(W ))


X

i2Ic

logM i

S
�H(Sg

Ic
(W )|J g

Ic
(W ),Sc

Ic
(W ))

(a)
=

X

i2Ic

logM i

S
�H(Sg

Ic(W )) + I(Sg

Ic(W );J g

Ic
(W ))

(b)
 N⇠ + I(Sg

Ic
(W );J g

Ic
(W )), (5.32)

where ⇠ ! 0 as N !1; (a) follows from that Sc

Ic
(W ) is independent of (Sg

Ic
(W ),

J g

Ic
(W )); (b) follows from Claim 5.A.1.
Combining (5.31) and (5.32), we obtain that

I(Sc

Ic
(W ),Sg

Ig
(W );J c

Ic
(W ),J g

Ig
(W ))

= N⇠ + I(Sg

Ic
(W );J g

Ic
(W )) + I(Sg

Ig
(W );J g

Ig
(W ))

= N⇠ +H(Sg

Ic
(W )) +H(J g

Ic
(W )) +H(Sg

Ig
(W ))

+H(J g

Ig
(W ))�H(Sg

Ic
(W ),J g

Ic
(W ))�H(Sg

Ig
(W ),J g

Ig
(W ))

 N(⇠ +RS +Rg)�H(Sg

I
(W ),J g

I
(W ))

(a)
 N(⇠ +RS +Rg)�N(RS +Rg � ⇠) = 2N⇠, (5.33)

where ⇠ ! 0 as N ! 1; (a) follows from Claim 5.A.1. Therefore, the secrecy
requirement in (5.7g) is satisfied.
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Privacy Analysis Before analyzing the privacy leakage, we include the following
claims to defer the proof.

Claim 5.A.2. For sufficiently large N and a fixed codebook C = C, we have that1

H(X̃N (W )|uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), C = C)

≤ N(H(X̃|U,X) + δϵ), (5.34)

where δϵ → 0 as ϵ→ 0.

Proof See Appendix 5.C.2.

Claim 5.A.3. For sufficiently large N , we have that

H(SgI(W )|J g
I (W ), XN (W )) ≤ Nξ, (5.35)

where ξ → 0 as N →∞.

Proof See Appendix 5.C.3.

We first consider the following conditional entropy

H(J g
I (W )|XN (W ))

= H(J g
I (W ), X̃N (W )|XN (W ))−H(X̃N (W )|J g

I (W ), XN (W ))

(a)
= H(X̃N (W )|XN (W ))−H(X̃N (W ),SgI(W )|J g

I (W ), XN (W ))

(b)

≥ H(X̃N (W )|XN (W ))−H(SgI(W )|J g
I (W ), XN (W ))

−H(X̃N (W )|uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ))

(c)

≥ NH(X̃|X)−Nδ′ −N(H(X̃|U,X) + δ′′)

(d)
= N(I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;X)− δ′ − δ′′), (5.36)

where (a) follows from the fact that (J g
I (W ),SgI(W )) is a function of X̃N (W ); (b)

follow from that (SgI(W ),J g
I (W )) determines the codeword UN (Jg(W ), Sg(W ));

(c) follows from Claim 5.A.2, Claim 5.A.3, and with parameters δ′, δ′′ which are
possible to be sufficiently small with large N ; (d) follows from the Markov chain
U − X̃ −X.

The privacy leakage can be bounded as follows

I(XN (W );JI(W )) = I(XN (W );J c
Ic
(W ),J g

Ig
(W ))

1Note that the codebook is fixed. Therefore, the codeword uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )) is fixed and
therefore written using lower case.
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= I(XN (W ); {Sc
i (W )⊕ Sg

i (W )}i∈Ic
,J g

I (W ))

= I(XN (W ); {Sc
i (W )⊕ Sg

i (W )}i∈Ic
|J g

I (W )) + I(XN (W );J g
I (W ))

≤ I(XN (W );J g
I (W )) +H({Sc

i (W )⊕ Sg
i (W )}i∈Ic)

−H({Sc
i (W )⊕ Sg

i (W )}i∈Ic
|XN (W ),J g

I (W ))

≤ I(XN (W );J g
I (W )) +H({Sc

i (W )⊕ Sg
i (W )}i∈Ic)

−H({Sc
i (W )⊕ Sg

i (W )}i∈Ic
|XN (W ), X̃N (W ),J g

I (W ))

(a)

≤ I(XN (W );J g
I (W )) +

∑
i∈Ic

logM i
S −H(ScIc

(W ))

(b)
= I(XN (W );J g

I (W ))

= H(J g
I (W ))−H(J g

I (W )|XN (W ))

(c)

≤ NRg −N(I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;X)− δ′ − δ′′)

= N(RI + I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ) + 3δ + δ′ + δ′′), (5.37)

where δ′ and δ′′ are sufficiently small for sufficiently large N ; (a) follows from
the fact that SgI(W ) is a function of X̃N (W ) and that ScIc(W ) is independent of

(XN (W ), X̃N (W ),J g
I (W )); (b) follows from the fact that the chosen secret keys

are mutually independent and are uniformly distributed; (c) follows from (5.45).
Therefore, the privacy leakage requirement in (5.7f) is satisfied.

Combining (5.15), (5.23), (5.29), (5.30), (5.33), and (5.37), we complete the
achievability proof of Theorem 5.3.1.

5.A.2 Converse

According to the problem formulation of the joint design, we have the joint p.m.f.
in

P
WY N{XN (i),X̃N (i),JI(i),SI(i)}

MI
i=1

(w, yN , {xN (i), x̃N (i), jI(i), sI(i)}MI
i=1)

= PW (w)PY N |XN (yN |xN (w))

MI∏
i=1

PXN (xN (i))

MI∏
i=1

PX̃N |XN (x̃N |xN (i))

∏
i∈Ig

[ MI∏
k=1

PJi(k),Si(k)|X̃N (k)(ji(k), si(k)|x̃
N (k)

]

×
∏
i∈Ic

{ MI∏
k=1

[
PSi(k)(si(k))PJi(k)|X̃N (k),Si(k)

(ji(k)|x̃N (k, si(k))
]}

, (5.38)

from which we obtain the Markov chain

(X̃N (W ), XN (W ), Y N (W ),JI(W ),SI(W ))−W
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− (X̃N (W ′), XN (W ′),JI(W ′),SI(W ′)),∀W ′ ̸= W. (5.39)

Let Ji denote the helper database {Ji(w)}MI
w=1 of system i. Define auxil-

iary random variable Un = (W,SI(W ),JI(W ), Xn−1(W )) for n ∈ [1 : N ].
We assume that there exists a codebook with rate tuple (RI , RL, (R

i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1)

satisfying the conditions in (5.7). For such code, Fano’s inequality implies

that H(W,SI(W )|Ŵ , (Ŝi)
M
i=1) ≤ F , where F

∆
= 1 + Pr{(Ŵ , (Ŝi)

M
i=1)) ̸=

(W,SI(W ))} log(MI ·
∏M

i=1 M
i
S). Therefore

F
N → 0 as Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝi) ̸= (W,Si(W ))} →

0 for any i ∈ I as N →∞.
Before proceeding with the converse proof, we include the following claim.

Claim 5.A.4. We can obtain that

H(W,SI(W )|JM , Y N )
(a)

≤ H(W,SI(W )|Ŵ , (Ŝi)
M
i=1))

(b)

≤ F, (5.40)

where (a) follows from that (Ŵ , (Ŝi)
M
i=1)) is a function of (JM , Y N ); (b) follows

from Fano’s inequality.
The term I(W,SI(W ),JM ;Y N ) can be bounded as follows

I(W,SI(W ),JM ;Y N )

(a)
= I(W,SI(W ),JI(W );Y N )

(b)

≤
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un), (5.41)

where (a) follows from (5.39); (b) follows from the Markov chain Y n−1−(W,SI(W ),
JI(W ), Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

It holds that

M∑
i=1

logM i
S

(a)

≤
M∑
i=1

H(Si(W )) +MNδ

= H(SI(W )) +
M−1∑
i=1

I(Si(W );S[i+1:M ](W )) +MNδ

(b)

≤ H(SI(W )) + (2M − 1)Nδ, (5.42)

where (a) follows from (5.7d); (b) follows from (5.7h).
The term I(XN (W );JI(W )) can be bounded as follows

I(XN (W );JI(W )) ≥ H(W )− F +
N∑
i=1

I(Xn(W );Un|Yn). (5.43)

The term H(JI(W )|W ) can be bounded as follows

H(JI(W )|W ) ≥ NRI − F +
N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un|Yn) +
∑
i∈Ic

Ri
S . (5.44)
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Proof The proof of (5.43) and (5.44) is given in Appendix 5.D.

Now we consider the following entropy

H(W,SI(W ))

= I(W,SI(W );JM , Y N ) +H(W,SI(W )|JM , Y N )

(a)

≤ I(W,SI(W );JM ) + I(W,SI(W );Y N |JM ) + F

(b)

≤ I(SI(W );JM |W ) + I(W,SI(W ),JM ;Y N ) + F

(c)
= I(SI(W );JI(W )) + I(W,SI(W ),JM ;Y N ) + F

(d)

≤ Nδ +
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un) + F, (5.45)

where (a) follows from Claim 5.A.4; (b) follows from the fact that W is independent
of JM ; (c) follows from (5.39); (d) holds due to (5.7g) and (5.41). Therefore, we
obtain that

log(MI

M∏
i=1

M i
S)

(a)

≤ N(H(W ) +H(SI(W )) + (2M − 1)δ)

(b)
= NH(W,SI(W )) + (2M − 1)Nδ

(c)

≤
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un) + F + 2MNδ, (5.46)

where (a) follows from (5.42); (b) follows from the fact that W is independent of
SI(W ); (c) follows from (5.45).

Combining (5.46) with (5.7b) and (5.7d), we obtain that

RI +
M∑
i=1

Ri
S ≤

1

N
log(MI ·

M∏
i=1

M i
S) +Mδ

≤ 1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 3Mδ. (5.47)

The privacy leakage rate can be bounded as follow

N(RL + δ) ≥ I(XN (W );JI(W ))

(a)

≥ NRI − F +

N∑
i=1

I(Xn(W );Un|Yn), (5.48)

where (a) follows from Claim 5.A.4.
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The sum of the helper data rates can be bounded as follows

N(
MX

i=1

Ri

J
+ �) � H(JI(W )|W )

(a)
� NRI � F +

NX

i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un|Yn) +
X

i2Ic

Ri

S
, (5.49)

where (a) follows from Claim 5.A.4.
Combining (5.47), (5.48) and (5.49), and using the cardinality bounding argu-

ment, we complete the converse proof of the Theorem 5.3.1.

5.B Proof of Theorem 5.3.2

In the following, we consider the case that M = 2, which can be straightforwardly
extended to the case of M � 3.

5.B.1 Achievability

Fix p.m.f. PU1U2XY = QXQY |XPU2|X
PU1|U2

and small enough ✏, � > 0. Let
MI = 2NRI denote the number of users.

Legacy System

Codebook Generation For fixed �, pick a rate pair (RI , R1
S
) and an auxiliary

rate pair (R̃1
S
, R1

J
) such that

R1
S
 I(U1;Y )� 2� �RI , (5.50a)

R̃1
S
= I(U1;Y )� 2� �RI �R1

S
, (5.50b)

R1
J
= I(U1;X|Y ) +RI + 3�. (5.50c)

Randomly and independently generate 2N(I(U1;X)+�) i.i.d. codewords uN

1 (j1, s1, s̃1)

according to
Q

N

i=1 PU1(u1,i). We distribute the codewords uniformly at random

into 2NR
1
J bins indexed by j1, and each bin consists of 2N(R1

S+R̃
1
S) codewords. We

further distribute the codewords in each bin into 2NR
1
S subbins indexed by s1 and

each subbin consists of 2NR̃
1
S codewords indexed by s̃1.

Enrollment For each user w, we look for a codeword index triple (j1(w), s1(w),
s̃1(w)) such that (uN

1 (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)), xN (w)) 2 T N

✏
. If no such index triple

(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)) exists, an index triple (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)) is randomly drawn

from [1 : 2NR
1
J ]⇥[1 : 2NR

1
S ]⇥[1 : 2NR̃

1
S ]. If there are more than one such index triple

(j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)), one of them is selected uniformly at random. The helper data
and the secret key of user w are generated as j1(w) and s1(w), respectively. The
codebooks and mappings are revealed to all parties.
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Identification and Authentication After user w is observed, the observation
yN is provided to the system. It checks all the entries in the database and looks
for a triple (ŵ, ŝ1, s̃1) such that (uN

1 (j1(ŵ), ŝ1, s̃1), y
N ) ∈ T N

ϵ . The user index is
guessed as ŵ and the secret key is estimated as ŝ1. If there is no such index triple
or more than one index triple, an error is declared.

New System

For fixed δ, given the rates in (5.50), pick a rate R2
S and an auxiliary rate pair

(R̃2
S , R

2
J) such that

R̃2
S = I(U2;Y |U1)− 2δ, (5.51a)

R2
S = I(U2;Y |U1)− 2δ + R̃1

S , (5.51b)

R2
J = I(U2;X|U1)− I(U2;Y |U1) + 3δ. (5.51c)

Codebook Generation To construct the codebook of the new identification sys-
tem, the codebook of the legacy system is also used. For each uN

1 (j1, s1, s̃1), ran-
domly generate 2N(I(U2;X|U1)+δ) i.i.d. codewords uN

2 (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2) according to∏N
i=1 PU2|U1=u1,i(j1,s1,s̃1). We distribute the 2N(I(U2;X|U1)+δ) codewords uniformly

at random into 2NR2
J bins indexed by j2, and each bin consists of 2NR̃2

S codewords,
which are indexed by s̃2. The codebooks and mappings are revealed to all parties.

Enrollment For each user w ∈ [1 : 2NRI ], do the procedure as in the legacy
system to look for a codeword uN

1 (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)). Then we look for a codeword
uN
2 (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w), j2(w), s̃2(w)) such that

(xN (w), uN
1 (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w)), u

N
2 (j1(w), s1(w), s̃1(w), j2(w), s̃2(w))) ∈ T N

ϵ .
(5.52)

If no such (j2(w), s̃2(w)) exists, an index pair (j2(w), s̃2(w)) is randomly drawn from

[1 : 2NR2
J ] × [1 : 2NR̃2

S ]. If there is more than one such index pair (j2(w), s̃2(w)),
one of them is selected uniformly at random. The helper data and the secret key
of user w in the new system are generated as j2(w) and s2(w) = (s̃1(w), s̃2(w)),
respectively.

Identification and Authentication After user w is observed, the observation
yN is provided to the system. Firstly, we do the procedure as in the legacy system
to look for a triple (ŵ, ŝ1, s̃1, s̃2) and the codeword uN

1 (j1(ŵ), ŝ1, s̃1). Then we look
for a index s̃2 such that (uN

1 (j1(ŵ), ŝ1, s̃1), u
N
2 (j1(ŵ), ŝ1, s̃2, j2(ŵ), s̃2), y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ .

If there is no such index or more than one index, an error is declared.
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Error Events Analysis Assume that user W is observed. Let (J1(W ), S1(W ))
and (J2(W ), S2(W ) = (S̃1(W ), S̃2(W ))) be the actual helper data and secret key
of user W for the legacy system and the new system, respectively. Let Ŵ , Ŝ1 and
Ŝ2 = (S̃1, S̃2) denote the estimated user index and the secret keys for the legacy
system and the new system, respectively.

Define event E1 = {(Ŵ , Ŝ1, S̃1) ̸= (W,S1(W ), S̃1(W ))}. Following a similar
analysis as in [IW15, Appendix A-B], we can obtain that

Pr{E1} ≤ δ. (5.53)

In the following, we condition on (W,S1(W ), S̃1(W )) being estimated correctly
and provide the proof that S̃2(W ) can be estimated reliably. Define the following
event:

A2(s̃2) = {(Y N , UN
1 (J1(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W )),

UN
2 (J1(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W ), J2(W ), s̃2)) ∈ T N

ϵ }. (5.54)

Then we have the following error events in the new system:

E21 = {(UN
1 (J1(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W )),

UN
2 (J1(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W ), j2, s̃2), X

N (W )) ̸∈ T N
ϵ ,

∀(j2, s̃2) ∈ [1 : 2NR2
J ]× [1 : 2N,R̃2

S ]},
E22 = {(Y N , UN

1 (J(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W )), UN
2 (J1(W ),

S1(W ), S̃1(W ), J2(W ), S̃2(W ))) ̸∈ T N
ϵ },

E23 =
⋃

s̃2 ̸=S̃2(W )

A2(s̃2). (5.55)

As for the probability of the error event E21, since R2
J + R̃2

S > I(U2;X|U1), we
obtain that Pr(E21|Ec1)→ 0 as N →∞ due to the covering lemma [EK11, Lemma
3.3].

The event {XN (W ) = XN , UN
1 = uN

1 , UN
2 = uN

2 } implies Y N ∼∏N
i=1 PY |X(·|x̃i). By the Markov lemma [EK11, p.27], we obtain that Pr(E22|Ec1)→

0 as N →∞.
In the following error event analysis, due to symmetry and without loss of gen-

erality, we condition on the event B = {W = 1, (J1(1), S1(1), S̃1(1), J2(1), S̃2(1)) =
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)}. The probability Pr{E23|B} can be bounded as follows

Pr{E23|B}
(a)

≤
∑
s̃2 ̸=1

Pr{(UN
2 (1, 1, 1, 1, s̃2), Y

N ) ∈ T N
ϵ |B}

(b)

≤ 2NR̃2
S (1 + ϵ′)2−N(I(U2;Y |U1)−δ), (5.56)
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where ϵ′ > 0 is a fixed number; (a) holds due to the union bound; (b) follows from
Lemma 1 in [VOWS]. Since R̃2

S ≤ I(U2;Y |U1)− δ, we obtain that Pr{E23|B} → 0
as N →∞. Consequently, using the union bound, we obtain that

Pr{E21 ∪ E22 ∪ E23|Ec1} ≤ δ. (5.57)

Combining (5.53) and (5.57), we obtain that

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝi) ̸= (W,Si(W ))} ≤ δ, j ∈ {1, 2}. (5.58)

Therefore, we can conclude that there exists a suitable codebook C = C such that
(5.7a) holds.

Secrecy Analysis We firstly show that the codeword index tuple (J1(W ), S1(W ),
S̃1(W ), J2(W ), S̃2(W )) is close to uniformly distributed. Due to symmetry, it is
sufficient to consider W = 1. For any uN

1 (j1, s1, s̃1) and uN
2 (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2), where

j1 ∈ [1 : 2NR1
J ], s1 ∈ [1 : 2NR1

S ], s̃1 ∈ [1 : 2NR̃1
S ], j2 ∈ [1 : 2NR2

J ], and s̃2 ∈ [1 : 2NR̃2
S ]

we have

Pr{XN (1) ∈ T N
ϵ (X|uN

1 (j1, s1, s̃1), u
N
2 (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2))}

≤ 2−N(I(U1,U2;X)−δ) = 2−N(I(U2;X)−δ). (5.59)

Let E be a random variable such that E = 0 when there exists a codeword
index tuple (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2) for userW = 1 satisfying (XN (1), uN

1 (j1, s1, s̃1), u
N
2 (j1,

s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2)) ∈ T N
ϵ . If no such codeword index exists, let E = 1. Let γ denote

Pr(E = 1). According to the error events analysis, we obtain that γ → 0 as
N →∞. Consider the joint entropy

H(J1(1), S1(1), S̃1(1), J2(1), S̃2(1))

= H(J1(1), S1(1), S̃1(1), J2(1), S̃2(1), E)

−H(E|J(1), S(1), S̃1(1), J2(1), S̃2(1))

≥ H(J(1), S(1), S̃1(1), J2(1), S̃2(1), E)−H(E)

(a)

≥ −
∑
j1

∑
s1

∑
s̃1

∑
j2

∑
s̃2

[
log(Pr{XN (1) ∈ T N

ϵ (X

|uN
1 (j1, s1, s̃1), u

N
2 (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2))})

× Pr{J1(1) = j1, S1(1) = s1, S̃1(1) = s̃1,

J2(1) = j2, S̃2(1) = s̃2, E = 0}
]
− h2(γ)

≥
∑
j1

∑
s1

∑
s̃1

∑
j2

∑
s̃2

Pr{J1(1) = j1, S1(1) = s1,

S̃1(1) = s̃1, J2(1) = j2, S̃2(1) = s̃2, E = 0} ×N(I(U2;X)− δ)− h2(γ)
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= N(I(U2;X)− δ)(1− γ)− h2(γ), (5.60)

where h2(·) denote the binary entropy function, i.e., h2(p) =
−p log(p) − (1 − p) log(1 − p); (a) holds because if (J1(1) = j1, S1(1) =
s1, S̃1(1) = s̃1, J2(1) = j2, S̃2(1) = s̃2) and E = 0 hold, then
XN (1) ∈ T N

ϵ (X|uN
1 (j1, s1, s̃1), u

N
2 (j1, s1, s̃1, j2, s̃2)) is valid. Therefore,

(J1(W ), S1(W ), S̃1(W ), J2(W ), S̃2(W )) is close to uniformly distributed. Con-
sequently, S1(W ), S2(W ), and (S1(W ), S2(W )) are also close to uniformly
distributed, i.e.,

H(S1(W )) ≥ N(R1
S − ξ), (5.61)

H(S2(W )) ≥ N(R2
S − ξ), (5.62)

H(S1(W ), S2(W )) ≥ N(R1
S +R2

S − ξ), (5.63)

where ξ → 0 as N →∞. Hence we have that

I(S1(W );S2(W ))

= H(S1(W )) +H(S2(W ))−H(S1(W ), S2(W ))

(a)

≤ NR1
S +NR2

S −N(R1
S +R2

S − ξ) = Nξ, (5.64)

where (a) follows from the fact that Si(W ) ∈ [1 : 2NRi
S ] for i ∈ {1, 2}, and thus

H(Si(W )) ≤ NRi
S for i ∈ {1, 2}. Therefore, the requirement in (5.7h) is satisfied.

We obtain for the secrecy leakage

I(S1(W ), S2(W ); J1(W ), J2(W ))

= H(S1(W ), S2(W )) +H(J1(W ), J2(W ))

−H(J1(W ), J2(W ), S1(W ), S2(W )))

(a)

≤ N(I(U2;X) + 2δ)− [N(I(U2;X)− δ)(1− γ)− h2(γ)]

= Nδ′, (5.65)

where δ′ = 2δ + γ(I(U ;X)− δ) + 1
N h2(γ) and δ′ → 0 as N →∞; (a) follows from

(5.50), (5.51), and (5.71). Therefore, the secrecy requirement in (5.7g) is satisfied.

Privacy Analysis We obtain for the privacy leakage

I(XN (W ); J1(W ), J2(W ))

≤ H(J1(W ), J2(W ))

≤ H(J1(W )) +H(J2(W )) ≤ R1
J +R2

J

= N(I(U2;X|Y ) +RI + 6δ). (5.66)

Combining (5.50), (5.51), (5.58), (5.61), (5.62), (5.64), (5.65), and (5.66), we
complete the achievability proof of Theorem 5.3.2 for M = 2.
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5.B.2 Converse

Let Ji denote the helper database {Ji(w)}MI
w=1 of system i ∈ [1 : M ].

Let Ii denote the set [1 : i]. Define auxiliary random variable Ui,n =
(W,SIi(W ),JIi(W ), Xn−1(W )) for n ∈ [1 : N ] and i ∈ [1 : M ]. Hence, the
Markov chain

U1,n − U2,n − · · · − UM,n − X̃n(W )−Xn(W )− Yn (5.67)

holds. We assume that there exists a codebook with rate tuple
(RI , RL, (R

i
S , R

i
J)

M
i=1) satisfying the conditions in (5.7). For such code, Fano’s

inequality implies that H(W,SIm(W )|Ŵ , (Ŝi)
m
i=1) ≤ F , where F

∆
= 1 +

Pr{(Ŵ , (Ŝi)
m
i=1)) ̸= (W,SIm

(W ))} log(MI ·
∏m

i=1 M
i
S). Therefore F

N → 0 as

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝi) ̸= (W,Si(W ))} → 0 and N →∞ for any i ∈ I.
Following the converse proof of Theorem 5.3.1, we obtain that

H(W,SIm
(W )) ≤ Nδ +

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Um,n) + F, (5.68)

RI +
m∑
i=1

Ri
S ≤

1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Um,n) +
F

N
+ (3m+ 1)δ, (5.69)

N(
m∑
i=1

Ri
J + δ) ≥

N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Um,n|Yn) +
m∑
i=1

[Ri
S1(i)] +NRI − F.

5.C Supplementary Proof of Achievability

5.C.1 Proof of Claim 5.A.1

Due to symmetry, it is sufficient to consider W = 1. For any sequence uN (j, s),
where j ∈ [1 : 2NRg ] and s ∈ [1 : 2NRS ], we have

Pr{X̃N (1) ∈ T N
ϵ (X̃|uN (j, s))} ≤2−N(I(U ;X̃)−δ). (5.70)

Let E be a random variable such that E = 0 when there exists a codeword index
pair (j, s) for user W = 1 satisfying (X̃N (1), uN (j, s)) ∈ T N

ϵ . If no such codeword
index exists, let E = 1. Let γ denote Pr(E = 1). According to the error events
analysis, we obtain that γ → 0 as N →∞.

Consider the joint entropy

H(Jg(1), Sg(1))

= H(Jg(1), Sg(1), E)−H(E|Jg(1), Sg(1))

≥ H(Jg(1), Sg(1), E)−H(E)
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(a)

≥ −
∑
j

∑
s

Pr{Jg(1) = j, Sg(1) = s, E = 0}

× log(Pr{X̃N (1) ∈ T N
ϵ (X̃|uN (j, s))})− h2(Pr{E = 0})

≥
∑
j

∑
s

Pr{Jg(1) = j, Sg(1) = s, E = 0}

×N(I(U ; X̃)− δ)− h2(Pr{E = 0})
= N(I(U ; X̃)− δ)(1− γ)− h2(1− γ), (5.71)

where (a) follows from that if (J(1) = j, S(1) = s) and E = 0 hold, then
X̃N (1) ∈ T N

ϵ (X̃|uN (j, s)) is valid. Therefore, (Jg(W ), Sg(W )) is close to uni-
formly distributed. Consequently, we can also obtain that for any K1,K2 ⊆ I,
(J g

K1
(W ),SgK2

(W )) is close to uniformly distributed, i.e.,

H(J g
K1

(W ),SgK2
(W )) ≥ N(

∑
i∈K1

Ri
g +

∑
j∈K2

Rj
S − ξ), (5.72)

where ξ → 0 as N →∞.

5.C.2 Proof of Claim 5.A.2

Let E be a random variable such that E = 0 when (XN (W ), UN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )),
X̃N (W )) ∈ T N

ϵ and E = 1 when (XN (W ), UN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), X̃N (W )) ̸∈ T N
ϵ .

Due to (4.40), we obtain that Pr(E = 0|C = C) → 1 as N → ∞. Then for
sufficiently large N , we have that

H(X̃N (W )|uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), C = C)

≤ H(X̃N (W ), E|uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), C = C)

≤ H(E|C = C) + Pr(E = 0|C = C)×H(X̃N (W )|
uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), E = 0, C = C)

+ Pr(E = 1|C = C)H(X̃N (W )|uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), E = 1, C = C)

(a)

≤ Nδ′ϵ + Pr(E = 0|C = C)×H(X̃N (W )|
uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), XN (W ), E = 0, C = C)

(b)

≤ N(δ′ϵ + δ′′ϵ ) +NH(X̃|U,X), (5.73)

where (a) follows from that Pr(E = 1|C = C) → 0 and therefore H(E) → 0
as N → ∞; (b) follows from that, given the codebook C = C and E = 0,
(XN (W ), uN (Jg(W ), Sg(W )), X̃N (W )) ∈ T N

ϵ is valid so that we can use Lemma 4
in [KOSC15].
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5.C.3 Proof of Claim 5.A.3

For sufficiently large N , we have that

H(SgI(W )|J g
I (W ), XN (W ))

(a)
= H(SgI(W )|J g

I (W ), XN (W ),W )

(b)
= H(SgI(W )|JM , XN (W ),W )

(c)

≤ H(SgI(W )|JM , Y N (W ),W )

(d)

≤ H(SgI(W )|(Ŝi)
MI
i=1)

(e)

≤ 1 + Pr{(Si)
MI
i=1 ̸= (Ŝi)

MI
i=1}

M∑
i=1

logM i
S

(f)

≤ NRSδ
′, (5.74)

where (a) follows from the fact thatW is independent of (XN (W ),SgI(W ),JM ); (b)
follows from (5.39); (c) follows from the Markov chain Y N − (JM , XN (W ),W ) −
SgI(W ); (d) follows from that (Ŝi)

MI
i=1 is a function of (JM , Y N (W )); (e) follows

from Fano’s inequality; (f) follows from the fact that there exists some δ′ > 0 that
upper bounds Pr{(Si)

MI
i=1 ̸= (Ŝi)

MI
i=1}+ 1

NRS
and δ′ for sufficient large N .

5.D Supplementary Proof of Converse

The term I(XN (W );JI(W )) can be bounded as follows

I(XN (W );JI(W ))

(a)
= I(XN (W );JM |W )

= I(XN (W ),W ;JM )

= H(W ) +H(XN (W ))−H(XN (W ),W,SI(W )|JM )

+H(SI(W )|JM , XN (W ),W )

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );W,SI(W ),JM )

−H(W,SI(W )|XN (W ),JM )

(b)

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );W,SI(W ),JI(W ))

−H(W,SI(W )|Y N ,JM )− I(W,SI(W );Y N |JM )

(c)

≥ H(W ) + I(XN (W );W,SI(W ),JI(W ))

− F − I(W,SI(W ),JM ;Y N )
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(d)

≥ H(W )− F +
N∑
i=1

I(Xn(W );Un|Yn), (5.75)

where (a) follows from (5.39); (b) follows from the fact that conditioning reduces
entropy; (c) follows from (5.40); (d) follows from (5.41).

The term H(JI(W )|W ) can be bounded as follows

H(JI(W )|W )

= I(X̃N (W );JI(W )|W ) +H(JI(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(a)
= I(X̃N (W );JM |W ) +H(JI |X̃N (W ),W )

= I(X̃N (W ),W ;JM ) +H(JI |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W ),W,SI |JM )

+H(SI(W )|X̃N (W ),W,JM ) +H(JI |X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W )|JM ,W,SI(W ))

−H(W,SI(W )|JM ) +H(JI |X̃N (W ),W ) +H(SI(W )|X̃N (W ),W,JM )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );SI(W ),W,JM )

−H(SI(W ),W |JM , Y N )− I(Y N ;SI(W ),W |JM )

+H(SI(W ),JI(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(b)

≥ NRI − F +

N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un)−
N∑
i=1

I(Yn;Un)

+H(SI(W ),JI(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

≥ NRI − F +
N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un)−
N∑
i=1

I(Yn;Un)

+H(SIc(W ),SIg (W ),JI(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(c)
= NRI − F +

N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un|Yn) +H(SIc(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(d)
= NRI − F +

N∑
i=1

I(X̃n(W );Un|Yn) +
∑
i∈Ic

Ri
S , (5.76)

where (a) follows from (5.39); (b) follows from (5.40), (5.41), and the Markov chain
Xn−1(W )−(W,SI(W ),JI(W ), X̃n−1(W ))−Xn(W ); (c) follows from the fact that
(SIg (W ),JI(W )) is a function of (X̃N (W ),SIc(W )); (d) follows from the fact that
the chosen secret keys are uniformly distributed and independent of (X̃N (W ),W ).



Chapter 6

Uncertainty

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study the uncertainty aspects of biometric identification and
authentication systems. The uncertainty lies in two aspects, i.e., the probability
mass function (p.m.f.) of users’ biometric information and the observation channel.
For the p.m.f. of users’ biometrics, it is assumed that the users are from different
groups and the distribution of each group is determined by the state. For the
observation channel, it is assumed that there is a set of channels and the actual
observation channel is from this set.

The uncertainty aspect of identification and authentication has been considered
in the literature with respect to several perspectives. In [VOSB20], the uncertainty
of identification is investigated, where the uncertainty lies in the source and the
channel. In [TBS16], authentication with compound sources is studied. In this
chapter, we further study the uncertainty aspects of biometric identification and
authentication systems with privacy and secrecy constraints.

6.2 Problem Formulation

Fig. 6.1 depicts a model of biometric identification that allows authentication
with uncertainty. In the enrollment phase, users’ biometric information is enrolled.
Assume that a total of MI users from |V| groups are enrolled in the system. For
each user w, the biometric sequence with an underlying state νw are identically
independently distributed (i.i.d.) according to p.m.f.

PX,νw ∈ {PX,ν , ν ∈ V}. (6.1)

For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], given the biometric sequence xN (w), the enrollment
mapping e(·) maps xN (w) to a secret key s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ] and the helper data

117
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e(·)

e(·)

e(·)

...

XN (1)

XN (2)

XN (MI)

S(1)

S(2)

S(MI)

Public
Database

J(1)

J(2)

J(MI)

d(·)PY |X,τ

XN (W ) Y N Ŵ

Ŝ

Figure 6.1: A model of a biometric identification system that allows authentication
with uncertainty.

j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ], i.e.,
(s(w), j(w)) = e(xN (w)). (6.2)

The secret key s(w) and the helper data j(w) are stored in a secure database and
a public helper database at the location w.

In the identification and authentication phase, an unknown but previously en-
rolled user w is observed. The observation channel is from a finite set

Pc = {PY |X,τ |τ ∈ T }, (6.3)

where PY |X,τ is a short notation of PY |X,T=τ . Given the channel state τ , the user’s
biometric sequence xN (w) is observed via the channel PY |X,τ and an observation
yN is generated. The system processes the observation with the helper database
{j(i)}MI

i=1 and guesses the user index as ŵ and the secret key as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , {j(i)}MI
i=1) (6.4)

We denote the corresponding set of “marginal” distributions on Y by the fol-
lowing set

PY = {PY |PY is the marginal p.m.f. on Y of

PY |X,τPX,ν for some (τ, ν) ∈ T × V}.

Note that we allow different combinations of input distributions and observation
channels resulting in the same (marginal) output distribution. However, no input
distribution results in the same output distribution with different observation chan-
nels. We enumerate the elements of PY by PY,o, where o ∈ [1 : |PY |]. Here o can
be seen as the state of the marginal p.m.f. on Y.
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In the considered system, we want the secret keys to be close to uniformly
distributed. We also want to achieve strong secrecy such that the helper data
only reveal a negligible amount of information about the secret key. These two
requirements can be combined together and described by a compact notion, which
is called security index [CN04].

Definition 6.2.1 ( [CN04]). For random variables S and J , taking values in S
and J respectively, the security index is given by

Sin(S|J) = log(|S|)�H(S) + I(S; J). (6.5)

In our problem formulation, S represents the secret key and J represents the
public helper data. Next, we define the achievability of the considered system as
follows. Note that the logarithm is taken over the natural number e as in [CK11].

Definition 6.2.2. In a biometric identification system that allows authentication
with uncertainty, a rate pair (RI , RS , RJ , RL) of the identification rate, the secret
key, the helper data rate, and the privacy leakage rate is achievable if, for any � > 0,
there exists some N0(�) � 1, enrollment mapping e(·), and identification mapping
d(·) such that for any N � N0(�), the following conditions are satisfied

logMI � N(RI � �), (6.6a)

logMJ  N(RJ + �), (6.6b)

logMS � N(RS � �), (6.6c)

sup
⌫2V,⌧2T

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) 6= (W,S(W ))|V = ⌫, T = ⌧}  �, (6.6d)

sup
⌫2V,⌧2T

I(XN (W ); J(W )|V = ⌫, T = ⌧)  N(RL + �), (6.6e)

sup
⌫2V,⌧2T

Sin(S(W ); J(W )|V = ⌫, T = ⌧)  �. (6.6f)

6.3 Statement of Results

In this section, we present the main result and provide proof.

Theorem 6.3.1. For a biometric identification system with the uncertainty of
users’ biometrics and the uncertainty of the observation channel, the capacity region
is given by

R = {(RI , RS , RJ , RL) :RI +RS  min
⌫,⌧

I(U⌫ ;Y⌧ ),

RJ � max
⌫,⌧

{I(U⌫ ;X⌫)� I(U⌫ ;Y⌧ ){+RI ,

RL � max
⌫,⌧

{I(U⌫ ;X⌫)� I(U⌫ ;Y⌧ )}+RI ,

for somePY⌧X⌫U⌫ = PY |X,⌧PU⌫X⌫ ,

whereU⌫ 2 U with |U|  |X |+ |T |}. (6.7)
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Remark 6.3.1. Assume that there is only one state for the biometric and the
observation channel, i.e., |V| = |T | = 1, then the above capacity region can be
reduced to

R = {(RI , RS , RJ , RL) :RI +RS  I(U ;Y ),

RJ � I(U ;X)� I(U ;Y ) +RI ,

RL � I(U ;X)� I(U ;Y ) +RI ,

for somePY XU = PY |XPU |X ,

whereU 2 U with |U|  |X |+ 1}. (6.8)

This result covers the result in [WKGL03]. Compared to the basic setting studied
in [WKGL03], we additionally consider privacy and secrecy constraints.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study biometric identification and authentication systems with
uncertainty aspects. The uncertainty lies in two aspects, which are the biometric
sequences and the observation channel. The uncertainty of the biometrics is mo-
tivated by the fact that the biometric information might be merged from several
databases and the distribution of the biometrics might vary for a certain biometric
feature, e.g. the color of the retina scan. The uncertainty of the observation channel
is to incorporate the change in the channel from the observation environment, e.g.
the light, etc. Taking the uncertainty into consideration helps to reduce the gap
between the model and real applications. By taking the uncertainty aspects into
consideration, we are interested in the fundamental limits of the biometric system
with privacy and secrecy constraints. Moreover, di↵erent from the weak secrecy
considered in the previous chapters, we consider a more strict secrecy requirement,
strong secrecy. The strong secrecy requires the secrecy leakage to be close to zero,
instead of requiring the secrecy leakage rate to be zero in weak secrecy. the derived
fundamental limits provide more general results and can be reduced to that of the
basic biometric identification systems in the literature.
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Appendix

6.A Achievability

From Lemma 1 in [VOSB20], we can obtain a classifier TX for classifying the state
of the biometrics and a classifier TY for classifying the observation such that

Pr{TX(XN ) = ν|V = ν} → 1, as N →∞, (6.9)

Pr{TY (Y
N ) = o|O = o} → 1, as N →∞. (6.10)

Given V = ν and X = x, let Uν be a random variable distributed according
to PUν

, which is the marginal p.m.f. corresponding to PUX,ν = PU |X,νPX,ν . Since
there are multiple states ν, we need multiple auxiliary random variables Uν . For
the state o of the observation Y N , define the following set:

C(o) = {(ν, τ)|PY,o is the marginal distribution on

Y of PY |X,τ × PX,ν}.

Define further

F(o) =
⋃

(ν,τ)∈C(o)

T N
[Y U ]δ(PYτUν

), (6.11)

where PYτUν is the marginal p.m.f. of PY |X,τPX,νPU |X,ν . We take the definition of
typical sequences and related sets as in [CK11], i.e.,

T N
[Y U ]δ(PYτUν

) = {(yN , uN ) ∈ YN × UN |∀(y, u) ∈ Y × U ,

PYτUν
(y, u)− 1

N
N(y, u|yN , uN )| ≤ δ}. (6.12)

We also fix some δ > 0. Pick an identification rate RI ≥ 0 and an auxiliary rate
pair R′

S , R
′ ≥ 0 such that the following condition is satisfied

RI +R′
S = min

ν,τ
I(Uν ;Yτ )− δ, (6.13)

R′ = I(Uν ;Yτ )−min
ν,τ

I(Uν ;Yτ ). (6.14)

For each state ν ∈ V of the biometrics, generate eNRν sequences uN (mν , kν , lν)
according to PUν

with

Rν = I(Uν ;Xν) + δ, (6.15)

mν ∈Mν = {1, 2, ..., eN(Rν−I(Uν ;Yτ )+δ+RI)}, (6.16)

kν ∈ Kν = {1, 2, ..., eN(minν,τ I(Uν ;Yτ )−δ−RI))},
lν ∈ Lν = {1, 2, ..., eN(I(Uν ;Yτ )−minν,τ I(Uν ;Yτ )))}. (6.17)
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For each state ⌫ 2 V of the biometrics and each state ⌧ 2 T of the observation
channel, consider a tuple

(X̄N

⌫
, Ȳ N

⌧
, ŪN

⌫
) ⇠ (PUX,⌫ ⇥ PY |X,⌧ )

⌦N . (6.18)

For such codeword tuple, it follows from [CK11, Lemma 2.12] that

Pr{(X̄N

⌫
, ŪN

⌫
) 62 T⌫}! 0, as N !1, (6.19)

where T⌫ denotes a typical set T N

[UX]�(PUX,⌫).

Enrollment For each user w, firstly let ⌫̂w denote the estimated biometric state,
i.e., ⌫̂w = TX(xN (w)), and assume that ⌫̂w 2 V . Then we look for a codeword
uN (m⌫̂w,w, k⌫̂w,w, l⌫̂w,w) such that

(uN (m⌫̂w,w, k⌫̂w,w, l⌫̂w,w), x
N (w)) 2 T⌫̂w . (6.20)

The helper data j(w) of user w is then generated as j(w) = m⌫̂w,w. If there is
no such codeword that satisfies (6.20), the helper data is generated as an error, i.e.,
j(w) = e. The secret key of user w is generated as s(w) = (k⌫̂w,w), where (·) is
a random mapping.

Identification Upon receiving the observation yN in the identification phase, the
classifier TY (·) maps yN to a state ô. We then search for a unique pair (ŵ, k̂) and
a index l̂ such that

(yN , uN (m⌫̂ŵ,ŵ, k̂, l̂)) 2 F(ô). (6.21)

An error is declared if there is no such (ŵ, k̂, l̂) or more than one pair (ŵ, k̂) exist.
Otherwise, the system outputs a guess of the user index as ŵ and an estimate of
the secret key as ŝ = (k̂).

Error Events Analysis Due to symmetry and without loss of generality, we
condition on the event

A = (W = 1, V1 = ⌫1,MV1,1 = 1,KV1,1 = 1, T = ⌧, O = o1). (6.22)

Then we have the following error events

Ees = {TX(X(1)) 6= ⌫1} [ {TY (Y
N ) 6= o1},where(⌫1, ⌧) 2 C(o1),

Eid1 = {(Y N , UN (M
V̂1,1

,K
V̂1,1

, L
V̂1,1

)) 62 F(o1)},

Eid2 = {9w0 6= 1, k 2 [1 : eNR
0
S ], l 2 [1 : eNR

0
]|(Y N , UN (M

V̂1,w
0 , k, l)) 2 F(ô)},

Eau = {9k0 6= 1, l 2 [1 : eNR
0
]|(Y N , UN (MV1,1, k

0, l)) 2 F(ô)}, (6.23)

where Ees denotes the error event that the classifier TX(·) cannot classify the state of
biometrics correctly or the classifier TY (·) cannot classify the state of the marginal
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distribution on Y; Eid1 denotes an error in the identification phase that the codeword
determined in the enrollment phase is not jointly typical with the observation; Eid2
denotes another error in the identification phase that there exist some other users
that satisfy the conditions; Eau denotes an event that the user index is correctly
guessed but the second codeword index does not match the true one. It holds that

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))|A}
= Pr{(Ŵ , κ(K̂)) ̸= (W,κ(KV̂1,1

))|A}

≤ Pr{(Ŵ , K̂) ̸= (W,KV̂1,1
)|A}

= Pr{Ees ∪ Eid1 ∪ Eid2 ∪ Eau|A}
≤ Pr{Ees|A}+ Pr{Eces ∩ Eid1|A}+ Pr{Eces ∩ (Eid2 ∪ Eau)|A}. (6.24)

Therefore, to show that the identification and authentication are successful, it is
sufficient to show that non of the events in (6.23) happens.

In the following analysis, to defer the proof of bounding the error probabilities,
we define the following events

Exu = {(XN (1), UN (mν,1, kν,1, lν,1)) ̸∈ Tν ,∀(mν,1, kν,1, lν,1)},
Eyu = {(Y N , UN (Mν1,1,Kν1,1)) ̸∈ F(o1)},

Ew = {∃w′ ̸= 1, k ∈ [1 : eNR′
S ], l ∈ [1 : eNR′

]|(Y N , UN (MV̂1,w′ , k, l)) ∈ F(o1)},

Ek = {∃k′ ̸= 1, l ∈ [1 : eNR′
]|(Y N , UN (MV̂1,1

, k′, l)) ∈ F(o1)}. (6.25)

From (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain that

Pr{Ees|A} → 0, (6.26)

as N →∞.
The probability Pr{Eces ∩ Eid1|A} can be bounded as

Pr{Eces ∩ Eid1|A}
≤ Pr{Exu|A}+ Pr{{(XN (1), UN (Mν1,1,Kν1,1, Lν1,1)) ∈ Tν1} ∩ Eyu|A}︸ ︷︷ ︸

∆
=p(ν,τ)

. (6.27)

We firstly bound the first term in (6.27). From [CK11, Corollary 19.9A], it holds
that that

|(mν,1, kν,1, lν,1) : u
N (mν,1, kν,1lν,1) ∈ Tν(XN (1))| ≥ eN(Rν−I(Uν ;Xν)−δ) = eNδ

(6.28)

holds with a probability approaching one, doubly exponentially fast. Therefore, we
obtain that

Pr{Exu|A} → 0, (6.29)
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doubly exponentially fast.
Now we consider the second term in (6.27), which can be bounded as follows

p(ν, τ) ≤ Pr{Eyu|(XN (1), UN (Mν1,1,Kν1,1, Lν1,1)) ∈ Tν1 , A}
≤ Pr{(Y N , UN (Mν1,1,Kν1,1, Lν1,1)) ̸∈ T N

[Y U ]δ(PYτUν1
)

|(XN (1), UN (Mν1,1,Kν1,1, Lν1,1)) ∈ Tν1 , A}

≤ 2|U||X |
|Y|N−1

→ 0 (6.30)

as N →∞; where the second inequality follows from [CK11, Lemma 17.8].
For δ′ > 0, it holds that

Pr{Eces ∩ Eid2|A} ≤ Pr{Ew|A}

≤
∑
w′ ̸=1

∑
k

∑
l

Pr{(Y N , UN (MV̂1,w′ , k, l)) ∈ F(o1)|A}

≤
∑
w′ ̸=1

∑
k

∑
l

∑
(τ,ν)∈C(o1)

Pr{(Y N , UN (Mν1,w′ , k, l))

∈ T N
[YτUν ]δ

(PYτUν )|A}

≤
∑
w′ ̸=1

∑
k

∑
l

∑
(τ,ν)∈C(o1)

∑
uN∼PUN (M

ν1,w′ ,k,l)

∑
yN∼P⊗N

Y,o1

Pr{(yN , uN ) ∈ T N
[YτUν ]δ

(PYτUν )|A}

≤ eN(RI+R′
S+R′)|T ||V|e−N(I(Yτ ;Uν)+δ′) → 0, (6.31)

as N →∞ and the last inequality follows from [CK11, Lemma 17.8].
Following similar analysis in (6.31), we obtain that

Pr{Eces ∩ Eau|A}
≤ Pr{Ek|A}

≤
∑
k′ ̸=1

∑
l

Pr{(Y N , UN (MV̂1,1
, k′, l)) ∈ F(o1)|A}

≤
∑
k′ ̸=1

∑
l

∑
(τ,ν)∈C(o1)

Pr{(Y N , UN (Mν1,1, k
′, l))

∈ T N
[YτUν ]δ

(PYτUν )|A}

≤
∑
k′ ̸=1

∑
l

∑
(τ,ν)∈C(o1)

∑
uN∼PUN (Mν1,1,k,l)

∑
yN∼P⊗N

Y,o1

Pr{(yN , uN ) ∈ T N
[YτUν ]δ

(PYτUν
)|A}
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≤ eN(R′
S+R′)|T ||V|e−N(I(Yτ ;Uν)+δ′) → 0, (6.32)

as N →∞; where the last inequality follows from [CK11, Lemma 17.8]. Therefore,
we obtain that

sup
τ,ν

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))|A} → 0, (6.33)

as N →∞.

Helper Data Rate Analysis The resulted helper data rate satisfies

RJ ≤ max
ν

log |Mν |/N

= max
ν,τ

[I(Uν ;Xν)− I(Uν ;Yτ )] + 2δ +RI , (6.34)

where the equality follows from (6.15) and (6.16).

Secrecy Analysis Without loss of generality, we consider the case of W = 1.
Moreover, for simplicity, let ν̂ ∈ V denote the correctly estimated state of the
biometrics in the enrollment phase and let ν̃ ∈ V\{ν̂} denote a wrongly estimated
state. Let the estimated state be denoted by random variable V̂ν̂ , which takes values
in V and has probability density function PV̂ν̂

. Let (M,K) denote the codeword
index pair determined in the enrollment phase of user W = 1. From [Hoe65], it
holds that for some constants c0, c1 > 0

PV̂ν̂
(ν̂) ≥ 1− exp(−Nc0), (6.35)

∀ν̃ ∈ V\{ν̂},PV̂ν̂
(ν̃) ≤ exp(−Nc1). (6.36)

It holds that

Sin(S(W )|J(W ))

= PV̂ν̂
(ν̂)Sin(S(W )|J(W ), V̂ν̂ = ν̂)

+
∑

ν̃∈V\{ν̂}

PV̂ν̂
(ν̃)Sin(S(W )|J(W ), V̂ν̂ = ν̃)

(a)

≤ PV̂ν̂
(ν̂)Sin(S(W )|J(W ), V̂ν̂ = ν̂) + |V| exp(−Nc1)N (6.37)

for some constant c1 > 0, where (a) follows from (6.36).
To bound the term Sin(S(W )|J(W ), V̂ν̂ = ν̂), we include the following lemma.

Lemma 6.A.1. Assume α ∈ (0, 1
6 ] and η ∈ (0, 1

3 ] with α < η are given. Given the

correctly estimated biometric state V̂ν̂ = ν̂, define a set B ⊂ Kν̂ ×Mν̂ such that

∀(k,m) ∈ B :PKM |V̂ν̂
(k,m|ν̂) < 1

α|B|
, (6.38)
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PKM |V̂ν̂
(B|ν̂) ≥ 1− (η2 − α2). (6.39)

Moreover, define the sets

Bm
∆
= {k ∈ Kν̂ : (k,m) ∈ B}, (6.40)

D ∆
= {m ∈Mν̂ : Bm ̸= ∅}. (6.41)

Furthermore, pick n ∈ N such that

n < min{α6 min
m∈D

|Bm|,
e1/α

2|D|
}. (6.42)

Then, there exists a mapping κ : K → {1, 2, ..., n} which maps the index K to a
secret key such that

Sin(κ(K)|M, V̂v̂ = v̂) ≤ (α+ 2η) logn+ h(α+ η) (6.43)

with a probability at least 1 − 2n|D|e−
α5 min |Bm|

n , where the min in the exponent is
taken over all m ∈ B.

Proof See Appendix 6.C.

In the following, we consider that

B = {(k,m) : (k,m) ∈ K ×M, Tν̂(uN (k,m)) ̸= ∅} (6.44)

Moreover, the sets D and Bm are defined as in Lemma 6.A.1. Next, we show that
the constraints in Lemma 6.A.1 are satisfied. It holds that

PKM |V̂ν̂
(B|ν̂) =

∑
(k,m)∈B

PKM |V̂ν̂
(k,m|ν̂)

= PXN
ν̂ |V̂ν̂

(Tν̂) ≥ 1− exp(−Nc3), (6.45)

for some c3 > 0 and sufficiently large N , where the inequality follows from [CK11,
Lemma 2.12].

Additionally, define parameters α and η for some arbitrary ϵ > 0 as follows

α
∆
= exp(−N(δ + ϵ)), (6.46)

η
∆
= exp(−Nδ). (6.47)

For sufficiently small δ, ϵ and sufficiently largeN , it holds that η2−α2 > exp(−Nc3).
Hence it follows from (6.45) that

PKM |V̂ν̂
(B|ν̂) ≥ 1− (η2 − α2). (6.48)
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Next, we show that the constraint in (6.38) is satisfied. We first bound the size
of the set B as follows

|B| ≤ |(k,m) ∈ K ×M : uN (k,m) ∈ Tv̂|
≤ exp(I(Xν̂ ;Uν̂) + 2δ). (6.49)

We also have that

(1− exp(−nc0))PKM |V̂ν̂
(k,m|ν̂) ≤ PKM |V̂ν̂

(k,m|ν̂)

≤
∑

xN∈Tν̂(uN (k,m))

PXN ,ν̂(x
N )

≤ |T N
[UX](u

N (k,m))| exp(−N(H(Xν̂)− δ))

≤ exp(N(−I(Xν̂ ;Uν̂) + 2δ)). (6.50)

Combining (6.49) and (6.50), we obtain that

|B|PKM |V̂ν̂
(k,m|ν̂)α ≤ exp(4δ)

(1− exp(−nc0))
< 1. (6.51)

Thus the condition (6.39) is satisfied.
Combining (6.48) and (6.51), Lemma 6.A.1 implies that there exists a mapping

κ : K → {1, 2, · · · , n} with n satisfying (6.42) such that (6.43) holds. Due to (6.42)
and (6.49), we obtain that n does not increase faster than exponentially. Hence
(6.43) implies that for some c4, c5 > 0

Sin(κ(K)|M, V̂v̂ = v̂) ≤ (α+ 2η) logn+ h(α+ η)

≤ N exp(−Nc4) + exp(−Nc4) ≤ exp(−Nc5). (6.52)

Therefore, the security index is exponentially small when the estimated source state
in the enrollment phase is correct.

In the rest of the secrecy analysis, we consider the secret key rate. Due to

the selection of α in (6.46), it holds that e1/α

2|D| increase doubly exponentially fast.

Follows from (6.49), we obtain that |Bm| does not increase faster than exponentially.
Hence, for sufficiently large N , it holds that

α6 min
m∈D

|Bm| ≤
e1/α

2|D|
. (6.53)

Therefore, the condition (6.42) is equivalent to

n < α6 min
m∈D

|Bm|. (6.54)

Now we bound |Bm| as follows

|Bm| ≥ |k ∈ K : uN (k,m) ∈ T N
U |. (6.55)
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From (6.16), the rate of choosing a random sequence uN (k,m) for a fixed m is

R′ = min
ν,τ

I(Uν ;Yτ )− 4δ −RI . (6.56)

Therefore, it holds that

min
m∈D

|Bm| ≥ min
m∈D

|k ∈ K : uN (k,m) ∈ T N
U |

≥ exp(N(R′ − δ))

= exp(N(min
ν,τ

I(Uν ;Yτ )− 5δ −RI)). (6.57)

Let n be lower than the left hand side of (6.53) and combine with (6.46), we obtain
that

n < exp(N(min
ν,τ

I(Uν ;Yτ )− 11δ − 5ϵ−RI)). (6.58)

Therefore, a secret key rate satisfying

RS < min
ν,τ

I(Uν ;Yτ )− 11δ − 5ϵ−RI (6.59)

is achievable, where δ, ϵ > 0 are sufficiently small.

Privacy Analysis The privacy leakage is bounded as

I(XN (W ); J(W )|C = C) ≤ H(J(W )) ≤ max
ν
|Mν |/N

= max
ν,τ

[I(Uν ;Xν)− I(Uν ;Yτ )] + 2δ +RI . (6.60)

Combining (6.33), (6.34), (6.52), and (6.60), we complete the achievability part
of the proof.

6.B Converse

We assume that there exists a codebook such that the rate tuple (RI , RS , RJ , RL)
satisfies the conditions in (6.6). For each ν ∈ V, define an auxiliary variable
Uν,i = (W,J(W ), S(W ), Xi−1

ν (W ), V = ν) for i ∈ [1 : N ]. Let B denote the

{V = ν, T = τ}. Let J denote the helper database (J(w))MI
i=1. For such code,

Fano’s inequality implies that H(W,S(W )|Ŵ , Ŝ) ≤ F , where F
∆
= 1+Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸=

(W,S(W ))} log(MIMS). Therefore F
N → 0 as Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))} → 0 and

N →∞.
For such code, the helper data rate can be bounded as follows

N(RJ + δ)

≥ H(J(W )|W,B)
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= I(J(W );XN
ν (W )|W,B) +H(J(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,B)

(a)
= I(XN (W );J |B) +H(J(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,B)

= I(XN
ν (W ),W ;J |B) +H(J(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,B)

= H(W |B) +H(XN
ν (W )|B)−H(XN

ν (W ),W, S(W )|J , B)

+H(S(W )|XN
ν (W ),W,J , B) +H(J(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,B)

= H(W ) +H(XN
ν (W )|B)−H(XN

ν (W )|J ,W, S(W ), B)

−H(W,S(W )|J , B) +H(J(W )|XN
ν (W ),W,B) +H(S(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,J , B)

= H(W ) + I(XN
ν (W );S(W ),W,J |B)−H(S(W ),W |J , Y N

τ , B)

− I(Y N
τ ;S(W )(W ),W |J , B) +H(S(W ), J(W )|XN

ν (W ),W,B)

(b)

≥ NRI − F +
N∑
i=1

I(Xν,i(W );Uν,i|B)−
N∑
i=1

I(Yτ,i;Uν,i|B)

+H(S(W ), J(W )|XN
ν,i(W ),W,B)

(c)
= NRI − F +

N∑
i=1

[I(Xν,i(W );Uν,i|B)− I(Yτ,i;Uν,i|B)], (6.61)

where (a) follows from the fact that given the user index W , XN (W ) is indepen-
dent of the helper data of the other users; (b) follows from the fact that (Ŵ , Ŝ)
are functions of (J , Y N

τ ), and Fano’s inequality; (c) holds since S(W ), J(W ) is a
function of XN

ν,i(W ) given B.
For the privacy leakage rate, we have that

N(RL + δ) ≥ I(XN
ν (W ); J(W )|B) = I(XN

ν (W ); J(W )|W,B)

= H(J(W )|W,B)−H(J(W )|XN
ν (W ),W,B)

= H(J(W )|W,B)

≥ NRI − F +
N∑
i=1

[I(Xν,i(W );Uν,i|B)− I(Yτ,i;Uν,i|B)]. (6.62)

Now let us consider the following conditional entropy

H(W,S(W )|B)

=I(W,S(W );J , Y N
τ |B) +H(W,S(W )|J , Y N

τ , B)

(a)

≤ I(W,S(W );J , Y N
τ |B) + F

=I(W,S(W );J |B) + I(W,S(W );Y N
τ |J , B) + F

(b)
=I(S(W );J |W,B) + I(W,S(W );Y N

τ |J , B) + F

(c)

≤I(S(W ); J(W )|W,B) + I(W,S(W );Y N
τ |J , B) + F
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(d)
=I(S(W ); J(W )|B) + I(W,S(W );Y N

τ |J , B) + F

≤δ + I(W,S(W );Y N
τ |J , B) + F

≤δ + I(W,S(W ),J ;Y N
τ ) + F

≤δ +
N∑
i=1

I(Yτ,i;W,S(W ), J(W ), Y i−1
τ |B) + F

≤δ +
N∑
i=1

I(Yτ,i;W,S(W ), J(W ), Y i−1
τ , Xi−1

ν (W )|B) + F

(f)
= δ +

N∑
i=1

I(Yτ,i;Uν,i|B) + F, (6.63)

where (a) follows from the fact that (Ŵ , Ŝ) are functions of (J , Y N
τ ), and Fano’s

inequality; (b) follows since W is independent of (S(W ),J) given B; (c) holds holds
since given (W,B), S(W ) is independent of the helper data of the other users; (d)
follows since W is independent of (S(W ), J(W )) given B.

Therefore, the sum of the identification rate and the secret key rate can be
bounded as follows:

N(RI +RS) ≤ H(W,S(W )|B) ≤
N∑
i=1

I(Yτ,i;Uν,i|B) +Nδ′,

where δ′ = δ+F
N and δ′ → 0 as N →∞.

6.C Proof of Lemma 6.A.1

We define

λ
∆
= α3 min

m∈B
|Bm|, (6.64)

M′ ∆
= {m ∈ D : PM |V̂v̂

(m|v̂) ≥ α2|Bm|
|B|

}, (6.65)

B′ ∆
= B ∩ (Kν̂ ×M′), (6.66)

G ∆
= {(m, k) ∈ Kν̂ ×Mν̂ : PK|MV̂ν̂

(k|m, ν̂) ≤ 1

λ
}, (6.67)

Gm
∆
= {k ∈ Kν̂ : (m, k) ∈ G}, (6.68)

E ∆
= {m ∈ D : PK|MV̂ν̂

(Gm|m, ν̂) < 1− η}. (6.69)

For (m, k) ∈ B′, it holds that

PK|M,V̂ν̂
(k|m, ν̂) =

PKM |V̂ν̂
(k,m|ν̂)

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)

(a)

≤ (α|B|)−1

α2|Bm||B|−1

(b)

≤ 1

λ
, (6.70)
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where (a) follows from (6.39), (6.65), and (6.66); (b) follows from (6.64). Therefore,
from (6.67), we obtain that

B′ ⊂ G. (6.71)

From (6.65) and (6.66), for all ν, we obtain that

PM |V̂ν̂
(M′c|ν̂) =

∑
m∈M′c

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂) <

∑
m∈D

α2|Bm|
|B|

= α2, (6.72)

and

PKM |V̂ν̂
(B ∪ (K ×M′)|ν̂)

= PKM |V̂ν̂
(B|ν̂) + PM |V̂ν̂

(M′|ν̂)− PKM |V̂ν̂
(B′|ν̂). (6.73)

Combining (6.39), (6.72), and (6.73), can also obtain that

PKM |V̂ν̂
(B′|ν̂) ≥ PKM |V̂ν̂

(B|ν̂)− PM |V̂ν̂
(M′c|ν̂)

≥ 1− (η2 − α2)− α2 = 1− η2. (6.74)

From (6.71) and (6.74), we obtain that

PKM |V̂ν̂
(G|ν̂) ≥ 1− η2. (6.75)

Combining with (6.68), we obtain that

1− η2 ≤
∑

m∈Mν̂

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)PK|M,V̂ν̂

(Gm|m, v̂)

(a)

≤
∑
m∈E

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)(1− η) +

∑
m̸∈E

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)

= −η
∑
m∈E

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂) + 1, (6.76)

where (a) follows from (6.69). By simplifying (6.76), we obtain

PM |V̂ν̂
(E|ν̂) < η. (6.77)

Now we consider each member of the family of PK|M,V̂ν̂
(·|m, ν̂) with m ̸∈ E .

From [CK11, Lemma 17.3], we obtain that for a randomly selected mapping κ(·),
it holds that

Pr
(
||PK|M,V̂ν̂

(·|m, ν̂)− P0|| > 2(α+ η)
)
≤ 2n exp (−λα2

n
), (6.78)
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where P0(i) = 1/n for all i = 1, 2, ..., n. We take ϵ = 2α in [CK11, Lemma 17.3].
Therefore, for the following events

Am
∆
=

{
||PK|M,V̂ν̂

(·|m, ν̂)− P0|| > 2(α+ η)
}

it follows by (6.64) and (6.76) that

Pr
( ⋂

m̸∈E

Am

)
≥ 1−

∑
m̸∈E

Pr
(
Ac

m

)
≥ 1− 2n|D| exp (−α5 min |Bm|

n
), (6.79)

where the min is taken over m ∈ D.
This implies that for allm ̸∈ E , a mapping κ(·) satisfies ||PK|M,V̂ν̂

(·|m, ν̂)−P0|| ≤
2(α + η) with the probability stated in (6.79). Therefore, it holds with the same
probability that

Sin(κ(K)|J(1), V̂ν̂ = ν̂)

=
∑
m∈D

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)×

[
logMS −H(κ(K)|M = m, V̂ν̂ = ν̂)

]
(a)

≤
∑
m̸∈E

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂)

[
(α+ η) log n+ h(α+ η)

]
+

∑
m∈E

PM |V̂ν̂
(m|ν̂) logn

(b)

≤ (α+ 2η) log n+ h(α+ η), (6.80)

where (a) follows from the uniform continuity of entropy [CK11, Problem 3.10]; (b)
follows from (6.77). Combining with (6.39), we obtain that

n ln(2n|D|) < α5 min
m∈D

|Bm|, (6.81)

and thus the probability in (6.79) is non-zero. This completes the proof of Lemma
6.A.1.



Chapter 7

Fundamental Limits-achieving

Polar Code Designs

7.1 Introduction

So far we have studied several settings which extend the basic biometric identifi-
cation and authentication system. We have characterized the fundamental limits
of these extended settings. In this chapter, we propose code designs that are prov-
ably optimal. We consider a setting in which privacy preservation can be adapted
by adapting the length of an additional private key. We take privacy and secrecy
constraints into consideration and derive the fundamental limits. The achievability
is based on the proposed code designs and a matching converse is also provided.

The code designs are based on polar codes. Polar code, as firstly studied by
Arikan in [Ari09], is the first code that provably achieves the capacity of binary
symmetric memoryless channels with e�cient encoding and decoding operations.
Due to the capacity-achieving performance of polar codes, the concepts have been
quickly extended so that polar codes have been developed for many applications.
Polar codes have been generalized to asymmetric channels in [HY13] and arbi-
trary alphabets in [S+12]. It is shown in [Ari10] that channel polarization can
be generalized to source polarization, which achieves the compression bound in
Shannon’s lossless source coding theorem. By additionally considering side infor-
mation at the eavesdropper, polar codes for secure Wyner-Ziv coding are studied
in [MOS16]. Polar coding for the wiretap channel with a shared secret key is
studied in [WTLH17]. Polar coding schemes for secure transmission and key agree-
ment are studied in [KEG12]. Secret-key capacity-achieving polar code schemes
based on a sequential strategy are studied in [CBA15]. Identification algorithms
based on polar code are studied in [ZVO19]. Code constructions based on polar
codes for biometric secrecy systems are studied in [GİSK19]. In this chapter, we
consider biometric-based secret key generation using polar codes. We additionally
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include the identification problem and study the polar code design. Further, low-
complexity polar coding schemes are currently intensively studied, see for instance
in [HCG17,CLS+17,ETDG20], which are important next development steps for the
practical application of polar codes.

Notations For n ∈ N+ and N
∆
= 2n, let GN

∆
=

[
1 0
1 1

]⊗n
BN denote the source

polarization transformation defined in [Ari10], where “⊗n” denotes the nth Kro-
necker power and BN denotes the “bit-reversal” permutation matrix [Ari09]. The
matrix BN can be interpreted as a bit-reversal operator: if vN1 = uN

1 BN , then
vb1...bn = ubn...b1 . We denote the variational distance and the Kullback-Leibler
divergence by V(·, ·) and D(·||·), i.e.,

D(p||q) =
∑
x∈X

p(x) log
p(x)

q(x)
, (7.1)

V(p, q) =
1

2
||p− q||1. (7.2)

Let ⊕ and ⊖ denote modulo addition and subtraction, which in our binary case
are the XOR operation. Let V N [A] ←− a denote assignment of vector a on co-

efficients of V N with indices in A. For a set A ∆
= {aj}|A|

j=1, define UN [A](w) =
(Ua1

(w), Ua2
(w), ..., Ua|A|(w)).

7.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we describe the problem formulation.

7.2.1 Noisy Enrollment

Assume that there are MI users in the system with indices {1, 2, ...,MI}. We
further assume that the biometric sequence xN (w) for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ]
is identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) according to the probability mass
function (p.m.f.) QX(·) on a finite alphabet X . In the enrollment phase, for each
user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the biometric sequence xN (w) is observed via a noisy discrete
memoryless enrollment channel QX̃|X(·), which generates a noisy enrollment se-

quence x̃N (w). The enrollment channel QX̃|X(·) is a model to incorporate the
noisy measurement or other noise.

7.2.2 Single-stage Generated Secret Key System

Consider a single-stage generated secret key system depicted in Fig. 7.1. Each user
w ∈ [1 : MI ] is assigned with a private key p(w) ∈ [1 : MP ], which is assumed to
be uniformly distributed on [1 : MP ] and independent of the user index as well as
the biometric sequence. The private key is also later used for identification and
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Figure 7.1: Single-stage generated secret key system.

authentication. In the enrollment phase, the enrollment mapping e(·) maps x̃N (w)
and p(w) to helper data j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ] and secret key s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ], i.e.,

(j(w), s(w)) = e(x̃N (w), p(w)), (7.3)

where j(w) and s(w) are stored in a public helper database and a secure database
at the location w, respectively.

In the identification phase, an unknown user w with biometric source sequence
xN (w) is observed via a discrete memoryless channel QY |X(·) and a noisy observa-
tion yN is generated. The user also presents its own private key p(w) to the system.
The observed user’s index w is assumed to be a realization of a random variable W
that is uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ]. The identification mapping d(·) uses yN ,
p(w), and {j(i)}MI

i=1 to guess the user index denoted as ŵ and estimate the secret
key denoted as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , p(w), {j(i)}MI
i=1). (7.4)

If the estimated secret key matches the secret key of guessed user ŵ, i.e., ŝ = s(ŵ),
the user is granted access to the system.

The achievability of a rate tuple in a generated secret key system is defined as
follows.

Definition 7.2.1. A rate tuple (RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) ∈ R5
+ of the identification

rate, the secret key rate, the privacy leakage rate, the private key rate, and the
helper data rate is achievable in a generated secret key system if for all δ > 0 there
exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1 such that for all N ≥ N0(δ) there exist enrollment and
identification mappings such that the following conditions are satisfied

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))} ≤ δ, (7.5a)
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H(SW ) + � � logMS � N(RS � �), (7.5b)

logMI � N(RI � �), (7.5c)

I(S(W ); {J(i)}MI
i=1)  �, (7.5d)

I(XN (W ); {J(i)}MI
i=1)  NRL + �, (7.5e)

logMP  N(RP + �), (7.5f)

logMJ  N(RJ + �). (7.5g)

Let Rg denote the capacity region that contains all achievable rate tuples
(RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) in a single-stage generated secret key system.

The capacity region can be interpreted as follows: (7.5a) indicates that the iden-
tification system is able to return the true user index and the secret key with only
negligible error probability; (7.5c), (7.5b), (7.5e), (7.5f), and (7.5g) put constraints
on the identification rate, secret key rate, privacy leakage rate, private key rate,
and helper data rate respectively; especially, (7.5b) also states that distributions of
secret keys are approximately uniform; (7.5d) require the system preserves strong
secrecy.

Theorem 7.2.1. The capacity region of a single-stage generated secret key system
is given by

Rg = {(RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) :

RI +RS  I(U ;Y ) +RP ,

RL +RP � I(U ;X)� I(U ;Y ) +RI ,

RJ � I(U ; X̃)� I(U ;Y ) +RI ,

for someP
UXX̃Y

= QXQ
X̃|X

QY |XP
U |X̃

}. (7.6)

Proof The achievability part is given in Appendix 7.A.1 by showing that the pro-
posed polar designs in Section 7.3.1 achieve the fundamental limits. The converse
part of the proof is given in Appendix 7.B.1.

Remark 7.2.1. Setting RL = 0, the capacity region is reduced to the one given in
Theorem 3.3.1. Therefore, the considered setting is more general.

7.2.3 Single-stage Chosen Secret Key System

A single-stage chosen secret key system is illustrated in Fig. 7.2. For each user
w 2 [1 : MI ], the secret key s(w) is generated uniformly at random from [1 : MS ]
and independent of the user index, the biometric sequences, and the private keys.
In the enrollment phase, the enrollment mapping decides on the helper data j(w) 2
[1 : MJ ] using x̃N (w), p(w), and s(w), i.e.,

j(w) = e(x̃N (w), p(w), s(w)), (7.7)
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Figure 7.2: Single-stage chosen secret key system.

where j(w) and s(w) are stored in a public helper database and a secure database
at the location w, respectively.

The identification and authentication procedures are similar to that of the gen-
erated secret key system. After an unknown user w, which is a realization of a
random variable W uniformly distributed on [1 : MI ], is observed, and noisy ob-
servation yN is generated. The user also presents its own private key p(w) to the
system. The identification mapping uses yN , p(w), and {j(i)}MI

i=1 to guess the user
index denoted as ŵ and estimate the secret key denoted as ŝ, i.e.,

(ŵ, ŝ) = d(yN , {j(i)}MI
i=1, p(w)). (7.8)

If the estimated secret key matches the secret key of guessed user ŵ, i.e., ŝ = s(ŵ),
the user is granted access to the system.

The achievability of a rate tuple in a single-stage chosen secret key system is
defined as follows.

Definition 7.2.2. A rate tuple (RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) ∈ R5
+ of the identification

rate, the secret key rate, the privacy leakage rate, the privacy key rate, and the
helper data rate is achievable in a chosen secret key system if for all δ > 0 there
exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1 such that for all N ≥ N0(δ) there exists enrollment and
identification mappings such that the conditions in (7.5a), (7.5c), (7.5d), (7.5e),
(7.5f), (7.5g), and

logMS ≥ N(RS − δ) (7.9)

are satisfied. We use Rc to denote the capacity region that contains all achievable
rate tuples (RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) in a single-stage chosen secret key system.
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Figure 7.3: Two-stage generated secret key system.

Theorem 7.2.2. The capacity region of a single-stage chosen secret key system is
given by

Rc = {(RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) :

RI +RS ≤ I(U ;Y ) +RP ,

RL +RP ≥ I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ) +RI ,

RJ ≥ I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;Y ) +RI +RS ,

for somePUXX̃Y = QXQX̃|XQY |XPU |X̃}. (7.10)

Proof The achievability part is given in Appendix 7.A.2 by showing that the pro-
posed polar designs in Section 7.3.2 achieve the fundamental limits. The converse
part of the proof is given in Appendix 7.B.2.

Remark 7.2.2. Setting RL = 0, the capacity region is reduced to the one given in
Theorem 3.3.2. Therefore, the considered setting is more general.

7.2.4 Two-stage Generated Secret Key System

A model of a two-stage generated secret key system is presented in Fig. 7.3. In
the enrollment phase, for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the enrollment mapping e1(·)
maps x̃N (w) and p(w) to a hash index c(w) ∈ [1 : MC ], the second layer refinement
helper data j(w) ∈ [1 : MJ ], and secret key s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ], i.e.,

(c(w), j(w), s(w)) = e(x̃N (w), p(w)), (7.11)

where c(w), j(w), and s(w) are stored in the first layer public helper database,
the second layer public helper database, and a secure database at the location w,
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respectively. Moreover, the system puts the user index w inside the set B(c(w)),
which consists of user indices with hash index c(w). This hash index c(w) is the first
layer helper data. Note that B(c(w)) can be obtained from the first layer database.

In the identification phase, an unknown but previously enrolled user w is ob-
served via a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) QY |X(·) that generates an obser-
vation yN , where w is a realization of the random variable W uniformly distributed
over [1 : MI ]. The observation yN together with the corresponding private key
p(w) are presented to the system. With (yN , p(w)), the system first outputs a list
of hash indices

L = d1(y
N , p(w)) ⊂ [1 : MC ], (7.12)

and then guesses the user index as well as estimates the secret key

(ŵ, ŝ) = d2(y
N , (jL,BL,L), p(w)), (7.13)

where (jL,BL,L) = {(j(w), w, c)|w ∈ B(c), c ∈ L}. Since L is a subset of [1 : MC ],
we have that |L| ≤MC holds.

We define the achievability of a rate tuple (RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) in a
generated secret key system as follows.

Definition 7.2.3. A rate tuple (RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) ∈ R7
+ of the identi-

fication rate RI , the secret key rate RS, the first layer helper data rate RC , the
second layer helper data rate RJ , the list rate R1, the private key rate RP , and the
privacy leakage rate RL, is achievable in a two-stage generated secret key system if
for all δ > 0 there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, as well as enrollment and identification
mappings such that for any N ≥ N0(δ), the conditions in (7.5a), (7.5b), (7.5c),
(7.5f), (7.5g) and

Pr{C(W ) ̸∈ L} ≤ δ, (7.14a)

logMC ≤ N(RC + δ), (7.14b)

logMC ≤ H(C(W )) +Nδ, (7.14c)

logM1 ≤ N(R1 + δ), (7.14d)

I(S(W ); {C(i)}MI
i=1, {J(i)}

MI
i=1) ≤ δ, (7.14e)

I(XN (W ); {C(i)}MI
i=1, {J(i)}

MI
i=1) ≤ NRL + δ, (7.14f)

are satisfied. Moreover, we use R2
g to denote the capacity region that contains all

achievable rate tuples (RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) for a two-stage generated secret
key system.

Theorem 7.2.3. The capacity region of a two-stage generated secret key system is
given by

R2
g = {(RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) :

RI +RS ≤ I(U, V ;Y ) +RP ,
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Figure 7.4: Two-stage chosen secret key system.

RL +RP ≥ RI + I(V ;X)− I(V ;Y ),

RC +RJ ≥ RI + I(V ; X̃)− I(V ;Y ),

R1 ≥ I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ),

for somePUVXY = QXQY |XPV |XPU |V ,

and |U| ≤ |X |+ 3, |V| ≤ |U||X |+ 1}. (7.15)

Proof The achievability part is given in Appendix 7.A by showing that the pro-
posed polar designs in Section 7.3 achieve the fundamental limits. The converse
part of the proof is given in Appendix 7.B.3.

Remark 7.2.3. Setting RL = 0 and X = X̃, the capacity region is reduced to the
one given in Theorem 4.3.1. Therefore, the considered setting is more general.

7.2.5 Two-stage Chosen Secret Key System

A two-stage chosen secret key system is depicted in Fig. 7.4. For each user w ∈
[1 : MI ], the secret key s(w) is generated uniformly at random from [1 : MS ] and
independent of both the biometric sequences and the private keys.

In the enrollment phase, the enrollment mapping maps x̃N (w), p(w) and s(w)
to a hash index c(w) ∈ [1 : MC ], the second layer refinement helper data j(w) ∈
[1 : MJ ], and secret key s(w) ∈ [1 : MS ], i.e.,

(c(w), j(w)) = e(x̃N (w), s(w), p(w)), (7.16)

where c(w), j(w), and s(w) are stored in the first layer public helper database,
the second layer public helper database, and a secure database at the location w,
respectively.
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In the identification phase, similar to (7.12) and (7.13) in the generated secret
key system, the system firstly outputs a list of hash indices, and then estimates the
user index and the secret key using the observation Y N , the private key PW and
(JL,BL,L).

The achievability of a rate tuple in a two-stage chosen secret key system is
defined as follows.

Definition 7.2.4. A rate tuple (RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) ∈ R7
+ of the identifi-

cation rate RI , secret key rate RS, the first layer helper data rate RC , the second
layer helper data rate RJ , the list rate R1, the private key rate RP , and the privacy
leakage rate RL, is achievable in a two-stage chosen secret key system if for all δ > 0
there exists some N0(δ) ≥ 1, as well as enrollment and identification mappings such
that for any N ≥ N0(δ), the following conditions in (7.5a), (7.5c), (7.5f), (7.5g),
(7.9), (7.14a), (7.14b), (7.14d), (7.14e), and (7.14f) are satisfied. Let R2

c denote the
capacity region that contains all achievable rate tuples (RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL)
in a two-stage chosen secret key system.

Theorem 7.2.4. The capacity region of a two-stage chosen secret key system is
given by

R2
c = {(RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) :

RI +RS ≤ RP + I(V ;Y ),

RL +RP ≥ I(V ;X)− I(V ;Y ) +RI ,

RC +RJ ≥ I(V ; X̃)− I(V ;Y ) +RI +RS ,

R1 ≥ I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ),

for somePUVXY = QXQY |XPV |XPU |V ,

and |U| ≤ |X |+ 3, |V| ≤ |U||X |+ 1}. (7.17)

Proof The achievability part is given in Appendix 7.A by showing that the pro-
posed polar designs in Section 7.3 achieve the fundamental limits. The converse
part of the proof is given in Appendix 7.B.4.

Remark 7.2.4. Setting RL = 0 and X = X̃, the capacity region is reduced to the
one given in Theorem 4.3.2. Therefore, the considered setting is more general.

7.3 Polar Code Design

In this section, we present polar code designs that achieve the fundamental limits1

given in Theorems 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, and 7.2.4.

1Since polar codes are designed for block length N = 2n with n ∈ N+, we formally do not
provide codes for any block length, but still for infinitely many block lengths, which corresponds
to achievability in the optimistic sense.
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7.3.1 Polar Code Design for Generated Secret Key System

Codebook Generation Let block length N
∆
= 2n, where n ∈ N+. Introduce

binary random variables U and Ū . Fix an auxiliary p.m.f. PU |X̃ , which results
in a joint p.m.f. PUXX̃Y = PU |X̃QX̃|XQY |XQX . Fix a sufficiently small ϵ > 0.

Assume that there are MI = 2NRI users. For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ], generate

uN (w) ∼
∏N

i=1 PU |X̃(ui(w)|x̃i(w)). Denote ūN (w) = uN (w)GN the polar-code

encoded codeword. For δN
∆
= 2−Nβ

with an arbitrary but fixed β ∈ (0, 1/2), define
the following sets on [1 : N ]:

HU
∆
= {i : H(Ū i|Ū i−1) ≥ δN}, (7.18)

VU
∆
= {i : H(Ū i|Ū i−1) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ HU , (7.19)

VU |Y
∆
= {i : H(Ū i|Ū i−1, Y N ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VU , (7.20)

VU |X
∆
= {i : H(Ū i|Ū i−1, XN ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VU |Y , (7.21)

VU |X̃
∆
= {i : H(Ū i|Ū i−1, X̃N ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VU |X , (7.22)

where Y N ∼
∏N

i=1 QY |X(yi|xi(w)) and the inclusions VU |X̃ ⊂ VU |X ⊂ VU |Y are due

to the Markov chain (U, Ū)− X̃ −X − Y .
We define sets and pick rates as follows.

Definition 7.3.1. Let F be a subset of VU\VU |Y such that

|F| = Nϵ, (7.23)

H(Ū i|Ū i−1, Y N ) ≥ H(Ū j |Ū j−1, Y N ), (7.24)

hold for all i ∈ F and any j ∈ VU\(VU |Y ∪ F). That is, F includes the indices in
VU\VU |Y with the largest conditional entropy.

Then we pick a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RL)

RP −RI +RL − ϵ ≥
|VU |Y \VU |X |

N
, (7.25)

RI +RS −RP + ϵ =
|VU\(VU |Y ∪ F)|

N
. (7.26)

We further pick an auxiliary rate R1
I such that

R1
I ≤
|VU\(VU |Y ∪ F)|

N
, (7.27)

R1
I ≤ RI + ϵ. (7.28)

Let I be any subset of VU\(VU |Y ∪F) with size NR1
I and let IS

∆
= VU\(VU |Y ∪F∪I).

Let IL be any subset of I ∪ (VU |Y \VU |X) with size NRL. We further pick an
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Figure 7.5: An illustration of the subset structure of the index sets VU |X̃ , VU |X ,

VU , HU , F , I, IS , I1L, I1J I2L, and I2J . The line represents the indices, which are
not ordered from 1 to N .

auxiliary rate pair (R1
L, R

2
L) such that

NR1
L ≤ |VU |Y \VU |X |, (7.29)

NR2
L ≤ |I|, (7.30)

R1
L +R2

L = RL. (7.31)

Let I1L be any subset of VU |Y \VU |X with size NR1
L. Let I2L be any subset of I with

size NR2
L. We further define the following sets

I1J
∆
= VU |Y \(VU |X ∪ I1L), (7.32)

I2J
∆
= I\I2L, (7.33)

IJ
∆
= I1J ∪ I2J = (I ∪ VU |Y )\(VU |X ∪ IL). (7.34)

The sets defined above have been illustrated in Fig. 7.5.

The above index sets of ūn(w) can be interpreted as follows: (a) HU is the index
set of not sufficiently close to zero entropy given the previous bits; (b) VU is the
high entropy index set given the previous bits; (c) VU |Y is the high entropy index
set given the previous bits and Y N ; (d) VU |X is the high entropy index set given
the previous bits and XN ; (e) VU |X̃ is the high entropy index set given the previous

bits and X̃N ; (f) F is a small set to ensure the source polar coding works; (g) the
bits in the sequence ūN (w) related to indices in IL are not masked and used for
generating the helper data; (h) the bits in the sequence ūN (w) related to indices in
IJ are masked and used for generating both the helper data and the secret key; (i)
the bits in the sequence ūN (w) related to indices in IS are used for generating the
secret key.

Enrollment The enrollment procedure is given in Algorithm 1. The system first
constructs a source representation ũN (w) of x̃N (w) for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ]. The
system uses the private key and part of the bits in the sequence ũN (w) to generate
the helper data and the secret key.
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Algorithm 1 Enrollment of the Generated Secret Key System

Input: Biometric sequence x̃N (w) for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ]; a rate tu-
ple (RI , RS , RP , RL) and an auxiliary rate triple (R1

I , R
1
L, R

2
L); the sets F , I,

IL, IS , IJ , I1L, I1J , I2L, and I2J defined in Definition 7.3.1; the private key

p(w) = (p1(w), p2(w), p3(w), p4(w)), where p1(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
1
J |], p2(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

2
J |],

p3(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RI+ϵ)−|I|], and p4(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RP−RI−ϵ)+|I|−|IJ |]; vector A,
which is a realization of a binary uniformly distributed random variable of size
[1 : 2|VU|X̃∪F|].

Output: Secret key s(w) and helper data j(w) for all users w ∈ [1 : MI ].

1: for w = 1 : MI do
2: ũN [VU |X̃ ](w)← A

3: Given x̃N (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain the remain-
ing bits of ũN (w) according to (7.35).

4: j11(w)← ũN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I1L](w)
5: j12(w)← ũN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ p1(w)
6: j21(w)← ũN [I2L](w)
7: j22(w)← ũN [I2J ](w)⊕ p2(w)
8: j3(w)← p3(w)
9: s1(w)← ũN [IJ ∪ IS ](w)

10: s2(w)← p4(w)
11: Store j(w) = (j11(w), j12(w), j21(w), j22(w), j3(w)) and s(w) =

(s1(w), s2(w)) in the public and secure databases at location w, respectively.

12: return {j(w)}MI
w=1, {s(w)}

MI
w=1

pŨj(w)|Ũj−1(w),X̃N (w)(ũ
j(w)|ũj−1(w), x̃N (w))

=

{
pŪj(w)|Ūj−1(w),X̃N (w)(ũ

j(w)|ũj−1(w), x̃N (w)), if j ∈ HU\VU |X̃
pŪj(w)|Ūj−1(w)(ũ

j(w)|ũj−1(w)), if j ∈ Hc
U

(7.35)

Identification and Authentication The identification and authentication pro-
cedure is given in Algorithm 2. After observing yN generated by an unknown user,
the system iteratively constructs an estimate ûN (ŵ) of ũN (ŵ) for all ŵ ∈ [1 : MI ]
using (j11(ŵ), j12(ŵ)) of the public helper data and the vector A defined in
Algorithm 1. Then the system compares (ûN [I2L](ŵ), ûN [I2J ](ŵ) ⊕ p2, p3) with
(j21(ŵ), j22(ŵ), j3(ŵ)) of the public helper data. If they are the same, the sys-
tem outputs the guessed user index ŵ and the estimated secret key ŝ. Otherwise,
the system continues comparing with the next user when ŵ < MI or reports an
error when ŵ = MI .

The performance of the algorithms is ensured as follows.
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Algorithm 2 Identification and Authentication of the Generated Secret Key Sys-
tem

Input: Observation sequence yN ; the private key p = (p1, p2, p3, p4) of the
observed user; the public helper database {j(w)}MI

w=1; the vector A and sets F , I,
IL, IS , IJ , I1L, I1J , I2L, and I2J from Algorithm 1.

Output: Guessed user index ŵ and estimated secret key ŝ.

1: ŵ ← 0
2: do
3: ŵ ← ŵ + 1
4: ûN [VU |X̃ ](ŵ)← A

5: ûN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I1L](ŵ)← j11(ŵ)

6: ûN [I1J ∪ F ](ŵ)← j12(ŵ)⊖ p1
7: Given yN and ûN [VU |Y ∪ F ](ŵ), do successive cancellation operation to

obtain the remaining bits of ûN (ŵ).
8: while (ûN [I2L](ŵ), ûN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ p2, p3) ̸= (j21(ŵ), j22(ŵ), j3(ŵ)) and ŵ ≤MI

9: if (ûN [I2L](ŵ), ûN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ p2, p3) = (j21(ŵ), j22(ŵ), j3(ŵ)) then
10: return ŵ, ŝ← (ûN [IJ ∪ IS ](ŵ), p4)
11: else
12: return error

Theorem 7.3.1. In a single-stage generated secret key system, any rate tuple
(RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) ∈ Rg can be achieved by the polar code design in Algorithm
1 and Algorithm 2.

Proof See Appendix 7.A.1.

7.3.2 Polar Code Design for Chosen Secret Key System

The enrollment algorithm is given in Algorithm 3, which extends Algorithm 1 with
an additional masking procedure. The authentication and identification algorithm
is given in Algorithm 4.

The performance of the algorithms is ensured as follows.

Theorem 7.3.2. In a single-stage chosen secret key system, any rate tuple

(RI , RS , RL, RP , RJ) ∈ Rc (7.36)

can be achieved by the polar code design in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.

Proof See Appendix 7.A.2.
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Algorithm 3 Enrollment of the Single-stage Chosen Secret Key System

Input: Biometric sequence x̃N (w) and the chosen secret key s(w) for each
user w ∈ [1 : MI ]; a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RL) and an auxiliary rate triple
(R1

I , R
1
L, R

2
L); the sets F , I, IL, IS , IJ , I1L, I1J , I2L, and I2J defined in Defi-

nition 7.3.1; the private key p(w) = (p1(w), p2(w), p3(w)), where p1(w) ∈ [1 :

2|I
1
J |], p2(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

2
J |], p3(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RI+ϵ)−|I|], and p4(w) ∈ [1 :

2N(RP−RI−ϵ)+|I|−|IJ |]; vector A, which is a realization of a binary uniformly dis-

tributed random variable of size [1 : 2|VU|X̃∪F|].
Output: Helper data j(w) for all users w ∈ [1 : MI ].

1: for w = 1 : MI do
2: ṽN [VU |X̃ ](w)← A

3: Given x̃N (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain the remain-
ing bits of ṽN (w) according to (7.35).

4: j11(w)← ũN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I1L](w)
5: j12(w)← ũN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ p1(w)
6: j21(w)← ũN [I2L](w)
7: j22(w)← ũN [I2J ](w)⊕ p2(w)
8: j3(w)← p3(w)
9: j4(w)← (ũN [IJ ∪ IS ](w), p4(w))⊕ s(w)

10: Store s(w) and j(w) = (j11(w), j12(w), j21(w), j22(w), j3(w), j4(w)) in the
secure and public databases at location w, respectively.

11: return {j(w)}MI
w=1, {s(w)}

MI
w=1

7.3.3 Polar Code Design for Two-stage Generated Secret Key
System

Codebook Generation Let block length N
∆
= 2n, where n ∈ N+. Introduce

binary random variables U and V . Fix auxiliary p.m.f.s PV |X̃ and PU |V , which
results in a joint p.m.f. PUVXX̃Y = PV |X̃PU |V QX̃|XQY |XQX . Fix a sufficiently

small ϵ > 0. Assume that there are MI = 2NRI users. For each user w ∈ [1 : MI ],

generate uN (w) ∼
∏N

i=1 PU |X̃(ui(w)|x̃i(w)). Denote ūN (w) = uN (w)GN the polar-

code encoded codeword. Similarly, generate vN (w) ∼
∏N

i=1 PV |U (vi(w)|ui(w)) and

denote v̄N (w) = vN (w)GN the polar-code encoded codeword. For δN
∆
= 2−Nβ

with
an arbitrary but fixed β ∈ (0, 1/2), define the sets HU , VU , VU |Y , VU |X , VU |X̃ as in

(7.18), (7.19), (7.20), (7.21), (7.22) and the following sets on [1 : N ]:

HV
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1) ≥ δN}, (7.37)

HV |U
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN ) ≥ δN} ⊂ HV , (7.38)

VV |U
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ HV |U , (7.39)
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Algorithm 4 Identification and Authentication of the Single-stage Chosen Secret
Key System

Input: Observation sequence yN ; the private key p = (p1, p2, p3, p4) of the
observed user; the public helper database {j(w)}MI

w=1; the vector A and sets F , I,
IL, IS , IJ , I1L, I1J , I2L, and I2J from Algorithm 3.

Output: Guessed user index ŵ and estimated secret key ŝ.

1: ŵ ← 0
2: do
3: ŵ ← ŵ + 1
4: ûN [VU |X̃ ](ŵ)← A

5: ûN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I1L](ŵ)← j11(ŵ)

6: ûN [I1J ∪ F ](ŵ)← j12(ŵ)⊖ p1
7: Given yN and ûN [VU |Y ∪ F ](ŵ), do successive cancellation operation to

obtain the remaining bits of ûN (ŵ).
8: while (ûN [I2L](ŵ), ûN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ p2, p3) ̸= (j21(ŵ), j22(ŵ), j3(ŵ)) and ŵ ≤MI

9: if (ûN [I2L](ŵ), ûN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ p2, p3) = (j21(ŵ), j22(ŵ), j3(ŵ)) then
10: return ŵ, ŝ← j4(ŵ)⊖ (ûN [IJ ∪ IS ](ŵ), p4)
11: else
12: return error

VV |UY
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN , Y N ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VV |U , (7.40)

VV |UX
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN , XN ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VV |UY , (7.41)

VV |UX̃
∆
= {i : H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN , X̃N ) ≥ 1− δN} ⊂ VV |UX , (7.42)

where Y N ∼
∏N

i=1 QY |X(yi|xi(w)) and the inclusions VV |UX̃ ⊂ VV |UX ⊂ VV |UY

are due to the Markov chain (U, Ū)− (V, V̄ )− X̃ −X − Y .
We define sets and pick rates as follows.

Definition 7.3.2. Let F1 be a subset of VU\VU |Y such that

|F1| = Nϵ, (7.43)

H(Ū i|Ū i−1, Y N ) ≥ H(Ū j |Ū j−1, Y N ), (7.44)

hold for all i ∈ F1 and any j ∈ VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1). That is, F! includes the indices
in VU\VU |Y with the largest conditional entropy.

Let F2 be a subset of VV |U\VV |UY such that

|F2| = Nϵ, (7.45)

H(V̄ i|V̄ i−1, ŪN , Y N ) ≥ H(V̄ j |V̄ j−1, ŪN , Y N ), (7.46)

hold for all i ∈ F2 and any j ∈ VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2). That is, F2 includes the
indices in VV |U\VV |UY with the largest conditional entropy. We pick a rate tuple
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(RI , RS , RP , RL) such that

RP −RI +RL − ϵ ≥
|VU |Y \VU |X |+ |VV |UY \VV |UX |

N
, (7.47)

RI +RS −RP + 2ϵ =
|VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)|+ |VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2)|

N
. (7.48)

We pick a rate pair (RC , RL) and an auxiliary rate R1
C such that

NRC ≥ NR1 = |VU |Y \VU |X |, (7.49)

NR1
C + |VU |Y \VU |X̃ | ≤ NRC , (7.50)

NR1
C ≤ |VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)|. (7.51)

Let IC be any subset of |VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)| with size NR1
C .

We further pick an auxiliary rate pair (R1
I , R

2
I) such that

N(R1
I +R1

C) ≤ |VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)|, (7.52)

NR2
I ≤ |VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2)|, (7.53)

R1
I +R1

C +R2
I ≤ RI + ϵ. (7.54)

Let I1 be any subset of VU\(VU |Y ∪F1∪IC) with size NR1
I and let I2 be any subset

of VV |U\(VV |UY ∪F2) with size NR2
I . Let I11S = VU\(VU |Y ∪F1 ∪ I1 ∪ IC) and let

I21S = VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2 ∪ I2).
We further pick a rate tuple (R11

L , R12
L , R13

L , R21
L , R22

L )

NR11
L ≤ |VU |Y \VU |X |, (7.55)

NR12
L ≤ |IC |, (7.56)

NR13
L ≤ |I1|, (7.57)

NR21
L ≤ |VV |UY \VV |UX | (7.58)

NR22
L ≤ |I2| (7.59)

R11
L +R12

L +R13
L +R21

L +R22
L = RL. (7.60)

Let I11L be any subset of VU |Y \VU |X with size NR11
L . Let I12L be any subset of IC

with size NR12
L . Let I13L be any subset of I1 with size NR13

L . Let I21L be any subset
of VV |UY \VV |UX with size NR21

L . Let I22L be any subset of I2 with size NR22
L . We

further define the following sets

I11J
∆
= VU |Y \(VU |X ∪ I11L ), (7.61)

I12J
∆
= IC\I12L , (7.62)

I13J
∆
= I1\I13L , (7.63)

I21J
∆
= VV |UY \(VV |UX ∪ I21L ), (7.64)
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VU |X̃

VU |X

VU |Y

VU
HU

I13LI13JI11S I12J F1I12L

I1 IC

I11JI11L

(a) The structure of sets VU|X̃ , VU|X , VU , HU , F1, I1, IC , I11
S , I11

L , I11
J , I12

L , I12
J , I13

L ,

and I13
J in the first stage is illustrated.

VV |UX̃

VV |UX

VV |UY

VV |U

HV

HV |U

I21S I22J F2I22L

I2

I21JI21L

(b) The structure of sets VV |UX̃ , VV |UX , VV |U , HV , F2, I2, I21
S , I21

L , I21
J I22

L , and I22
J in

the second stage is illustrated.

Figure 7.6: An illustration of the subset structure of the index sets for the two-stage
setting. The line represents the indices, which are not ordered from 1 to N .

I22J
∆
= I2\I22L , (7.65)

I1S
∆
= I11J ∪ I12J ∪ I13J ∪ I11S , (7.66)

I2S
∆
= I21J ∪ I22J ∪ I21S . (7.67)

Consequently, it holds that

|I11J |+ |I12J |+ |I13J |+ |I21J |+ |I22J |
= |VU |Y \VU |X |+ |IC |+ |I1|+ |I2|+ |VV |UY \VV |UX |
− (|I11L |+ |I12L |+ |I13L |+ |I21L |+ |I22L |)

= |VU |Y \VU |X |+ |IC |+ |I1|+ |I2|+ |VV |UY \VV |UX | −NRL, (7.68)

|I1|+ |I2|+ |IC |+ |I11S |+ |I21S |
= |VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)|+ |VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2)|. (7.69)

The sets defined above have been illustrated in Fig. 7.6.

Enrollment The enrollment procedure is given in Algorithm 5. The system first
constructs source representations ũN (w) and ṽN (w) of x̃N (w) for each user w ∈ [1 :
MI ]. The system uses the private key and part of the bits in the sequences ũN (w)
and ṽN (w) to generate the helper data and the secret key.
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pṼ j(w)|Ṽ j−1(w),ŨN (w),X̃N (w)(ṽ
j(w)|ṽj−1(w), ũN (w), x̃N (w)) =

pV̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w),ŪN (w),X̃N (w)(ṽ
j(w)|ṽj−1(w), ũN (w), x̃N (w)), if j ∈ HV |U\VV |UX̃

pV̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w),ŪN (w)(ṽ
j(w)|ṽj−1(w), ũN (w)), if j ∈ HV \HV |U

pV̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w)(ṽ
j(w)|ṽj−1(w)), if j ∈ Hc

V

(7.70)

Identification and Authentication The identification and authentication pro-
cedure is given in Algorithm 6. After observing yN generated by an un-
known user, the system iteratively constructs an estimate ûN (c1) for each c1 ∈
[1 : 2|(VU|X\VU|X̃)∪I11

L ∪I11
J |] using the vector A defined in Algorithm 5. If

the estimated sequence ûN (c1) satisfies the required constraint, the hash index
(c1, û

N [I12L ](c1), û
N [I12J ](c1)⊕ p12, p2) is put in the list L. This is the first stage of

identification. In the second stage, the system only checks the users ŵ with a hash
index c(ŵ) belonging to the list, i.e., c(ŵ) ∈ L. For these users {ŵ : c(ŵ) ∈ L},
the system constructs an estimate v̂N (ŵ) of ṽN (ŵ) given the observation yN ,
ûN (c(ŵ)), and the vector A2. Then the system compares the estimated sequences
(ûN (c(ŵ)), v̂N (ŵ)) with the the second layer public helper data j(ŵ) of the user
ŵ. If they match, the system outputs the guessed user index ŵ and the estimated
secret key ŝ. Otherwise, the system continues comparing with the next user when
ŵ < MI or reports an error when ŵ = MI .

The performance of the algorithms is ensured as follows.

Theorem 7.3.3. In a two-stage generated secret key system, any rate tuple

(RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) ∈ R2
g (7.71)

can be achieved by the polar code design in Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6.

Proof See Appendix 7.A.3.

7.3.4 Polar Code Design for Two-stage Chosen Secret Key
System

The enrollment algorithm is given in Algorithm 7, which extends Algorithm 1 with
an additional masking procedure. The authentication and identification algorithm
is given in Algorithm 8.

The performance of the algorithms is ensured as follows.

Theorem 7.3.4. In a two-stage chosen secret key system, any rate tuple

(RI , RS , RC , RJ , R1, RP , RL) ∈ R2
c (7.72)

can be achieved by the polar code design in Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8.
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Proof See Appendix 7.A.4.

7.3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present polar code designs that offer a provably optimal solu-
tion for biometric identification and authentication systems under noisy enrollment
for certain sources and observation channels. Moreover, to preserve privacy more
efficiently depending on different privacy requirements, we consider a more gen-
eral setting that allows adapting the privacy leakage rate. It is also shown that
strong secrecy can be achieved, which is more stringent than weak secrecy consid-
ered in previous chapters and in the literature. The code designs provide the first
examples of fundamental limits-achieving code designs for identification and au-
thentication. Moreover, since the code designs are based on polar codes and many
existing works study low-complexity and short block-length polar coding, the pro-
posed code designs in this work provide the code design structure and a framework
for the application of biometric identification and authentication.
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Appendix

7.A Proof of Theorems

7.A.1 Proof of Theorem 7.3.1

Rate Analysis We firstly include an analysis of the size of the sets. By [CBA15,
Lemma 1], we obtain that

lim
N→∞

|VU |
N

= H(U). (7.73)

By [Ari10, Theorem 1], we obtain that

lim
N→∞

|VU |X |
N

= H(U |X), (7.74)

lim
N→∞

|VU |Y |
N

= H(U |Y ), (7.75)

lim
N→∞

|VU |X̃ |
N

= H(U |X̃). (7.76)

Now we consider the private key rate

RP ≥
|P1(W )|+ |P2(W )|+ |P3(W )|

N

=
|I1J |+ |F|+ |I2J |+N(RI + ϵ)− |I|

N
(a)
=

(|I1J |+ |I1L|)− (|I1L|+ |I2L|) +N(RI + 2ϵ)

N
(b)
=
|VU |Y \VU |X |+N(RI + 2ϵ−RL)

N
(c)→ RI + 2ϵ−RL + I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ), (7.77)

where (a) follows from |I| = |I2L| + |I2J |; (b) follows from |I1L| + |I2L| = NRL; (c)
follows from (7.74) and (7.75).

The secret key rate RS can be bounded as follows

RS =
|IJ |+ |IS |+ |P4(W )|

N
(a)
=
|IS |+ |I|+N(RP −RI − ϵ)

N
(b)
=
|VU\(VU |Y ∪ F)|+N(RP −RI − ϵ)

N
(c)→ RP −RI + I(U ;Y )− 2ϵ, (7.78)
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where (a) follows since P4(W ) ∈ [1 : 2N(RP−RI−ϵ)+|I|−|IJ |]; (b) holds due to IS =
VU\(VU |Y ∪ F ∪ I); (c) follows from (7.73) and (7.75).

The helper data rate can be bounded as RJ

RJ =
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |F|+ |IL|+ |IJ |+ |P3(W )|

N

(a)
=
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |IL|+ |IJ |+N(RI + 2ϵ)− |I|

N

=
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |I1L ∪ I1J |+N(RI + 2ϵ)

N

=
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |VU |Y \VU |X |+N(RI + 2ϵ)

N

(b)
=
|VU |Y | − |VU |X̃ |+N(RI + 2ϵ)

N
(c)→ I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;Y ) +RI + 2ϵ, (7.79)

where (a) follows from P3(W ) ∈ [1 : 2N(RI+ϵ)−|I|]; (b) follows from VU |X̃ ⊂ VU |X ⊂
VU |Y ; (c) follows from (7.73) and (7.76).

Error Events Analysis Assume that user W is observed. Let

J(W ) = (J11(W ), J12(W ), J21(W ), J22(W ), J3(W )) (7.80)

and S(W ) denote the actual helper data and the secret key of user W . Define the
following error events

E1 = {(ÛN [I2L](W ), ÛN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W ), P3(W )) ̸= (J21(W ), J22(W ), J3(W ))},
E2 = {∃ŵ ̸= W : (ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ P2(W ), P3(W ))

= (J21(ŵ), J22(ŵ), J3(ŵ)),

(ÛN [IJ ∪ IS ](ŵ), P4(W )) = S(W )},
E3 = {(ÛN [I2L](W ), ÛN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W ), P3(W )) = (J21(W ), J22(W ), J3(W )),

(ÛN [IJ ∪ IS ](W ), P4(W )) ̸= S(W )},
E4 = {∃ŵ ̸= W : (ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ P2(W ), P3(W ))

= (J21(ŵ), J22(ŵ), J3(ŵ)),

(ÛN [IJ ∪ IS ](ŵ), P4(W )) ̸= S(W )}. (7.81)

The first two events are identification error events that the correct user is not
identified: E1 denotes the case that the true user does not satisfy the equality
condition in the comparison procedure; E2 denotes the case that there exists another
user that satisfies the equality condition and the estimated secret key matches the
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true one. The third and fourth error events are the authentication errors that the
estimated secret key does not match the true one: E3 denotes the case that the
guessed user ŵ is the same as the true one but the estimated secret key does not
match the true secret key S(W ); E4 denotes the case that neither the guessed user
index nor the estimated secret key is the same as the true helper data index and the
secret key of the observed user. The identification and authentication are reliable
if and only if none of the above events happen. Hence, we have the error event

E = {(W,S(W )) ̸= (Ŵ , Ŝ)} = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ E4. (7.82)

Before proceeding with bounding the probability of E , we include the following
two lemmas.

Lemma 7.A.1. Assume that user w is observed, then it holds that

Pr{ÛN (w) ̸= ŨN (w)} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.83)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.1.

Lemma 7.A.2. For any w ∈ [1 : MI ], Ũ
N (w) resulting from Algorithm 1 has a

joint p.m.f. pX̃N (w)ŨN (w) with X̃N (w) such that

D(pX̃N (w)UN (w)||pX̃N (W )ŨN (w)) ≤ NδN . (7.84)

Hence, by Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44], we have

V(pX̃N (w)UN (w), pX̃N (w)ŨN (w)) ≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN . (7.85)

Consequently, we obtain that

D(pUN (w)||pŨN (w)) ≤ NδN , (7.86)

V(pUN (w), pŨN (w)) ≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN . (7.87)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.2.

Lemma 7.A.3. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and any i ∈ VU , it holds that

H(Ũi(w)|Ũ i−1(w))
N→∞−−−−→ 1. (7.88)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.3.

In the following, due to symmetry and without loss of generality, assume that
W = 1. The probability of E1 ∪ E3|W = 1 is bounded as follows

Pr{E1 ∪ E3|W = 1}
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= Pr{(ÛN [I2L](W ), ÛN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W ), P3(W ), ÛN [IJ ∪ IS ](W ), P4(W ))

̸= (J21(W ), J22(W ), J3(W ), S(W ))|W = 1}
(a)
= Pr{ÛN [I2L ∪ IJ ∪ IS ](1) ̸= ŨN [I2L ∪ IJ ∪ IS ](1)|W = 1}
(b)
= Pr{ÛN [I2L ∪ I2J ∪ IS ](1) ̸= ŨN [I2L ∪ I2J ∪ IS ](1)|W = 1}
(c)→ 0. (7.89)

as N → ∞, where (a) follows from the construction of the helper data and secret
key; (b) follows from V̂ N [I1J ](1) = Ṽ N [I1J ](1) in Algorithm 2; (c) follows from
Lemma 7.A.1.

Let a1, a2, ..., a|I2
L∪I2

J | denotes the elements of the set I2L ∪ I2J such that a1 <

a2 < ... < a|I2
L∪I2

J |. Let Ai = {a1, a2, ..., ai}. The probability of {E2 ∪ E4|W = 1}
can be bounded as follows

Pr{E2 ∪ E4|W = 1}
=Pr{∃ŵ ̸= 1 : (ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ P2(W ), P3(W ))

= (J21(ŵ), J22(ŵ), J3(ŵ))|W = 1}
(a)

≤
∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{(ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ P2(W ), P3(W ))

= (J21(ŵ), J22(ŵ), J3(ŵ))|W = 1}
(b)
=

1

2|P3(W )|

∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{(ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ)⊕ P2(W ))

= (J21(ŵ), J22(ŵ))|W = 1}
(c)

≤ 1

2|P3(W )|

∑
ŵ ̸=1

Pr{ŬN [I2L ∪ I2J ](ŵ) = ŨN [I2L ∪ I2J ](ŵ)|W = 1}

=
1

2|P3(W )|

∑
ŵ ̸=1

|I|∏
i=1

Pr{Ŭai(ŵ) = Ũai(ŵ)|W = 1, ŬN [Ai−1](ŵ) = ŨN [Ai−1](ŵ)},

(7.90)

where (a) follows from the union bound; (b) holds because the private keys are uni-
formly distributed and independent of the biometric sequences, and thus P3(W )
is independent of (V̂ N (ŵ), P2(W )); (c) follows by defining ŬN [I2L ∪ I2J ](ŵ) =

(ÛN [I2L](ŵ), ÛN [I2J ](ŵ) ⊕ P2(W ) ⊖ P2(ŵ)) for simplicity. To bound the proba-
bility above, we firstly consider the following conditional entropy. Then, for ŵ ̸= 1,
we obtain that

H(Ŭai
(ŵ)⊕ Ũai

(ŵ)|Ŭai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ) = Ũai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ),W = 1)

(a)

≥ H(Ŭai(ŵ)⊕ Ũai(ŵ)|Ŭai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ), Ũ
ai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ),W = 1)
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(a)

≥ H(Ûai(ŵ)⊕ Ũai(ŵ)|Ûai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ), Ũ
ai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ), P2(W ), P2(ŵ),W = 1)

(a)

≥ H(Ûai
(ŵ)⊕ Ũai

(ŵ)|Ûai(ŵ), Ũai−1(ŵ), Y N , P2(W ), P2(ŵ),W = 1)

(b)
= H(Ũai

(ŵ)|Ûai(ŵ), Ũai−1(ŵ), Y N ,W = 1)

(c)
= H(Ũai

(ŵ)|Ũai−1(ŵ), Y N ,W = 1)

(d)
= H(Ũai(ŵ)|Ũai−1(ŵ))

(e)→ 1, (7.91)

where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; (b) holds since the private keys
are independent of (ÛN (ŵ), ŨN (ŵ), Y N ); (c) holds because Ûai(ŵ) is a function
of (Ũai−1(ŵ), Y N ) due to the successive cancellation operation; (d) holds because
Y N is the observation of user W and thus is independent of (XN (ŵ), ŨN (ŵ)) for
ŵ ̸= 1; (e) follows from Lemma 7.A.3.

Since Ŭai
(ŵ)⊕Ṽai

(ŵ) is binary, (7.91) implies that for any ϵ′ > 0 and sufficiently
large N , we have

Pr{Ŭai
(ŵ)⊕ Ũai

(ŵ) = 0|W = 1, Ŭai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ) = Ũai−1 [Ai−1](ŵ)} <
1

2
+ ϵ′.

(7.92)

Now we consider ϵ′ ∈ (0, 2

ϵ
R1

I −1
2 ) for the fixed ϵ > 0. Combining (7.90) and (7.92),

then for sufficiently large N , it holds that that

Pr(E2 ∪ E4|W = 1) ≤ 1

2|P3(W )|

∑
ŵ ̸=1

|I|∏
i=1

(
1

2
+ ϵ′)

=
2NRI

2|P3(W )| (
1

2
+ ϵ′)|I|

(a)
= 2|I|−Nϵ(

1

2
+ ϵ′)|I|

=
(1 + 2ϵ′)|I|

2Nϵ
=

( (1 + 2ϵ′)R
1
I

2ϵ

)N (b)−−→ 0, (7.93)

as N → ∞; where (a) holds since N(RI + ϵ) = |I| + |P3(W )|; (b) follows from

(1+2ϵ′)R
1
I

2ϵ < 1 since ϵ′ < 2

ϵ
R1

I −1
2 .

Combining (7.89) and (7.93), we can conclude that

Pr{E} → 0, (7.94)

when N → ∞. Therefore, we can conclude that there exists a suitable codebook
C = C such that (7.94) holds.
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Uniformity of Secret Keys We include the following lemmas to show the uni-
formity of secret keys. Let D denote VU\(VU |X̃ ∪ F) for simplicity.

Lemma 7.A.4. Let 1-dim distribution qU|D| denote a uniform distribution over

[1 : 2|D|]. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the value of the vector Ṽ N [D](w) is close to
uniformly distributed, i.e.,

V(pŨN [D](w)), qU|D|) ≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN . (7.95)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.4.

Lemma 7.A.5. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and some δ → 0 as N → ∞, we have
that

|D| −H(ŨN [D](w)) ≤ δ. (7.96)

Consequently, for any subset DS of D, we have that

|DS | −H(ŨN [DS ](w)) ≤ δ, (7.97)

I(ŨN [DS ](w); Ũ
N [D\DS ](w)) ≤ δ. (7.98)

By taking the subset as DS = IS or DS = IJ , we obtain that

|IJ ∪ IS | −H(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w)) ≤ δ, (7.99)

I(ŨN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL](w); ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w)) ≤ δ. (7.100)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.5.

The entropy of the secret key can be bounded as follows

H(S(w)|C = C) = H(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w), P4(w))

(a)
= H(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w)) +H(P4(w))

(b)

≥ |IJ ∪ IS | − δ + |P4(W )|
= |S(w)| − δ, (7.101)

where δ → 0 as N →∞ and (a) holds because P (w) is independent of Ṽ N (w); (b)
follows from (7.99) in Lemma 7.A.5. Then we have that

H(S(W )|C = C) =

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)H(S(w)|C = C)

(a)

≥
MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)|S(w)| − δ = |S(W )| − δ, (7.102)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞; (a) holds due to (7.101). Therefore, S(W ) is close to
uniform as required in (7.5b).
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Secrecy Analysis We first consider the following mutual information

I(S(w); J(w)|C = C)

(a)
= I(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w), P4(w); Ũ

N [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL](w),

ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ P1(w), Ũ
N [I2J ](w)⊕ P2(w), P3(w))

(b)
= I(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w); ŨN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL](w),

ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ P1(w), Ũ
N [I2J ](w)⊕ P2(w))

(c)

≤ δ + I(ŨN [IJ ∪ IS ](w); ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ P1(w),

ŨN [I2J ](w)⊕ P2(w)|ŨN [(VU |X\UU |X̃) ∪ IL](w))

≤ δ +H(ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ P1(w), Ũ
N [I2J ](w)⊕ P2(w))

−H(ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](w)⊕ P1(w), Ũ
N [I2J ](w)⊕ P2(w)|

ŨN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL ∪ IJ ∪ IS ](w))
(b)

≤ δ + |IJ |+ |F| −H(P1(w), P2(w))

= δ, (7.103)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞; (a) follows by expanding J(w) and S(w); (b) holds
because (P1(w), P2(w), P3(w), P4(w)) are mutually independent and they are all
independent of Ṽ N (w); (c) follows from (7.100) in Lemma 7.A.5. Therefore, the
secrecy leakage can be bounded as follows

I(S(W ); {J(i)}MI
i=1|C = C)

(a)
= I(S(W ); J(W )|C = C)

=

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)I(S(w); J(w)|C = C)

(b)

≤
MI∑
w=1

δ

MI
= δ → 0 (7.104)

as N →∞; where (a) follows from the fact that the secret key of a user is indepen-
dent of the helper data of other users; (b) holds due to (7.103).

Privacy Analysis Before proceeding with the privacy leakage analysis, we in-
clude the following lemma.

Lemma 7.A.6. For any w ∈ [1 : MI ], Ṽ
N (w) resulting from Algorithm 1 has a

joint p.m.f. pXN (w)Ṽ N (w) with XN (w) such that

D(pXN (w)UN (w)||pXN (W )ŨN (w)) ≤ NδN . (7.105)
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Hence, by Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44], we have

V(pXN (w)UN (w), pXN (w)ŨN (w)) ≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN . (7.106)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.6.

Lemma 7.A.7. For some δ → 0 as N → ∞, the following holds for sufficiently
large N

I(ŨN [VU |X ](W );XN (W )|C = C) ≤ δ. (7.107)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.7.

Now we consider the privacy leakage as follows

I({J(i)}MI
i=1;X

N (W )|C = C)

(a)
= I(J(W );XN (W )|C = C)

= I(ŨN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL](W ), ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](W )⊕ P1(W ),

ŨN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W ), P3(W );XN (W )|C = C)

(b)
= I(ŨN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ IL](W ), ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](W )⊕ P1(W ),

ŨN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W );XN (W )|C = C)

(c)

≤ δ + I(ŨN [IL](W ), ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](W )⊕ P1(W ), ŨN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W );XN (W )

|ŨN [VU |X\VU |X̃ ](W ), C = C)

≤ δ +H(ŨN [IL](W )) +H(ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](W )⊕ P1(W ), ŨN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W ))

−H(ŨN [I1J ∪ F ](W )⊕ P1(W ), ŨN [I2J ](W )⊕ P2(W )

|XN (W ), ŨN [(UU |X\UU |X̃) ∪ IL](W ), C = C)

(d)

≤ δ +NRL + |P1(W )|+ |P2(W )| −H(P1(W ), P2(W ))

= δ +NRL, (7.108)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞ and (a) follows from the fact that the secret key
of a user is independent of the helper data of other users; (b) holds due to
(P1(W ), P2(W ), P3(W ), P4(W )) are mutually independent and they all both in-
dependent of (Ṽ N (W ), XN (W )); (c) follows from Lemma 7.A.7; (d) holds because
Ṽ N (w) can be obtained given XN (W ) and the codebook.

Combining (7.77), (7.78), (7.79), (7.94), (7.102), (7.104), and (7.108), we com-
plete the proof of Theorem 7.3.1.
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7.A.2 Proof of Theorem 7.3.2

Rate Analysis Following the analysis in (7.77), we obtain that

RP → RI + ϵ−RL + I(U ;X)− I(U ;Y ). (7.109)

Following the analysis in (7.78), we obtain that

lim
N→∞

RS = RP −RI + I(U ;Y )− 2ϵ. (7.110)

For the helper data rate RJ , it holds that

lim
N→∞

RJ =
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |F|+ |IL|+ |IJ |+ |P3(W )|

N
+RS

(a)
= RI +RS + I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;Y ) + 2ϵ, (7.111)

where (a) follows the analysis in (7.79).

Error Events Analysis Comparing Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 4, the identi-
fication procedures, i.e., guessing the user’s index, are the same for the generated
secret key system and the chosen secret key system. From the error events analysis
in the proof of Theorem 7.3.1, we can obtain that for the chosen secret key system,
the identification is reliable, i.e.,

Pr{Ŵ ̸= W} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.112)

Then for the authentication error probability, we have that

Pr{Ŝ ̸= S(W )|Ŵ = W}
= Pr{J4(W )⊖ (ÛN [IJ ](Ŵ ), P4(W )) ̸= J4(Ŵ )⊖ (ŨN [IJ ](W ), P4(W ))|Ŵ = W}
= Pr{ÛN [IJ ](Ŵ ) ̸= ŨN [IJ ](W )|Ŵ = W}
(a)
= Pr{ÛN [I2J ](Ŵ ) ̸= ŨN [I2J ](W )|Ŵ = W}
(b)→ 0, (7.113)

where (a) holds because V̂ N [I1J ](Ŵ ) = Ṽ N [I1J ](Ŵ ) due to the vector assignment
in Algorithm 4; (b) follows from Lemma 7.A.1. Combining (7.112) and (7.113), we
obtain that there exists a suitable codebook C = C such that

Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.114)
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Secrecy Analysis In the following, let Jg(W ) denote (J11(W ), J12(W ), J21(W ),
J22(W ), J3(W )) for simplicity. Then it holds that

I(S(W ); {J(i)}MI
i=1|C = C)

= I(S(W ); J(W )|C = C)

= I(S(W ); Jg(W ), J4(W )|C = C)

(a)
= I(S(W ); J4(W )|Jg(W ), C = C)

(b)

≤ NRS −H(ŨN [IJ ](W ), P4(W )|S(W ), Jg(W ), C = C)

(a)
= NRS −H(ŨN [IJ ](W ), P4(W )|Jg(W ), C = C)

= NRS −H(ŨN [IJ ](W ), P4(W )) + I(ŨN [IJ ](W ), P4(W ); Jg(W ), C = C)

(c)

≤ 2δ, (7.115)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞; (a) follows from the fact that S(W ) is independent of
(X̃N (W ), P (W )) and thus also independent of Ṽ N (W ) given the codebook C = C;
(b) follows by expanding J4(W ); (c) follows from (7.102) and (7.104).

Privacy Analysis It holds that

I(XN (W ); {J(i)}MI
i=1|C = C)

= I(XN (W ); J(W )|C = C)

= I(XN (W ); Jg(W ), J4(W )|C = C)

(a)

≤ NRL + δ + I(XN (W ); J4(W )|Jg(W ), C = C)

(a)

≤ NRL + δ +H(J4(W )|C = C)

−H(J4(W )|XN (W ), Jg(W ), X̃N (W ), P4(W ), C = C)

(b)

≤ N(RL +RS) + δ −H(S(W )|XN (W ), Jg(W ), X̃(W ), C = C)

(c)
= NRL + δ, (7.116)

where (a) follows from (7.108); (b) follows from conditioning reduces entropy; (c)
holds because S(W ) is independent of the (XN (W ), X̃N (W ), P (W )) and that S(W )
is uniformly distributed on [1 : 2NRS ].

Combining (7.109), (7.110), (7.111), (7.114), (7.115), and (7.116), it completes
the proof of Theorem 7.3.2.
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7.A.3 Proof of Theorem 7.3.3

Rate Analysis We firstly determine the size of the following sets. From [Ari10,
Theorem 1], we obtain that

lim
N→∞

|VV |U |
N

= H(V |U), (7.117)

lim
N→∞

|VV |UY |
N

= H(V |U, Y ), (7.118)

lim
N→∞

|VV |UX |
N

= H(V |U,X), (7.119)

lim
N→∞

|VV |U,X̃ |
N

= H(V |U, X̃). (7.120)

The size of P2(W ), P3(W ), and P4(W ) are as follows

|P2(W )| = NRC − |I11L ∪ I11J ∪ IC |, (7.121)

|P3(W )| = N(RI + ϵ−RC) + |VU |Y \VU |X̃ | − |I
1| − |I2|, (7.122)

|P4(W )| = N(RP −RI − ϵ) + |I1|+ |I2|+ |IC |
− |I11J | − |I12J | − |I13J | − |I21J | − |I22J |

= N(RP −RI − ϵ) + |I1|+ |I2|+ |IC |
− |I1S | − |I2S |+ |I11S |+ |I21S |. (7.123)

Now we consider the private key rate as follows

RP ≥
1

N
(|P11(W )|+ |P12(W )|+ |P13(W )|+ |P21(W )|

+ |P22(W )|+ |P2(W )|+ |P3(W )|)
(a)
=

1

N
(|I11J |+ |F1|+ |I12J |+ |I13J |+ |I21J |+ |F2|+ |I22J |

− |IC |+N(RI + ϵ)− |I1| − |I2|)
(b)
= RI + 3ϵ−RL +

1

N
(|VU |Y \VU |X |+ |VV |UY \VV |UX |)

(c)→ RI + 3ϵ−RL + I(V ;X)− I(V ;Y ), (7.124)

where (a) follows from (7.121) and (7.122); (b) follows from (7.68); (c) follows from
(7.74), (7.75), (7.118), and (7.119).

The secret key rate can be bounded as follows

RS =
1

N
(|I1S |+ |I2S |+ |P4(W )|)

= RP −RI − ϵ+
1

N
(|I1|+ |I2|+ |IC |+ |I11S |+ |I21S |)
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(a)
= RP −RI − ϵ+

1

N
(|VU\(VU |Y ∪ F1)|+ |VV |U\(VV |UY ∪ F2)|)

(b)→ RP −RI − 3ϵ+ I(V ;Y ), (7.125)

where (a) follows from (7.69); (b) follows from (7.73), (7.75), (7.117), and (7.118).
For the list rate R1, it holds that

R1 =
|C1(W )|

N
=
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |I11L ∪ I11J |+ |F1|

N

=
|VU |X\VU |X̃ |+ |VU |Y \VU |X |

N
+ ϵ

(a)→ I(U ; X̃)− I(U ;Y ) + ϵ, (7.126)

where (a) follows from (7.75) and (7.76).
For the second layer helper data rate RJ , it holds that

RJ =
|J(W )|

N

=
|I13L |+ |I13J |+ |VV |UX\VV |UX̃ |+ |I21L |+ |I21J |+ |F|

N
+
|I22L |+ |I22J |+ |P3(W )|

N

(a)
=
|VU |Y \VU |X̃ |+ |VV |UY \VV |UX̃ |+N(RI + 2ϵ−RC)

N
(b)→ I(V ; X̃)− I(V ;Y ) +RI + 2ϵ−RC , (7.127)

where (a) follows from (7.122); (b) follows from (7.75), (7.76), (7.118), and (7.120).

Error Events Analysis Assume that user W is observed. Let
C(W ) = (C11(W ), C12(W ), C21(W ), C22(W ), C3(W )), J(W ) =
(J11(W ), J12(W ), J21(W ), J22(W ), J31(W ), J32(W ), J4(W )) and S(W ) denote
the actual first layer helper data, second layer helper data, and the secret key
of user W . Moreover, for simplicity in the following analysis, let C1(W ) denote
(C11(W ), C12(W )) and let C2(W ) denote (C21(W ), C22(W )). Define the following
error events

E11 = {(ÛN [I12L ](C1(W )), ÛN [I12J ](C1(W ))⊕ P12(W ), P2(W ))

̸= (C21(W ), C22(W ), C3(W ))},
E21 = {∃ŵ ̸= W : (ÛN [I12L ](C1(ŵ)), Û

N [I12J ](C1(ŵ))⊕ P12(ŵ), P2(ŵ))

= (C22(W ), C3(W ))

(ÛN [I13L ](C1(ŵ)), Û
N [I13J ](C1(ŵ))⊕ P13(W )) = (J11(ŵ), J12(ŵ)),

(V̂ N [I22L ](ŵ), V̂ N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ P22(W ), P3(W )) = (J31(ŵ), J32(ŵ), J4(ŵ))},
E22 = {(ÛN [I13L ](C1(W )), ÛN [I13J ](C1(W ))⊕ P13(W )) ̸= (J11(W ), J12(W ))},
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E23 = {(V̂ N [I22L ](W ), V̂ N [I22J ](W )⊕ P22(W ), P3(W ))

̸= (J31(W ), J32(W ), J4(W ))},
E24 = {(ÛN [I1S ](C1(W )), V̂ N [I2S ](W ), P4(W )) ̸= S(W )}. (7.128)

The first error event E11 is the error in the first stage that the true hash index
is not included in the list L such that the true user cannot be identified in the
second identification stage. The last four error events are the errors in the second
stage of the identification process: E21 is the error that there exists another user
who satisfies the required conditions, which is called the identification error ; E22
and E23 are the identification errors that the estimated sequences do not match the
true ones such that the correct user cannot be identified; E24 is the error that the
estimated secret key does not match the true one, which is called the authentication
error. Moreover, define the error event E

E = {(W,S(W )) ̸= (Ŵ , Ŝ)}, (7.129)

and we obtain that

Pr{E} = Pr{(W ̸= Ŵ ) ∪ (S(W ) ̸= Ŝ)}}
= Pr{(W ̸= Ŵ , S(W ) ̸= Ŝ) ∪ (W ̸= Ŵ , S(W ) = Ŝ) ∪ (W = Ŵ , S(W ) ̸= Ŝ)}
= Pr{(W ̸= Ŵ ) ∪ (W = Ŵ , S(W ) ̸= Ŝ)}
≤ Pr{W ̸= Ŵ}+ Pr{W = Ŵ , S(W ) ̸= Ŝ}
≤ Pr{W ̸= Ŵ}+ Pr{S(W ) ̸= Ŝ|W = Ŵ}
≤ Pr{E11 ∪ E21 ∪ E22 ∪ E23}+ Pr{E24|W = Ŵ}
≤ Pr{E11 ∪ E21 ∪ E22 ∪ E23}+ Pr{E24}
≤ Pr{E11 ∪ E22 ∪ E23}+ Pr{E21}+ Pr{E24}. (7.130)

Before analyzing the probability of the error events, we include the following
lemmas.

Lemma 7.A.8. Rewriting Lemma 7.A.1, we obtain that

Pr{ÛN (C1(W )) ̸= ŨN (W )} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.131)

Lemma 7.A.9. It holds that

Pr{V̂ N (W ) ̸= Ṽ N (W )} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.132)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.8.

Lemma 7.A.10. For any w ∈ [1 : MI ], (Ũ
N (w), Ṽ N (w)) resulting from Algorithm

5 has a joint p.m.f. pX̃N (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w) with X̃N (w) such that

D(pX̃N (w)Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)||pX̃N (W )Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)) ≤ 2NδN . (7.133)
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Hence, by Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44], we have

V(pX̃N (w)Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w), pX̃N (W )Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)) ≤
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN . (7.134)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.9.

Lemma 7.A.11. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and any i ∈ VV |U , it holds that

H(Ṽi(w)|Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w))
N→∞−−−−→ 1. (7.135)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.10.

We first consider the probability of E11 ∪ E22 ∪ E23 ∪ E24 as follows

Pr{E11 ∪ E22 ∪ E23 ∪ E24}
= Pr{(ÛN [I12L ](C1(W )), ÛN [I12J ](C1(W ))⊕ P12(W ),

ÛN [I13L ](C1(W )), ÛN [I13J ](C1(W ))⊕ P13(W ),

V̂ N [I22L ](W ), V̂ N [I22J ](W )⊕ P22(W ), P3(W ))

̸= (C21(W ), C22(W ), J11(W ), J12(W )J31(W ), J32(W ), J4(W ))}
= Pr{{ÛN [I12L ∪ I12J ∪ I13L ∪ I13J ](C1(W )) ̸= ŨN [I12L ∪ I12J
∪ I13L ∪ I13J ](W )} ∪ {V̂ N [I22L ∪ I22J ](W ) ̸= Ṽ N [I22L ∪ I22J ](W )}}

≤ Pr{ÛN [I12L ∪ I12J ∪ I13L ∪ I13J ∪ I1S ](C1(W ))

̸= ŨN [I12L ∪ I12J ∪ I13L ∪ I13J ∪ I1S ](W )}
+ Pr{V̂ N [I22L ∪ I22J ](W ) ̸= Ṽ N [I22L ∪ I22J ](W )}

(a)→ 0, (7.136)

as N →∞, where (a) follows from Lemma 7.A.8 and Lemma 7.A.9.
The probability of E24 can be bounded as follows

Pr{E24} = Pr{(ÛN [I1S ](C1(W )), V̂ N [I2S ](W )) ̸= (ŨN [I1S ](W ), Ṽ N [I2S ](W ))}
(a)→ 0, (7.137)

as N →∞, where (a) follows from Lemma 7.A.8 and Lemma 7.A.9.
In the following, due to symmetry and without loss of generality, we condition

on the event W = 1. Moreover, define

ŬN [IC ∪ I1](C1(ŵ))
∆
= (ÛN [I12L ](C1(ŵ)), Û

N [I12J ](C1(ŵ))⊕ P12(ŵ)⊖ P12(1),

ÛN [I13L ](C1(ŵ)), Û
N [I13J ](C1(ŵ))⊕ P13(ŵ)⊖ P13(1)), (7.138)

V̆ N [I2](C1(ŵ))
∆
= (V̂ N [I22L ](ŵ), V̂ N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ P22(ŵ)⊖ P22(1)). (7.139)
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Further, let {g1, g2, ..., g|I2|} denote the elements of the set I2 such that g1 < g2 <
... < g|I2|. Similarly, let {k1, k2, ..., k|IC[I1|} denote the elements of the set IC [I1

such that k1 < k2 < ... < k|IC[I1|. Let Gi = {g1, g2, ..., gi} and Ki = {k1, k2, ..., ki}.
The probability of E21|W = 1 can be bounded as follows

Pr{E21|W = 1}
(a)


X

ŵ 6=1

Pr{ŬN [IC [ I1](C1(ŵ)) = ŨN [IC [ I1](1),

V̆ N [I2](C1(ŵ)) = Ṽ N [I2](1), (P2(ŵ), P3(ŵ)) = (P2(1), P3(1))

(b)
=

1

2|P2(W )|+|P3(W )|

X

ŵ 6=1

|I
2
|Y

j=1

Pr{V̆gj (C1(ŵ)) = Ṽgj (ŵ)

|V̆ N [Gj�1](ŵ) = Ṽ N [Gj�1](ŵ), Ŭ
N [IC [ I1](C1(ŵ)) = ŨN [IC [ I1](1)}

|IC[I
1
|Y

i=1

Pr{Ŭkj (C1(ŵ)) = Ũkj (ŵ)|ŬN [Ki�1](C1(ŵ)) = ŨN [Ki�1](ŵ)}, (7.140)

where (a) follows from the union bound. To bound the probability above, we first
consider the following entropy. For ŵ 6= 1, it holds that

H(Ŭkj (C1(ŵ))� Ũkj (ŵ)|Ŭaj�1 [Kj�1](C1(ŵ)) = Ũkj�1 [Kj�1](ŵ),W = 1)

(a)
� H(Ŭki(C1(ŵ))� Ũki(ŵ)|Ŭkj�1 [Kj�1](C1(ŵ)), Ṽ

kj�1 [Kj�1](ŵ),W = 1)

(a)
� H(Ŭkj (C1(ŵ))� Ũkj (ŵ)|Ûkj�1 [Kj�1](C1(ŵ)),

Ŭkj�1 [Kj�1](C1(ŵ)), P12(W ), P12(ŵ),W = 1)

(a)
� H(Ŭkj (ŵ)� Ũkj (C1(ŵ))|Ûaj (ŵ), Ũkj�1(ŵ), Y N , P12(W ), P12(ŵ),W = 1)

(b)
= H(Ŭkj (C1(ŵ))|Ûkj (C1(ŵ)), Ũ

kj�1(C1(ŵ)), Y
N ,W = 1)

(c)
= H(Ŭkj (C1(ŵ))|Ũkj�1(ŵ), Y N ,W = 1)

(d)
= H(Ũkj (ŵ)|Ũkj�1(ŵ))

(a)
� H(Ũkj (ŵ)|Ũkj�1(ŵ))

(e)! 1, (7.141)

where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; (b) holds since the private
keys are independent of (ÛN (C1(ŵ)), Ṽ N (ŵ), Y N ); (c) holds because Ûkj (C1(ŵ))
is a function of (Ũkj�1(ŵ), Y N ) due to the successive cancellation operation;
(d) holds because Y N is the observation of user W and thus is independent of
(XN (ŵ), Ṽ N (ŵ)) for ŵ 6= 1; (e) follows from Lemma 7.A.3. Following a similar
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analysis, we obtain that

H(V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ)|V̆ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ) = Ṽ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ),

ŬN [IC ∪ I1](C1(ŵ)) = ŨN [IC ∪ I1](1),W = 1)

(a)

≥ H(V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ)|V̆ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ), Ṽ
ki−1 [Gi−1](ŵ),

ŬN [IC ∪ I1](C1(ŵ)), Ũ
N [IC ∪ I1](1),W = 1)

(a)

≥ H(V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ)|V̂ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ), V̆
ki−1 [Gi−1](ŵ), Ŭ

N (C1(ŵ)), Ũ
N (ŵ),

P12(W ), P12(ŵ), P22(W ), P22(ŵ),W = 1)

(a)

≥ H(V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ)|V̂ gi(ŵ), Ṽ gi−1(ŵ), ŬN (C1(ŵ)),

ŨN (ŵ), Y N , P12(W ), P12(ŵ), P22(W ), P22(ŵ),W = 1)

(b)
= H(V̆gi(ŵ)|V̂ gi(ŵ), Ṽ gi−1(ŵ), ŨN (ŵ), Y N ,W = 1)

(c)
= H(V̆gi(ŵ)|Ṽ gi−1(ŵ), ŨN (ŵ), Y N ,W = 1)

(d)
= H(Ṽgi(ŵ)|Ṽ gi−1(ŵ), ŨN (ŵ))

(d)

≥ H(Ṽgi(ŵ)|Ṽ gi−1(ŵ), ŨN (ŵ))

(e)→ 1, (7.142)

where (a) holds since conditioning reduces entropy; (b) holds since the private
keys are independent of (ÛN (C1(ŵ)), Ṽ

N (ŵ), Y N ); (c) holds because V̂ kj (ŵ) is a
function of (Ṽ kj−1(ŵ), Y N , ŨN (ŵ)) due to the successive cancellation operation;
(d) holds because Y N is the observation of user W and thus is independent of
(XN (ŵ), ŨN (ŵ, Ṽ N (ŵ)) for ŵ ̸= 1; (e) follows from Lemma 7.A.11.

Since Ŭkj
(C1(ŵ))⊕ Ũkj

(ŵ) and V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ) are binary, (7.141) and (7.142)
imply that for any ϵ′ > 0 and sufficiently large N , we have that

Pr{Ŭkj
(C1(ŵ))⊕ Ũkj

(ŵ) = 0|W = 1,

Ŭaj−1 [Kj−1](C1(ŵ)) = Ũkj−1 [Kj−1](ŵ)} <
1

2
+ ϵ′, (7.143)

Pr{V̆gi(ŵ)⊕ Ṽgi(ŵ)|V̆ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ) = Ṽ gi−1 [Gi−1](ŵ),

ŬN [IC ∪ I1](C1(ŵ) = ŨN [IC ∪ I1](1),W = 1} < 1

2
+ ϵ′. (7.144)

Now we consider ϵ′ ∈ (0, 2
ϵ

RI+ϵ −1
2 ) for the fixed ϵ > 0. Combining (7.140), (7.143),

and (7.144), we obtain that

Pr{E21|W = 1} ≤ 1

2|P2(W )|+|P3(W )|

∑
ŵ ̸=1

(
1

2
+ ϵ′)|IC∪I1|+|I2|
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= 2NRI−(|P2(W )|+|P3(W )|)(
1

2
+ ϵ′)|IC∪I1|+|I2|

(a)
=

(1 + 2ϵ′)|I
1|+|I2|+|IC |

2Nϵ
=

(1 + 2ϵ′)N(R1
I+R2

I+R1
C)

2Nϵ

(b)

≤
( (1 + 2ϵ′)(RI+ϵ)

2ϵ

)N (c)−−→ 0, (7.145)

as N →∞; where (a) holds since |P2(W )|+|P2(W )|+|I1|+|I2|+|IC | = N(RI+ϵ);

(b) follows from (7.54); (c) follows from (1+2ϵ′)(RI+ϵ)

2ϵ < 1 since ϵ′ < 2
ϵ

RI+ϵ −1
2 .

Combining (7.136) and (7.145), we can conclude that

Pr{E} → 0, (7.146)

when N → ∞. Therefore, we can conclude that there exists a suitable codebook
C = C such that (7.146) holds.

Uniformity of Secret Keys To show the uniformity of the secret keys, we
include the following two lemmas. For simplicity, let D1 denote VU\(VU |X̃ ∪ F1)

and let D2 denote VV |U\(VV |UX̃ ∪ F2).

Lemma 7.A.12. Let 1-dim distribution qU|D| denote a uniform distribution

over [1 : 2|D1|+|D2||]. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ], the value of the vector
(ŨN [D2](w), Ṽ

N [D2](w)) is close to uniformly distributed, i.e.,

V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w)), qU|D1|+|D2|) ≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN . (7.147)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.11.

Lemma 7.A.13. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and some δ → 0 as N → ∞, the
following holds for sufficiently large N :

|D1|+ |D2| −H(ŨN [D1](w), Ṽ
N [D2](w)) ≤ δ. (7.148)

Consequently, for any subset D1
S of D1 and any subset D2

S of D2, we have that

|D1
S |+ |D2

S | −H(ŨN [D1
S ](w), Ṽ

N [D2
S ](w)) ≤ δ, (7.149)

I(ŨN [D1
S ](w), Ṽ

N [D2
S ](w); Ũ

N [D1\D1
S ](w), Ṽ

N [D2\D2
S ](w)) ≤ δ. (7.150)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.12.

Then for sufficiently large N , it holds that

H(S(w)|C = C) = H(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w), P4(w))

(a)
= H(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w)) +H(P4(W ))
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(b)

≥ |I1S |+ |I2S | − δ + |P4(w)|
= |S(w)| − δ, (7.151)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞; (a) follows from the fact that P (w) is independent
of (ŨN (w), Ṽ N (w)); (b) follows from (7.149) in Lemma 7.A.13. Therefore, for
sufficiently large N , it holds that

H(S(W )|C = C) =

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)H(S(w)|C = C)

(a)

≥
MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)|S(w)| − δ = |S(W )| − δ, (7.152)

where δ → 0 as N → ∞; (a) holds due to (7.151). Therefore, S(W ) is close to
uniform as required in (7.5b).

Secrecy Analysis For sufficiently large N , it holds that

I(S(w);C(w), J(w)|C = C)

(a)
= I(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w), P4(w);

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w), Ũ
N [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w),

ŨN [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w), P2(w), P3(w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w),

Ṽ N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w), Ũ
N [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w))

= I(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w), P4(w);P2(w), P3(w),

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w))

+ I(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w), P4(w);

ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w), Ũ
N [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w),

ŨN [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w), Ṽ
N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w),

ŨN [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w)|P2(w), P3(w),

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w))

(b)

≤ δ + I(ŨN [I1S ](w), Ṽ N [I2S ](w), P4(w);
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ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w), Ũ
N [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w),

ŨN [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w), Ṽ
N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w),

ŨN [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w)|P2(w), P3(w),

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w))

(c)

≤ δ +H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w))

−H(ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w), Ũ
N [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w),

ŨN [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w), Ũ
N [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w),

Ṽ N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w)|P2(w), P3(w), P4(W ),

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ∪ I1S ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ∪ I2S ](w))
(c)

≤ δ +H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w))

−H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w)|
P2(w), P3(w), P4(W ), ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ F1

∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ∪ I1S ∪ I11J ∪ I12J ∪ I13J ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ F2

∪ I21L ∪ I22L ∪ I2S ∪ I21J ∪ I22J ](w))

(b)
= δ, (7.153)

where δ → 0 asN →∞; (a) follows by expanding S(w), C(w), and J(w); (b) follows
from (7.150) in Lemma 7.A.13 and the fact that (P2(w), P3(w), P4(w)) are mutually
independent and they are all independent of (ŨN (w), Ṽ N (w)); (c) holds because
conditioning reduces entropy. Therefore, the secrecy leakage can be bounded as
follows

I(S(W ); {C(i)}MI
i=1, {J(i)}

MI
i=1|C = C)

= I(S(W );C(W ), J(W )|C = C)

=

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)I(S(w);C(w), J(w)|C = C)

(a)

≤
MI∑
w=1

δ

MI
= δ → 0 (7.154)

as N →∞; where (a) follows from (7.153).
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Privacy Analysis Before proceeding with the privacy leakage analysis, we in-
clude the following lemmas.

Lemma 7.A.14. For any w ∈ [1 : MI ], (Ũ
N (w), Ṽ N (w)) resulting from Algorithm

5 has a joint p.m.f. pXN (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w) with XN (w) such that

D(pXN (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)||pXN (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)) ≤ 2NδN . (7.155)

Hence, by Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44], we have

V(pXN (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w), pXN (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)) ≤
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN . (7.156)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.13.

Lemma 7.A.15. For some δ → 0 as N → ∞, the following holds for sufficiently
large N

I(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W );XN (W )|C = C) ≤ δ. (7.157)

Proof See Appendix 7.C.14.

For sufficiently large N , it holds that

I(XN (w);C(w), J(w)|C = C)

(a)
= I(XN (w); ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w), Ũ
N [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w),

ŨN [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w), P2(w), P3(w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w),

Ṽ N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w), Ũ
N [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w))

= I(XN (w);P2(w), P3(w),

ŨN [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w))

+ I(XN (w); ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w),

ŨN [I12J ](w)⊕ P12(w), Ũ
N [I13J ](w)⊕ P13(w),

Ṽ N [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ P21(w), Ũ
N [I22J ](w)⊕ P22(w)|

P2(w), Ũ
N [(UU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ∪ I12L ∪ I13L ](w),

P3(w), Ṽ
N [(UV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ∪ I22L ](w))

(b)

≤ δ + I(XN (w); ŨN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ P11(w),
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ŨN [I12
J
](w)� P12(w), Ũ

N [I13
J
](w)� P13(w),

Ṽ N [I21
J
[ F2](w)� P21(w), Ũ

N [I22
J
](w)� P22(w)|

P2(w), Ũ
N [(UU |X\V

U |X̃
) [ I11

L
[ I12

L
[ I13

L
](w),

P3(w), Ṽ
N [(UV |UX\V

V |UX̃
) [ I21

L
[ I22

L
](w))

(c)
 NRL + � +H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w))

�H(ŨN [I11
J
[ F1](w)� P11(w), Ũ

N [I12
J
](w)� P12(w),

ŨN [I13
J
](w)� P13(w), Ũ

N [I22
J
](w)� P22(w),

Ṽ N [I21
J
[ F2](w)� P21(w)|XN (w), P2(w), P3(w),

ŨN [(UU |X\V
U |X̃

) [ I11
L
[ I12

L
[ I13

L
](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\V
V |UX̃

) [ I21
L
[ I22

L
](w))

(c)
 NRL + � +H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w))

�H(P11(w), P12(w), P21(w), P22(w)|
XN (w), P2(w), P3(w), Ũ

N [(UU |X\V
U |X̃

) [ F1

[ I11
L
[ I12

L
[ I13

L
[ I11

J
[ I12

J
[ I13

J
](w),

Ṽ N [(UV |UX\V
V |UX̃

) [ F2 [ I21
L
[ I22

L
[ I21

J
[ I22

J
](w))

(b)
= NRL + �, (7.158)

where � ! 0 as N ! 1; (a) follows by expanding S(w), C(w), and J(w); (b)
follows from Lemma 7.A.15 and the fact that (P2(w), P3(w), P4(w)) are mutually
independent and they are all independent of (XN (w), ŨN (w), Ṽ N (w)); (c) holds be-
cause conditioning reduces entropy. Therefore, the privacy leakage can be bounded
as follows

I(XN (W ); {C(i)}MI
i=1, {J(i)}

MI
i=1|C = C)

= I(XN (W );C(W ), J(W )|C = C)

=
MIX

w=1

Pr(W = w)I(XN (w);C(w), J(w)|C = C)

(a)


MIX

w=1

NRL + �

MI

= NRL + �, (7.159)

where (a) follows from (7.158).

Combining (7.124), (7.125), (7.126), (7.127), (7.146), (7.152), (7.154), and
(7.159), it completes the proof of Theorem 7.3.3.
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7.A.4 Proof of Theorem 7.3.4

The proof of Theorem 7.3.4 can be obtained by extending the proof of Theorem
7.3.3 with including a masking procedure, which is similar to the proof idea of
Theorem 7.3.2.

7.B Converse

7.B.1 Converse Proof of Theorem 7.2.1

Let J denote (Ji)
MI
i=1. Define auxiliary random variable Un =

(W,SW , PW , JW , Xn−1(W )) for n ∈ [1 : N ]. We assume that there exists a
sequence of codes C with identification rate RI , secret key rate RS , private key
rate RP , and helper data rate RJ such that the identification and authentication
error probability vanishes as N → ∞. For such code, Fano’s inequality implies

that H(W,S(W )|Ŵ , Ŝ) ≤ F , where F
∆
= 1+Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))} log(MIMS).

Therefore F
N → 0 as Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) ̸= (W,S(W ))} → 0 and N →∞.

Follow the analysis in (4.48), (4.48), and (4.49), (4.50), we obtain that

RI +RS ≤ RP +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 5δ. (7.160)

For the privacy leakage rate, it holds that

N(RL + δ) ≥ I(XN (W ); J(W ))

(a)

≥ N(RI −RP − 2δ) +

N∑
n=1

I(Xn(W );Un)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Un)− F,

(7.161)

where (a) follow the analysis in (3.41) and (3.42).
Following the analysis in (3.44), we obtain that condition

RI +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un) ≤ RJ +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 2δ. (7.162)

Combining (7.160), (7.161), and (7.162), we complete the converse part of proof
for Theorem 7.2.1.

7.B.2 Converse Proof of Theorem 7.2.2

For the chosen secret key system, the analysis in (7.160) and (7.161) also hold. For
the helper data rate, follow the analysis in (3.56), we obtain that

RI +RS +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Un) ≤ RJ +
1

N

N∑
n=1

I(Yn;Un) +
F

N
+ 2δ. (7.163)
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Combining (7.160), (7.161), and (7.163), the converse part of proof for Theorem
7.2.2 is complete.

7.B.3 Converse Proof of Theorem 7.2.3

Define auxiliary random variables

Un

�
= (W,Xn�1(W ), C(W ), P (W )), (7.164)

Vn

�
= (W,Xn�1(W ), C(W ), P (W ), S(W ), J(W )), (7.165)

for each n 2 [1 : N ]. Let J denote (J(i))MI
i=1 and C denote (C(i))MI

i=1. Additionally,

define F
�
= 1 + Pr{(Ŵ , Ŝ) 6= (W,S(W ))} log(MIMS).

Following the analysis in (4.50), we obtain that

RI +RS 
logMIMS

N
+ 2�

 RP +
1

N

NX

n=1

I(Yn;Vn) +
F

N
+ 5�. (7.166)

Following the analysis in (4.52), we obtain that

RI +
1

N

NX

n=1

I(Xn(W );Un, Vn)  RP +
1

N

NX

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)�
F � �

N
+ 2�. (7.167)

Following the analysis in (4.53), we obtain that

H(C(W )|L)  N(RL + �0), (7.168)

where �0 ! 0 as N !1. Thus it holds that

N(R1 + �0)

� H(C(W )|L)
(a)
� H(C(W )|Y N , P (W ))

= H(C(W )|P (W ))� I(C(W );Y N |P (W ))

� I(X̃N (W );C(W )|P (W ))� I(C(W ), P (W );Y N )

(b)
= I(X̃N (W );C(W ),W, P (W ))� I(C(W ), P (W ),W ;Y N )

(c)
�

NX

n=1

I(X̃n;Un)� I(Yn;Un). (7.169)

For the privacy leakage rate, it holds that

N(RL + �)
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≥I(XN (W );C(W ), J(W ))

=I(XN (W );C,J |W )

(a)
= I(XN (W ),W ;C,J)

≥H(XN (W ),W )−H(XN (W ), S(W ),W |C,J)

=H(W )−H(S(W ),W |C,J , Y N , P (W ))− I(Y N , P (W );S(W ),W |C,J)

+H(XN (W ))−H(XN (W )|S(W ),W,C,J)

(b)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C,J)

−H(S(W ),W |Ŝ, Ŵ )− I(Y N , P (W );S(W ),W,J)

(c)

≥H(W ) + I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ))− F

− I(Y N , P (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ))

(d)
=N(RI − δ) + I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F − I(P (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

=N(RI − δ) + I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F −H(P (W )|Y N )

+H(P (W )|S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), Y N )

≥N(RI −RP − 2δ)− F

+ I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W )|Y N )

(d)
=N(RI −RP − 2δ) + I(XN (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ))

− I(Y N ;S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ))− F

(e)

≥N(RI −RP − 2δ) +
N∑

n=1

I(Xn(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)− F, (7.170)

where (a) follows from that W is independent of (C,J); (b) follows from the
fact that (Ŵ , Ŝ) are functions of (P (W ),C,J , Y N ); (c) follows from that the
XN (W ) and Y N only correlate to the helper data (C(W ), J(W )) of user W
in the database, and Fano’s inequality; (d) holds due to the Markov chain
Y N −XN (W )− X̃N (W )− (S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W )) holds; (e) is valid due
to Y n−1 − (S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ), Xn−1(W ))− Yn.

To bound the helper data rate, we include the following claim.

Claim 7.B.1. It holds that

H(C(W ), J(W )|W ) ≥ N(RI − δ) +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)

− F +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W )). (7.171)
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Proof See Appendix 7.C.15.

The summation of the first layer and second layer helper data rates can be
bounded as follows

N(RC +RJ + δ)
(a)

≥ N(RI − δ) +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)

− F +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W ))

(b)

≥ N(RI − δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn), (7.172)

where (a) follows from Claim 7.B.1; (b) holds because (C(W ), J(W ), S(W )) is a
function of (X̃N (W ), P (W )).

Combining (7.166), (7.167), (7.169), (7.170), and (7.172), the converse part of
the proof for Theorem 7.2.3.

7.B.4 Converse Proof of Theorem 7.2.4

For the two-stage chosen secret key system, the analysis in (7.166), (7.167), (7.169),
and (7.170) also hold.

The summation of the first layer and second layer helper data rates can be
bounded as follows

N(RC +RJ + δ)

(a)

≥ N(RI − δ) +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)

− F +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W ))

(b)
= N(RI − δ) +

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)− F +H(S(W ))

= N(RI +RS − δ)− F +

N∑
n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn), (7.173)

where (a) follows from Claim 7.B.1; (b) holds because S(W ) is independent of
(C(W ), J(W ), X̃N (W ), P (W )).

Combining (7.166), (7.167), (7.169), (7.170), and (7.173), the converse part of
the proof for Theorem 7.2.4.
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7.C Auxiliary Proof

7.C.1 Proof of Lemma 7.A.1

In the identification and authentication algorithms, Û [IJ ∪ IS ](W ) is obtained by
successive cancellation operation with Y N and Ũ [VU |Y ∪F ](W ). Next, we consider
the size of VU |Y ∪ F .

From (7.75), we have that for sufficiently small ϵ > 0 there exists N0(ϵ) ∈ N+

such that for any N = 2n ≥ N0(ϵ) for some n ∈ N+, it holds that

|VU |Y |/N > H(U |Y )− ϵ. (7.174)

Therefore, for sufficiently large N , it holds that

|VU |Y ∪ F| = |VU |Y |+ |F| > NH(U |Y ). (7.175)

Applying [Ari10, Theorem 3], we obtain from (7.175) that (7.83) holds.

7.C.2 Proof of Lemma 7.A.2

The proof idea is similar to [CBA15, Appendix B-B]. For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ],
we have that

D(pX̃N (w)UN (w)||pX̃N (w)ŨN (w))

(a)
= D(pUN (w)|X̃N (w)||pŨN (w)|X̃N (w))

(a)
=

N∑
j

D(pUj(w)|Uj−1(w),X̃N (w)||pŨj(w)|Ũj−1(w),X̃N (w))

(b)
=

∑
j∈VU|X̃∪Hc

U

D(pUj(w)|Uj−1(w),X̃N (w)||pŨj(w)|Ũj−1(w),X̃N (w))

(c)
=

∑
j∈VU|X̃

(1−H(U j(w)|U j−1(w), X̃N (w)))

+
∑

j∈Hc
U

(H(U j(w)|U j−1(w))−H(U j(w)|U j−1(w)), X̃N (w))

(d)

≤ |VU |X̃ |δN +
∑

j∈Hc
U

H(U j(w)|U j−1(w))

≤ |VU |X̃ |δN + |Hc
U |δN ≤ NδN , (7.176)

where (a) follows from the chain rule of Kullback-Leibler divergence; (b) fol-
lows from (7.35) and thus pŨj(w)|Ũj−1(w),X̃N (w) = pUj(w)|Uj−1(w),X̃N (w) for any
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j ∈ (HU\VU |X̃); (c) follows from (7.35) and the i.i.d. uniformly distributed as-

signment of ŨN [VU |X̃ ](W ); (d) follows from (7.18). Therefore, we obtain that

D(pUN (w)||pŨN (w))
(a)
= D(pX̃N (w)V N (w)||pX̃N (W )ŨN (w))

− D(pUN (w)|X̃N (w)||pŨN (w)|X̃N (W ))

(b)

≤ NδN , (7.177)

where (a) follows from the chain rule and the non-negativity of Kullback-Leibler
divergence, respectively.

7.C.3 Proof of Lemma 7.A.3

For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and any i ∈ VU , we have

H(Ũi(w)|Ũ i−1(w))

(a)

≥ H(Ũi(w)|Ũ i−1(w))−H(Ui(w)|U i−1(w)) + 1− δN

≥ H(Ũi(w), Ũ
i−1(w))−H(Ũ i−1(w)) + 1− δN

−
(
H(Uai

(w), U i−1(w))−H(U i−1(w))
)

=
(
H(Ũi(w), Ũ

i−1(w))−H(Vi(w), U
i−1(w))

)
−
(
H(Ũ i−1(w))−H(U i−1(w))

)
+ 1− δN

≥ −|H(Ũi(w), Ũ
i−1(w))−H(Ui(w), U

i−1(w))|
− |H(Ũ i−1(w))−H(U i−1(w))|+ 1− δN

(b)

≥ −h2

(
U(pŨi(w),Ũi−1(w), pUi(w),Ui−1(w))

)
−

V(pŨi(w),Ũi−1(w), pUi(w),Ui−1(w))

2
log(i− 1)

− h2

(
V(pŨi−1(w), pUi−1(w))

)
−

V(pŨi−1(w), pUi−1(w))

2
log(i− 2) + 1− δN

(c)

≥ −2h2

(
V(pŨN (w), pUN (w))

)
− V(pṼ N (w), pUN (w)) logN + 1− δN

(d)

≥ −2h2

(
2
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN

)
− 2
√
2 ln 2

√
N3δN + 1− δN

(e)→ 1, (7.178)

as N →∞; where (a) follows from (7.19); (b) follows from [HY10, Theorem 6]; (c)
holds because the binary entropy function h2(x) is increasing for small x > 0; (d)
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follows from (7.87) in Lemma 7.A.2; (e) holds due to the fact that N3δN → 02 as
N →∞ and h2(x)→ 0 as x→ 0.

7.C.4 Proof of Lemma 7.A.4

Similar to the proof idea in [CBA15, Lemma 7], we have that

V(pŨN [VU\VU|X̃ ](w)), qU|VU\V
U|X̃ |)

(a)

≤ V(pŨN [VU ](w), qU|VU |)

(b)

≤ V(pŨN [VU ](w), pUN [VU ](w)) + V(pUN [VU ](w), qU|VU |)

(c)

≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN + V(pUN [VU ](w), qU|VU

|)

(d)

≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN +

√
2 ln 2

√
D(pUN [VU ](w)||qU|VU |)

=
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN +

√
2 ln 2

√
|VU | −H(UN [VU ](w))

(e)

≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN , (7.179)

where (a) follows by defining qU|VU | the uniform distribution on [1 : 2|VU |]; (b)

follows from the triangle inequality; (c) follows from Lemma 7.A.2; (d) follows from
Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44]; (e) holds because for any w ∈ [1 : MI ], we have
that

|VU | −H(UN [VU ](w))) = |VU | −
∑
i∈VU

H(Ui(w)|U i−1(w))

(f)

≤ |VU | −
∑
i∈VU

(1− δN ) = |VU |δN ≤ NδN , (7.180)

where (f) follows from (7.19).

7.C.5 Proof of Lemma 7.A.5

Let D denote VU\VU |X̃ for simplicity. Similar to [CBA15, Appendix B-C], if N is
sufficiently large, then we have

|D| −H(ŨN [D](w))
(a)

≤ V(pŨN [D](w), qU|D|)× log2
|D|

V(pŨN [D](w), qU|D|)

2This can be proved by L’Hospital’s rule. Since δN = 2−βN , it holds that limN→∞ N3δN =

limN→∞
N3

2βN = limN→∞
6

2βN ln3(2β)
=0.
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(b)

≤ NV(pŨN [D](w), qU|D|)− V(pŨN [D](w), qU|D|)× log2 V(pŨN [D](w), qU|D|)

(c)

≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN

(
N − log2(2

√
2 ln 2

√
NδN )

)
, (7.181)

where (a) follows from [CK11, Lemma 2.7]; (b) follows from the fact that log |D| ≤
N ; (c) holds due to Lemma 7.A.4 and the fact that x log2 x is decreasing for suffi-
ciently small x > 0.

Let δ′N denote 2
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN (N− ln(2

√
2 ln 2

√
NδN )). Then for any subset DS

of D, we have that

|D| −H(ŨN [D](w))

=
(
|DS | −H(ŨN [DS ](w))

)
+
(
|D\DS | −H(ŨN [D\DS ](w))

)
+ I(ŨN [DS ](w); Ũ

N [D\DS ](w))

≤ δ′N . (7.182)

Combining (7.182) with the fact that

|DS | −H(ŨN [DS ](w)) ≥ 0, (7.183)

|D\DS | −H(ŨN [D\DS ](w)) ≥ 0, (7.184)

I(ŨN [DS ](w); Ũ
N [D\DS ](w)) ≥ 0, (7.185)

we obtain that (7.97) and (7.98) hold.
Now we show that δ′N → 0 as N →∞. As δN = 2−βN , from L’Hospital’s rule,

we have that

lim
N→∞

√
NδNN = lim

N→∞

N
3
2

(2β/2)N
= lim

N→∞

3
2N

1
2

ln(2β/2)(2β/2)N

= lim
N→∞

3/4

N1/2 ln2(2β/2)(2β/2)N
= 0. (7.186)

Since
√
NδN → 0 and limx→0 x log2 x = 0, it holds that

lim
N→∞

√
NδN log2

√
NδN = 0. (7.187)

Combining (7.181), (7.186), and (7.187), we obtain that

|D| −H(ŨN [D](w)) ≤ δ′N
N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.188)

7.C.6 Proof of Lemma 7.A.6

It holds that

D(pXN (w)UN (w)||pXN (W )ŨN (w))
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≤ D(pXN (w)X̃N (w)UN (w)||pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŨN (w))

=
∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
uN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)UN (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN )

× log
pXN (w)X̃N (w)UN (w)(x

N , x̃N , uN )

pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŨN (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN )

=
∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
vN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)UN (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN )

× log
pUN (w)|XN (w)X̃N (w)(u

N |xN , x̃N )

pŨN (w)|XN (w)X̃N (w)(u
N |xN , x̃N )

(a)
=

∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
uN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)UN (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN ) log

pUN (w)|X̃N (w)(u
N |x̃N )

pŨN (w)|X̃N (w)(u
N |x̃N )

=
∑
x̃N

∑
uN

pX̃N (w)UN (w)(x̃
N , uN ) log

pX̃N (w)UN (w)(x̃
N , uN )

pX̃N (w)ŨN (w)(x̃
N , uN )

= D(pX̃N (w)UN (w)||pX̃N (w)ŨN (w))

(b)

≤ NδN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.189)

where (a) follows from the Markov chain (ŨN (w), UN (w))− X̃N (w)−XN (w); (b)
follows from Lemma 7.A.1.

7.C.7 Proof of Lemma 7.A.7

We first consider the following mutual information

I(UN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

≤ |VU |X | −H(UN [VU |X ](w)|XN (w), C = C)

(a)

≤ |VU |X | −
∑

i∈VU|X

H(U i(w)|U i−1(w), XN (w), C = C)

(b)

≤ |VU |X | −
∑

i∈VU|X

(1− δN )

= |VU |X |δN ≤ NδN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.190)

where (a) follows from the fact that conditioning reduces entropy; (b) follows from
(7.21). Now we consider the following

I(ŨN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C)− I(UN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

= H(UN [VU |X ](w), XN (w)|C = C)
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−H(ŨN [VU |X ](w), XN (w)|C = C)

+H(ŨN [VU |X ](w)|C = C)−H(UN [VU |X ](w)|C = C)

≤ |H(UN [VU |X ](w), XN (w)|C = C)

−H(ŨN [VU |X ](w), XN (w)|C = C)|
+ |H(ŨN [VU |X ](w)|C = C)−H(UN [VU |X ](w)|C = C)|

(a)

≤ h2

(
V(pXN (w)UN [VU|X ](w), pXN (w)ŨN [VU|X ](w))

)
+

V(pXN (w)UN [VU|X ](w), pXN (w)ŨN [VU|X ](w))

2
log(2N)

+ h2

(
V(pUN [VU|X ](w), pŨN [VU|X ](w))

)
+

V(pUN [VU|X ](w), pŨN [VU|X ](w))

2
log(2N)

(b)

≤ 2h2

(
V(pXN (w)UN (w), pXN (w)ŨN (w))

)
+ V(pXN (w)UN (w), pXN (w)ŨN (w)) log(2N)

(c)

≤ 2h2(NδN ) + 4N2δN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.191)

where (a) follows from [HY10, Theorem 6]; (b) holds since h2(x) is increasing for
small x > 0; (c) follows from Lemma 7.A.6.

Combining (7.191) and (7.193), we obtain that

I(ŨN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C) ≤ NδN + 2h2(NδN ) + 4N2δN
(a)→ 0, (7.192)

as N → ∞; where (a) holds due to the fact that N2δN → 0 as N → ∞ and
h2(x)→ 0 as x→ 0.

Then we have that

I(ŨN [VU |X ](W );XN (W )|C = C)

=

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)I(ŨN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

(a)

≤ 2h2(NδN ) + 4N2δN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.193)

where (a) follows from (7.192).

7.C.8 Proof of Lemma 7.A.9

It holds that

Pr{V̂ N (W ) ̸= Ṽ N (W )}
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≤ Pr{V̂ N (W ) ̸= Ṽ N (W )|ÛN (C1(W )) = ŨN (W )}
+ Pr{ÛN (C1(W )) ̸= ŨN (W )}, (7.194)

where the second term goes to 0 as N →∞ due to (7.132) in Lemma 7.A.8 and the
first term also goes to 0 as N →∞ due to the following analysis. From (7.118), we
obtain that for sufficiently small ϵ > 0, there exists N0(ϵ) such that for sufficiently
large N = 2n ≥ N0(ϵ), it holds that

|VV |UY |
N

> H(V |UY )− ϵ. (7.195)

Therefore, for sufficiently large N = 2n ≥ N0(ϵ), it holds that

|A2|+ |J2(W )|+ |J3(W )| = |VV |UY |+ |F2| > NH(V |U, Y ). (7.196)

Applying [Ari10, Theorem 3], we obtain that

Pr{V̂ N (W ) ̸= Ṽ N (W )|ÛN (C1(W )) = ŨN (W )} N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.197)

Combining (7.131), (7.194), and (7.197), we obtain that (7.132) holds.

7.C.9 Proof of Lemma 7.A.10

It holds that

D(pX̃N (w)Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)||pX̃N (w)V̄ N (w)ŪN (w))

= D(pV̄ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŪN (w)||pṼ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŨN (w))

+ D(pX̃N (w)ŪN (w)||pX̃N (w)ŨN (w))

(a)

≤ D(pV̄ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŪN (w)||pṼ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŨN (w)) +NδN , (7.198)

where (a) follows from Now we consider the first term in (7.198) as follows

D(pV̄ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŪN (w)||pṼ N (w)|X̃N (w)ŨN (w))

=
∑

j∈VV |UX̃∪Hc
V |U

D(pV̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)||pṼ j(w)|Ṽ j−1(w)X̃N (w)ŨN (w))

=
∑

j∈VV |UX̃

(1−H(V̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w), X̃N (w), ŪN (w)))

+
∑

j∈HV \HV |U

(H(V̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w), ŪN (w))−H(V̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w), X̃N (w), ŪN (w)))

+
∑

j∈Hc
V

(H(V̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w))−H(V̄ j(w)|V̄ j−1(w), X̃N (w), ŪN (w)))
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(a)

≤ (|VV |UX̃ |+ |HV ∩Hc
V |U |+ |H

c
V |)δN

≤ NδN , (7.199)

where (a) follows from (7.37), (7.38), and (7.42).

Combining (7.198) and (7.199), we obtain that

D(pX̃N (w)V̄ N (w)ŪN (w)||pX̃N (w)Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)) ≤ 2NδN . (7.200)

7.C.10 Proof of Lemma 7.A.11

For any user w ∈ [1 : MI ] and any i ∈ VV |U , it holds that

H(Ṽi(w)|Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w))

(a)

≥ H(Ṽi(w)|Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w)) + 1− δN −H(V̄i(w)|V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))

≥ H(Ṽi(w), Ṽ
i−1(w), ŨN (w))−H(Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w))

−
(
H(V̄ai

(w), V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))−H(V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))
)
+ 1− δN

=
(
H(Ṽi(w), Ṽ

i−1(w), ŨN (w))−H(V̄i(w), V̄
i−1(w), UN (w))

)
−
(
H(Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w))−H(V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))

)
+ 1− δN

≥ −|H(Ṽi(w), Ṽ
i−1(w), ŨN (w))−H(V̄i(w), V̄

i−1(w), ŪN (w))|
− |H(Ṽ i−1(w), ŨN (w))−H(V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))|+ 1− δN

(b)

≥ −h2

(
V(pṼ i(w)ŨN (w), pV̄ i(w)ŪN (w))

)
−

V(pṼ i(w)ŨN (w), pV̄ i(w)ŪN (w))

2
log(N + i− 1)

− h2

(
V(pṼ i−1(w)ŨN (w), pV̄ i−1(w)ŪN (w))

)
−

V(pṼ i−1(w), pV̄ i−1(w))

2
log(N + i− 2) + 1− δN

(c)

≥ −2h2

(
V(pṼ N (w)ŨN (w), pV̄ N (w)ŪN (w))

)
− V(pṼ N (w)ŨN (w), pV̄ N (w)ŪN (w)) log(2N) + 1− δN

(d)

≥ −2h2

(
2
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN

)
− 2
√
2 ln 2

√
2N3δN + 1− δN

(e)→ 1, (7.201)

as N →∞; where (a) follows from (7.39); (b) follows from [HY10, Theorem 6]; (c)
holds because the binary entropy function h2(x) is increasing for small x > 0; (d)
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follows from (7.134) in Lemma 7.A.10; (e) holds due to the fact that N3δN → 03

as N →∞ and h2(x)→ 0 as x→ 0.

7.C.11 Proof of Lemma 7.A.12

Similar to the proof idea in [CBA15, Lemma 7], we have that

V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w)), qU|D1|+|D2|)

(a)

≤ V(pŨN [VU ](w)Ṽ N [VV |U ](w), qU|VU |+|VV |U |)

(b)

≤ V(pŨN [VU ](w)Ṽ N [VV |U ](w), pŪN [VU ](w)V̄ N [VV |U ](w))

+ V(pŪN [VU ](w)V̄ N [VV |U ](w), qU|VU |+|VV |U |)

(c)

≤
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN + V(pŪN [VU ](w)V̄ N [VV |U ](w), qU|VU |+|VV |U |)

(d)

≤
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN +

√
2 ln 2

√
D(pŪN [VU ](w)V̄ N [VV |U ](w)||qU|VU |+|VV |U |)

=
√
2 ln 2

√
NδN +

√
2 ln 2

×
√
|VU |+ |VV |U | −H(ŪN [VU ](w), V̄ N [VV |U ](w))

(e)

≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN , (7.202)

where (a) follows by defining qU|VU | the uniform distribution on [1 : 2|VU |]; (b)

follows from the triangle inequality; (c) follows from (7.134) Lemma 7.A.10; (d)
follows from Pinsker’s inequality [CK11, p. 44]; (e) holds because for any w ∈ [1 :
MI ], we have that

|VU |+ |VV |U | −H(ŪN [VU ](w), V̄ N [VV |U ](w))

≤ |VU | −
∑
i∈VU

H(Ūi(w)|Ū i−1(w))

+ |VV |U | −
∑

i∈VV |U

H(V̄i(w)|V̄ i−1(w), ŪN (w))

(f)

≤ |VU | −
∑
i∈VU

(1− δN ) + |VV |U | −
∑

i∈VV |U

(1− δN )

= (|VU |+ |VV |U |)δN ≤ 2NδN , (7.203)

where (f) follows from (7.19) and (7.39).

3This can be proved by L’Hospital’s rule. Since δN = 2−βN , it holds that limN→∞ N3δN =

limN→∞
N3

2βN = limN→∞
6

2βN ln3(2β)
=0.
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7.C.12 Proof of Lemma 7.A.13

For sufficiently large N , we have that

|D1|+ |D2| −H(ŨN [D1](w), Ṽ
N [D2](w))

(a)

≤ V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w), qU|D1|+|D2|)

× log2
|D1|+ |D2|

V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w), qU|D1|+|D2|)

(b)

≤ NV(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w), qU|D1|+|D2|)

− V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w), qU|D1|+|D2|)

× log2 V(pŨN [D1](w)Ṽ N [D2](w), qU|D1|+|D2|)

(c)

≤ 2
√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN

(
N − log2(2

√
2 ln 2

√
2NδN )

)
, (7.204)

where (a) follows from [CK11, Lemma 2.7]; (b) follows from the fact that log |D| ≤
N ; (c) holds due to Lemma 7.A.12 and the fact that x log2 x is decreasing for
sufficiently small x > 0.

7.C.13 Proof of Lemma 7.A.14

It holds that

D(pXN (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)||pXN (W )ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w))

≤ D(pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)||pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w))

=
∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
uN

∑
vN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x
N x̃NuNvN )

× log
pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x

N , x̃N , uN , vN )

pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN , vN )

=
∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
uN

∑
vN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x
N x̃NuNvN )

× log
pŪN (w)V̄ N (w)|XN (w)X̃N (w)(u

NvN |xN x̃N )

pŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)|XN (w)X̃N (w)(u
NvN |xN x̃N )

(a)
=

∑
xN

∑
x̃N

∑
uN

∑
vN

pXN (w)X̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x
N , x̃N , uN , vN )

× log
pŪN (w)V̄ N (w)|X̃N (w)(u

N , vN |x̃N )

pŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)|X̃N (w)(u
N , vN |x̃N )

=
∑
x̃N

∑
vN

pX̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x̃
N , uN , vN )
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× log
pX̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)(x̃

N , uN , vN )

pX̃N (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w)(x̃
N , uN , vN )

= D(pX̃N (w)ŪN (w)V̄ N (w)||pX̃N (w)ŨN (w)Ṽ N (w))

(b)

≤ 2NδN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.205)

where (a) follows from the Markov chain (Ṽ N (w), V̄ N (w), ŨN (w), ŪN (w)) −
X̃N (w)−XN (w); (b) follows from (7.133) in Lemma 7.A.10.

7.C.14 Proof of Lemma 7.A.15

We first consider the following mutual information

I(ŪN [VU |X ](w), V̄ N [VV |UX ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

= I(ŪN [VU |X ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

+ I(V̄ N [VV |UX ](w);XN (w)|ŪN [VU |X ](w), C = C)

(a)

≤ NδN + |VV |UX | −H(V̄ N [VV |UX ](w)|XN (w), ŪN [VU |X ](w), C = C)

(b)

≤ NδN + |VV |UX | −
∑

i∈VV |UX

H(V̄ i(w)|V̄ i−1(w), XN (w), ŪN (w), C = C)

(c)

≤ NδN + |VV |UX | −
∑

i∈VV |UX

(1− δN )

= NδN + |VV |UX |δN ≤ 2NδN
N→∞−−−−→ 0, (7.206)

where (a) follows from Lemma 7.A.13; (b) holds because conditioning reduces en-
tropy; (c) follows from (7.41). Then we have that

I(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W );XN (W )|C = C)

=

MI∑
w=1

Pr(W = w)I(ŪN [VU |X ](w), V̄ N [VV |UX ](w);XN (w)|C = C)

≤
MI∑
w=1

1

MI
2NδN = 2NδN

N→∞−−−−→ 0. (7.207)

In the following, for simplicity, we define the following notations

V1 = V(pXN (w)V̄ N [VV |UX ](w)ŪN [VU|X ](w), pXN (w)Ṽ N [VV |UX ](w)ŨN [VU|X ](w)), (7.208)

V2 = V(pV̄ N [VV |UX ](w)ŪN [VU|X ](w), pṼ N [VV |UX ](w)ŨN [VU|X ](w)), (7.209)

V3 = V(pXN (w)V̄ N (w)ŪN (w), pXN (w)Ṽ N (w)ŨN (w)). (7.210)
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Now we consider the following

I(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W );XN (W )|C = C)

− I(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W );XN (W )|C = C)

= H(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W ), XN (W )|C = C)

−H(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W ), XN (W )|C = C)

+H(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W )|C = C)

−H(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W )|C = C)

≤ |H(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W ), XN (W )|C = C)

−H(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W ), XN (W )|C = C)|
+ |H(ŨN [VU |X ](W ), Ṽ N [VV |UX ](W )|C = C)

−H(ŪN [VU |X ](W ), V̄ N [VV |UX ](W )|C = C)|
(c)

≤ h2(V1) +
V1

2
log(2N) + h2(V2) +

V2

2
log(2N)

(d)

≤ 2h2(V3) + V3 log(2N)

(e)

≤ 2h2(2NδN ) +
√
2 ln 2

√
8N2δN

(f)→ 0, (7.211)

as N → ∞; where (c) follows from [HY10, Theorem 6]; (d) holds because the
binary entropy function h2(x) is increasing for small x > 0; (e) follows from (7.156)
in Lemma 7.A.14; (f) holds because that N2δN → 0 as N →∞ and h2(x)→ 0 as
x→ 0.

Combining (7.207) and (7.211), we obtain that (7.157) holds.

7.C.15 Proof of Claim 7.B.1

It holds that

N(RC +RJ + δ) ≥ H(C(W ), J(W )|W )

= I(X̃N (W );C(W ), J(W )|W ) +H(C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(a)
= I(X̃N (W );C,J |W ) +H(C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

= I(X̃N (W ),W ;C,J) +H(C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W ),W, S(W )|C,J)

+H(S(W )|X̃N (W ),W,C,J) +H(C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) +H(X̃N (W ))−H(X̃N (W )|C,J ,W, S(W ))

−H(W,S(W )|C,J) +H(S(W )|X̃N (W ),W,C,J)
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+H(C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C,J)−H(S(W ),W |C,J , Y N , P (W ))

− I(Y N , P (W );S(W ),W |C,J) +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

≥ H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C,J)−H(S(W ),W |Ŝ, Ŵ )

− I(Y N , P (W );S(W ),W |C,J) +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

(b)

≥ H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F − I(P (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

+ I(Y N , P (W );C,J) +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

≥ H(W )− F + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W )|Y N )

+H(P (W )|S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), X̃N (W ), Y N )

+H(SW , C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )−H(P (W )|Y N )

(c)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F +H(P (W )|S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), X̃N (W ))

+H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )−H(P (W )|Y N )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F +H(P (W )|X̃N (W ),W )−H(P (W )|Y N )

− I(P (W );SW , C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

+H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W )

= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F +H(P (W )|X̃N (W ),W )−H(P (W )|Y N )

+H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W ))

(d)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W )|Y N )

− F +H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W ))

(c)
= H(W ) + I(X̃N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ))

− I(Y N (W );S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ))− F

+H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W ))

(e)

≥ N(RI − δ)− F +
N∑

n=1

I(X̃n(W );Vn)−
N∑

n=1

I(Yn;Vn)

+H(S(W ), C(W ), J(W )|X̃N (W ),W, P (W )), (7.212)
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where (a) follows from the fact that, given the user index W , the enrolled bio-
metric sequence X̃N (W ) is independent of the helper data of the other users; (b)
follows from Fano’s inequality; (c) follows from the Markov chain Y N −XN (W )−
X̃N (W )−(S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W )); (d) follows from that PW is independent
of (X̃N (W ),W, Y N ); (e) follows from Markov chains

Xn−1(W )− (S(W ),W,C(W ), J(W ), P (W ), X̃n−1(W ))−Xn(W ), (7.213)

Y n−1 − (S(W ),W, J(W ), P (W ), Xn−1(W ))− Yn. (7.214)
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Algorithm 5 Enrollment of the Two-stage Generated Secret Key System

Input: Biometric sequence x̃N (w) for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ]; a rate tuple
(RI , RS , RP , RC), the sets F1, F2, IC , I1, I2, I11L , I12L , I13L , I11J , I12J , I21L , I22L ,
I21J , I22J , I1S , and I2S , defined in Definition 7.3.2; the binary presentation private

key p(w) sequentially divided into parts p11(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
11
J |], p12(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

12
J |],

p2(w) ∈ [1 : 2NRC−|VU|Y \VU|X̃ |−|IC |], p13(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
13
J |], p21(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

21
J |],

p22(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
22
J |], p3(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RI+ϵ−RC)+|VU|Y \VU|X̃ |−|I1|−|I2|], and

p4(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RP−RI−ϵ)+|I1|+|I2|+|IC |−|I11
J |−|I12

J |−|I13
J |−|I21

J |−|I22
J |]; vectors A1 and

A2, which are realizations of binary uniformly distributed random variables of size
[1 : 2|VU|X̃∪F1|] and [1 : 2|VV |UX̃∪F2|], respectively.

Output: The first layer helper data c(w), the second layer helper data j(w),
and the secret key s(w) for all users w ∈ [1 : MI ].

1: for w = 1 : MI do
2: ũN [VU |X̃ ](w)← A1

3: Given x̃N (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain the remain-
ing bits of ũN (w) according to (7.35).

4: ṽN [VV |UX̃ ](w)← A2

5: Given x̃N (w) and ũN (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain
the remaining bits of ṽN (w) according to (7.70).

6: c11(w)← ũN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ](w)

7: c12(w)← ũN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ p11(w)
8: c21(w)← ũN [I12L ](w)
9: c22(w)← ũN [I12J ](w)⊕ p12(w)

10: c3(w)← p2(w)
11: j11(w)← ũN [I13L ](w)
12: j12(w)← ũN [I13J ](w)⊕ p13(w)
13: j21(w)← ṽN [(VV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ](w)

14: j22(w)← ṽN [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ p21(w)
15: j31(w)← ṽN [I22L ](w)
16: j32(w)← ṽN [I22J ](w)⊕ p22(w)
17: j4(w)← p3(w)
18: s1(w)← ũN [I1S ](w)
19: s2(w)← ṽN [I2S ](w)
20: s3(w)← p4(w)
21: Store c(w) = (c1(w), c2(w), c3(w)), j(w) =

(j11(w), j12(w), j21(w), j22(w), j31(w), j32(w), j4(w)), and s(w) =
(s1(w), s2(w), s3(w)) in the first-layer, the second-layer public helper databases,
and the secure database at location w, respectively.

22: return {c(w)}MI
w=1, {j(w)}

MI
w=1, {s(w)}

MI
w=1
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Algorithm 6 Identification and Authentication of the Two-stage Generated Secret
Key System

Input: Observation sequence yN ; the private key p of the observed user; the
public helper database {j(w)}MI

w=1; vectors (A1, A2) and sets F1, F2, IC , I1, I2,
I11L , I12L , I13L , I11J , I12J , I21L , I22L , I21J , I22J , I1S , and I2S from Algorithm 1.

Output: Guessed user index ŵ and estimated secret key ŝ.

1: for (c11, c12) = [1 : 2|(VU|X\VU|X̃)∪F∪I11
L |]× [1 : 2|I

11
J |] do

2: ûN [VU |X̃ ](c11, c12)← A1

3: ûN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ](c11, c12)← c11

4: ûN [I11J ∪ F1](c11, c12)← c12 ⊖ p11
5: Given yN and ûN [VU |Y ∪ F1](c11, c12), do successive cancellation operation

to obtain the remaining bits of ûN (c11, c12).
6: L ← L ∪ {(c11, c12, ûN [I12L ](c11, c12), û

N [I12J ](c11, c12)⊕ p12, p2)}.
7: ŵ ← 0
8: do
9: ŵ ← ŵ + 1

10: if c(ŵ) ∈ L and (j11, j12) = (ûN [I13L ](c11(ŵ)), û
N [I13J ](c12(ŵ))⊕ p13) then

11: v̂N [VV |UX̃ ](ŵ)← A2

12: v̂N [(VV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ](ŵ)← j21(ŵ)

13: v̂N [I21J ∪ F2](ŵ)← j22(ŵ)⊖ p21
14: Given yN , ûN (c(ŵ)), and v̂N [VV |UY ∪F2](ŵ), do successive cancellation

operation to obtain the remaining bits of v̂N (ŵ).

15: while (v̂N [I22L ](ŵ), v̂N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ p22, p3) ̸= (j31(ŵ), j32(ŵ), j4(ŵ)) and ŵ ≤MI

16: if (v̂N [I22L ](ŵ), v̂N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ p22, p3) = (j31(ŵ), j32(ŵ), j4(ŵ)) then
17: return ŵ, ŝ← (ûN [I1S ](c(ŵ)), v̂N [I2S ](ŵ), p4)
18: else
19: return error
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Algorithm 7 Enrollment of the Two-stage Chosen Secret Key System

Input: Biometric sequence x̃N (w) for each user w ∈ [1 : MI ]; the
chosen secret key s(w); a rate tuple (RI , RS , RP , RC), the sets F1, F2, IC ,
I1, I2, I11L , I12L , I13L , I11J , I12J , I21L , I22L , I21J , I22J , I1S , and I2S , defined
in Definition 7.3.2; the binary presentation private key p(w) sequentially di-

vided into parts p11(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
11
J |], p12(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

12
J |], p2(w) ∈ [1 :

2NRC−|VU|Y \VU|X̃ |−|IC |], p13(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I
13
J |], p21(w) ∈ [1 : 2|I

21
J |], p22(w) ∈

[1 : 2|I
22
J |], p3(w) ∈ [1 : 2N(RI+ϵ−RC)+|VU|Y \VU|X̃ |−|I1|−|I2|], and p4(w) ∈ [1 :

2N(RP−RI−ϵ)+|I1|+|I2|+|IC |−|I11
J |−|I12

J |−|I13
J |−|I21

J |−|I22
J |]; vectors A1 and A2, which

are realizations of binary uniformly distributed random variables of size [1 :

2|VU|X̃∪F1|] and [1 : 2|VV |UX̃∪F2|], respectively.
Output: The first layer helper data c(w), the second layer helper data j(w),

and the secret key s(w) for all users w ∈ [1 : MI ].

1: for w = 1 : MI do
2: ũN [VU |X̃ ](w)← A1

3: Given x̃N (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain the remain-
ing bits of ũN (w) according to (7.35).

4: ṽN [VV |UX̃ ](w)← A2

5: Given x̃N (w) and ũN (w), do the successive cancellation operation to obtain
the remaining bits of ṽN (w) according to (7.70).

6: c11(w)← ũN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ](w)

7: c12(w)← ũN [I11J ∪ F1](w)⊕ p11(w)
8: c21(w)← ũN [I12L ](w)
9: c22(w)← ũN [I12J ](w)⊕ p12(w)

10: c3(w)← p2(w)
11: j11(w)← ũN [I13L ](w)
12: j12(w)← ũN [I13J ](w)⊕ p13(w)
13: j21(w)← ṽN [(VV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ](w)

14: j22(w)← ṽN [I21J ∪ F2](w)⊕ p21(w)
15: j31(w)← ṽN [I22L ](w)
16: j32(w)← ṽN [I22J ](w)⊕ p22(w)
17: j4(w)← p3(w)
18: j5(w)← (ũN [I1S ](w), ṽN [I2S ](w), p4(w))⊕ s(w)
19: Store c(w) = (c1(w), c2(w), c3(w)), j(w) =

(j11(w), j12(w), j21(w), j22(w), j31(w), j32(w), j4(w), j5(w)), and s(w) in
the first-layer, the second-layer public helper databases, and the secure
database at location w, respectively.

20: return {c(w)}MI
w=1, {j(w)}

MI
w=1, {s(w)}

MI
w=1
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Algorithm 8 Identification and Authentication of the Two-stage Chosen Secret
Key System

Input: Observation sequence yN ; the private key p of the observed user; the
public helper database {j(w)}MI

w=1; vectors (A1, A2) and sets F1, F2, IC , I1, I2,
I11L , I12L , I13L , I11J , I12J , I21L , I22L , I21J , I22J , I1S , and I2S from Algorithm 1.

Output: Guessed user index ŵ and estimated secret key ŝ.

1: for (c11, c12) = [1 : 2|(VU|X\VU|X̃)∪I11
L |]× [1 : 2|I

11
J |] do

2: ûN [VU |X̃ ](c11, c12)← A1

3: ûN [(VU |X\VU |X̃) ∪ I11L ](c11, c12)← c11

4: ûN [I11J ∪ F1](c11, c12)← c12 ⊖ p11
5: Given yN and ûN [VU |Y ∪ F1](c11, c12), do successive cancellation operation

to obtain the remaining bits of ûN (c11, c12).
6: L ← L ∪ {(c11, c12, ûN [I12L ](c11, c12), û

N [I12J ](c11, c12)⊕ p12, p2)}.
7: ŵ ← 0
8: do
9: ŵ ← ŵ + 1

10: if c(ŵ) ∈ L and (ûN [I13L ](c), ûN [I13J ](c)⊕ p13) = (j11, j12) then
11: v̂N [VV |UX̃ ](ŵ)← A2

12: v̂N [(VV |UX\VV |UX̃) ∪ I21L ](ŵ)← j21(ŵ)

13: v̂N [I21J ∪ F2](ŵ)← j22(ŵ)⊖ p21
14: Given yN , ûN (c(ŵ)), and v̂N [VV |UY ∪F2](ŵ), do successive cancellation

operation to obtain the remaining bits of v̂N (ŵ).

15: while (v̂N [I22L ](ŵ), v̂N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ p22, p3) ̸= (j31(ŵ), j32(ŵ), j4(ŵ)) and ŵ ≤MI

16: if (v̂N [I22L ](ŵ), v̂N [I22J ](ŵ)⊕ p22, p3) = (j31(ŵ), j32(ŵ), j4(ŵ)) then
17: return ŵ, ŝ← j5(w)⊖ (ûN [I1S ](c(ŵ)), v̂N [I2S ](ŵ), p4)
18: else
19: return error



Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

In this thesis, we investigated several aspects of biometric identification and au-
thentication systems. We extended the basic setting with additional considerations,
such as the noisy enrollment, as well as information-theoretic privacy and secrecy
constraints. We characterized the fundamental limits and proposed fundamental
limits-achieving code designs.

In Chapter 3, we study fundamental trade-offs of privacy-preserving biometric
identification and authentication systems. This work extends the authentication
problem with close to zero privacy leakage rate in [IW09] by including a noisy
enrollment step and identification. Due to the existence of noise in the enrollment
phase and the identification operation, the results are more general and require
revised proofs. It is shown that a close to zero privacy leakage rate is achieved with
additional private keys. The results also show that the identification rate and the
secret key rate can be enlarged by increasing the private key rate. The work in
this chapter provides a framework for analyzing privacy-preserving identification
systems and insight into the design of optimal systems.

In Chapter 4, we study a privacy-preserving two-stage setting. Similar to Chap-
ter 3, we introduce private keys in the system and aim at achieving a close to zero
privacy leakage rate. In the enrollment phase, secret keys and two layers of helper
data for each user are generated. In the identification phase, the system firstly
compares the observed user sequence with the first layer helper database, outputs a
list, then obtains a set of user indices. Then the system compares the observed user
sequence with the users in the set. Therefore, the identification procedure avoids
an exhaustive search and only has to do a comparison with some parts of the users
in the system. This leads to a systematic reduction of the search complexity. Fun-
damental trade-offs among the identification rate, the secret key rate, the private
key rate, the helper data rate, and the list size rate are derived. Moreover, the
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obtained results show that a private key can be used efficiently in the two-stage
setting to preserve privacy, as well as boost the identification rate and the secret
key rate.

In Chapter 5, we study secure biometric identification and authentication in
multiple systems, which share the same biometric information of users. We con-
sider two designs, viz., the joint design and the incremental design. For the joint
design, multiple systems are designed together at once. We characterize the fun-
damental trade-offs among the identification rate, secret key rates, privacy leakage
rate, and helper data rates in the joint design. For the incremental design, it is
assumed that there is a legacy system and then new systems are designed based on
the legacy system. We also derive the capacity region for the incremental design. It
is shown that the capacity region of the incremental design is a subset of the capac-
ity region of the joint design. As biometrical information is used in more and more
applications, privacy protection becomes more and more important. And the prob-
lem of multiple systems is relevant for biometric identification and authentication
scenarios due to privacy and secrecy concerns.

In Chapter 6, we study the uncertainty aspects of biometric identification and
authentication systems. The uncertainty lies in two aspects, i.e., the probability
mass function (p.m.f.) of users’ biometric information and the observation channel.
For the p.m.f. of users’ biometrics, it is assumed that users are from different groups
and the distribution of each group is determined by a state. For the observation
channel, it is assumed that there is a set of channels and the actual observation
channel is from this set. The obtained results show that our results are more general
and can be reduced to the results in [WKGL03]. It is also worth mentioning that
strong secrecy is achieved, which is more stringent than weak secrecy considered in
the previous chapters.

In Chapter 7, we show that polar codes can be developed for implementation
in the considered biometric identification and authentication systems. Source po-
larization is implemented on biometrics to extract helper data and secret keys.
The systems can include private keys to achieve desired privacy-preserving require-
ments. As the polar coding principle is shown to achieve the fundamental bounds
for various setups, the code designs show that polar codes be also developed for
this setting. Moreover, the proposed code designs not only achieve optimal per-
formance but also satisfy a more stringent secrecy preservation requirement, which
can be achieved for free. This ensures that the proposed code designs result in
better protection of secrecy. Recently, several methods and approaches have been
developed for the design of low-complexity polar coding schemes that outperform
state-of-the-art performance. Given these large ongoing research efforts to develop
low-complexity polar coding schemes, one can expect that several of those ideas can
be transferred to this problem as well, which is a direction to develop the technology
further. Therefore, the polar code designs developed in this work will serve as the
basic polar coding principles enabling the design and implementation of efficient
low-complexity polar codes for identification and authentication.
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8.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have extended the basic biometric identification and authentica-
tion systems with privacy and secrecy constraints from several perspectives. These
extensions aim at reducing the gap between the models and the real applications.
The obtained results are shown to be more general and can be reduced to those
basic settings in the literature. For the extended models, we derive the fundamental
trade-offs among the interested rates, which characterizes the optimal performance
of the systems. The results reveal fundamentally how these extensions affect the
optimal trade-offs.

The obtained results in this thesis can be used as a guideline for the performance
evaluation of a real system. For example, to reliably identify a certain number of
users and generate a certain length of the secret key, the fundamental limits and
the privacy analysis reveal how long the stored helper data have to be and how
much privacy can be preserved. Moreover, the extended settings also provide a
framework for building a biometric identification and authentication system on top
of the basic setting. For example, the two-stage setting reveals how to avoid the
exhaustive search. Especially, the capacity region of the two-stage setting involves
two auxiliary variables U and V satisfying Markov chain U−V −X−Y . The process
of finding two auxiliary variables successively can be seen as the process of spreading
the hierarchical structure of the system. With this design idea, one can extend
it straightforwardly to multiple stages. The multiple systems setting illustrates
how to design several systems such that the public helper data can be reused for
efficiency. Especially, for the incremental design of the multiple systems setting,
we see an interesting relation between the design and the successive refinement of
information. From the capacity region of the incremental design, we see that a
new auxiliary random variable satisfying a Markov chain, which corresponds to the
process of finding a better description of the source in the successive refinement
of information. However, a weakness of the incremental design is that we allow to
update the data of the legacy system while keeping the same structure. This is
because we use the random coding argument in the proof. This requirement is not
convenient for the design and should be improved, which requires further research.
The setting with uncertainty provides a framework for designing a system when the
biometric data are from several databases or the observation channel varies from a
set. We show that the obtained capacity region is consistent with the intuition, i.e.,
it is determined by the worst case of the biometric source and channel. Therefore,
the capacity region involves the operations of taking the maximum and minimum.
A weakness of the uncertainty setting is perhaps the worst case approach, in which
there are a finite number of channels, is strict. However, the research idea can be
straightforwardly extended to the continuous case, i.e. the states of the observation
channels and the biometric source are both from continuous sets.

The analysis of deriving the fundamental limits is based on information-theoretic
methods with quantitative information-theoretic metrics. For example, the privacy
and secrecy measure are both based on mutual information. That is, privacy leak-
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age is defined as the mutual information between the public helper data and the
biometric information, and secrecy leakage is the mutual information between the
public helper data and the secret key. Since the generation of the public helper
data and the secret key can be seen as a source coding process, bounding the mu-
tual information leakage relates to the rate-distortion problem, and thus protects
against the adversarial reconstruction of the biometric information and the secret
key. For secrecy, the mutual information leakage is required to be negligible. How-
ever, for privacy, we consider the case where we tolerate some leakage. However,
the measure is in the average sense, which might not be strict enough and lack an
operational meaning. Thus, an interesting future work research direction might be
to study other privacy measures that meet specific privacy requirements.

Lastly, we proposed polar code designs that are provably asymptotically opti-
mal. Compared to the achievability proof based on the concept of typicality, the
code designs bring one step further towards real application and provide a promis-
ing code design approach for biometric identification and authentication systems.
Nevertheless, the code design still involves random coding arguments, and experi-
ments on biometric data are not included, although initial studies have been done.
In particular, we consider ideal i.i.d. biometric source and channels, which is a
simplifying assumption. Thus, it will be a challenging and interesting next step to
take more real world aspects into consideration and propose code designs suitable
for real applications.

8.3 Future Work

There are several possible research directions for future research. In the following,
we list a few aspects which are considered to be important to be studied to further
close the gap between theory and real applications.

• Optimization of auxiliary random variables: To illustrate the funda-
mental limits, we included binary examples, which give a basic understanding
of the optimal trade-offs. However, for simplicity, optimization of cardinality
of the auxiliary random variable is not considered. In more detail, we picked
some distributions and channels for illustrations and did not characterize the
optimal auxiliary random variable, which is a non-trivial problem. This is
also a remaining challenging task if we want to use the fundamental limits as
a benchmark for the optimality design.

• Pre-pocessing of biometric data: In this thesis, we have some assump-
tions about the distribution of the biometric data. However, the distribution
of real biometric data can be more complicated than assumed. Moreover,
biometric data are usually high-dimensional. An operation of dimension re-
duction can be included in the enrollment phase for a more efficient design.
Therefore, it is necessary and interesting to study how to pre-process the
biometric data and how this affects the performance of the biometric system.
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• Higher flexibility of the incremental design: In Chapter 5, the incre-
mental design of multiple systems is studied. In the incremental design, new
systems are built based on existing legacy systems. We require that it is
allowed to update the existing legacy system when building new systems.
Though this does not raise more storage cost since the structure of the legacy
systems are kept the same and only the content of the data are updated, this
update procedure is a stringent requirement. In some scenarios, it is preferred
not to update the legacy systems for convenience. It is interesting to take this
aspect into consideration and study the incremental design.

• Other privacy measures: In this thesis, we adopt mutual information
as the privacy measure and privacy leakage is the amount of information
leaked from the helper data about the biometric data. In some scenarios, it
is not necessary that the whole biometric data should be protected, e.g. the
biometric data consists of several parts and only some parts require privacy
preservation. It is interesting to character the privacy with respect to only
the private part of the biometric data.

• More advanced polar coding techniques: In Chapter 7, our proposed
code designs achieve optimal performance asymptotically. This is due to
the fact that the capacity-achieving performance of polar codes holds for
sufficiently long sequence length. Moreover, for simplicity, we consider the
binary case of the code design. In real-life scenarios, the biometric data are
not necessarily sufficiently long or binary. Fortunately, there is a large amount
of work going on for constructing practical polar codes that perform well
for short block-lengths and non-binary codes, see e.g. [TV13, TV15,MT10].
Considering the length of biometric sequences is finite and non-binary in
real-life scenarios, it is interesting to develop more advanced techniques for
constructing short block-length and non-binary polar codes.
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